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A PERSONAL STATEMENT
With this week's issue of The Ledger & Times, the responsibility
for its publication rests upon the shoulders of Raleigh Meloan and myself.
To us it is a challenge to move forward and give the people ot
Murray and Calloway county the best weekly newspaper possible. Tc
follow in the footsteps of.Joe T. Lovett, who has been your publisher
for the last nine years, and is loved by all of you and respected as a
writer and leader of public thought an actions, is a task. To merit
the opportunity of following Joe is a real privilege.
The will to succeed is uppermost in our minds. By hard work
and diligent effort, we hope to achieve our goal.
You all know Raleigh and the fine record he has already made
here in Murray and Calloway county as' a newspaper man and as a
Christian citizen. All of you know Mrs. Meloan who is well and favarably known in 1Vhirray•sansi throughout the county. Until recently
recently she was connected with some of the mercantile firms of
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Kirksey High School

Local Man Owns And Operates
Lavons Portraits, A National Firm
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lbs. Scoco 5khortening
one season. First class
$1.00
Russell. .Rebecca Chariton. Elaine northern pert of the state.
-4-tts. Jewel Shortening
Russell. June Geurire James NanBlalock himself plans to make Pat Gingles. College • AtilitIon..:
49c
ney,,,
'Wale,
Fay
°dee
Williams.
Calloway
county his permanent FOR SALE-Rota-Speed Diee
20 lbs. fancy Onions
25c
Ruth Williams. Lorene Nanney.
condense, and is .aow living on in Machine and Woodstock
10 lbs. Turnips
15c
Main- VOW-just beyond College writer. 13olth in. good crc
ere have played three games of Addition. His „father.- 'F,'H ,13/1,- See Ralph Churchill,
2-pound jar Peanut Butter and 2 pounds
i softball and won two,
Member of
lock, erstwhile Kirtuiey farmer.
Soda Crackers
• ....
.
40c
I We have bought a new basket- has been dead for '25 years and so MR. HOME OWNER-place y.
Fancy Cranberries, pound •
I8c
bail and a little ball for the smell- his son returned to establish the order now for Fruit 'Tee, Bright.
Evaporated Apricots, lb.
ereehddren out of pert kd .the:pro• headquareers for his business en Bulbs Evergreens, anti it
15"
ceedi from brae ice cream 'nipper.
the county velyiele gave him birth. Alton Barnett. South 0th Si
2 boxes Concentrated Super Suds
,20c.
scho4,.. plans to enter the He is not in competition_ with local -142
A nice 8-inch bowl or a cake plate
_
fail •
Raxon Oct ewe 15:
'photographers--placting only. his
these three for
epueeee
genei-al effices. and •headquarters dtt
. 21c
Gimes Rewlette. •Warren. cowl- in Murray arid receiving no' local 'M Outi-T 'd he& 'mute •
Octagi:m Soap Powder
ty has made use of it tobacco press trade.' He expects soon, he said, -iiatud limos -Alin 01 (1.
National Representative,
American Press Asseeiation
Octagon Cleanser
et getting his crop ready for mar- to complei,e a modern home to be
5c
225W. 39th St.,- New York,
ket '•
built eight miles north ot Murray
PAT to producers for EGGS-cash 24c; trade 25.
N. Y.
uespote
on the Benton hittetuayetwo nales
weldneen 'le lure tin welder...de
•
it ears to Read :he classifieds efreioneeteeeptam-se-easeseie
inJul 1317'em-1-C ; .IN211

-THEN
wtaNOW

B.Kennamer,Ph.D.

T. L. SMITH
Pure Food Market

Knight News

of

I
-

JUST BACK FROM MARKET
My First Trip This Fall

nat;a

MURRAY HIGH
• SCHOOL

I have stayed out because of
the advanced prices, and now
prices on all Cotton goods have
declined 15%. The decline is passed on to my customers without
loss tome.
I Have Bought Sufficiently To
Supply Your Needs
A visit to our store will convince you of the saving in all lines.

CMSSI 11F.1 LEI

Kirksey Kinklcts

1,,
1

the

T.0.TURNER

nanuced

Why National Advertisers

T.

USE THIS NEWSPAPER

1

•

-ilt--T3Ot-h-

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes
the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads

Russell Chapel School..
N

SWANN'S GROCERY

•

The Ledger & Times

FOR

it

,
"Kentucky's llost Progressive Weekly NewsNper"

CONSOLIDATED DRIVE
For Country .Newspaper National Advertising

iio t

•
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,
•
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)d Market
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Host to FDEA

Welcome Teachers -

Zn.
Se
MUMS

Don't
Forget

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD

12e

a. Tomatoes

$5.15

62Se
$1.45
I1L55 and 51.60
I _
U.55
o
and our good
[etc your meal.

The Rexall Store
Home of $50,000 Chocolates

LET L. DELIVER
r Eggs, Baron and

- Home Coming
Game

A

itly To

State
Welcomes

COLLEGE AUDITORIUM,

All Teachers_

9:30-t.;00_ Business Session. .
10:00-10:20 The Active K. E. A."
—Supt.-N. 0. Kimbler, President K. E. A.
10:20 Meeting of Board of Directors.

Back for

•
F. D. E. A. OFFICERS 1937

DR. JAMES H. RICHMOND

See ..Our Display
of
Greeting
Cards

Murray

Murray State Teache College Orchestra
Prof. Franklin P. Inglis, Director.
7:50- 8:00 Presentation of New Officers.
HELEN HOWE,in her
8:00
"Characters and Caricatures"
•
Saturday Morning, October Ninth

Visit Our Fountain

.ause of
Id now
Is have
is pass- •
without

Try Our
HOT
FUDGE
Sundae . . . 10c

PROGRAM
First District Education
Association

Edward F. Blackburn
President
Superinteixlent_of caidwell, county Schools
D. D Crisp
Vice President
Principal Heath High School
K. R. Patterson
Secretary-Treasurer
Superintendent Mayfield City Schools

Home Coming
Sat., Oct.23

DIRECTORS
Walter C. Jetton, Principal Tilghman High School.
Everett Howton, Superintendent Princeton City Schools.
Vera Blackburn. Superintendent Hickman County Schools.
H. I.. Smith, Superintendent Paducah City Schools.
C. H. Gentry, Principal Reidland High School, Director of K. E. A.

2 P. M.

**,

fill conall lines.

j
t

School Supplies ... Johnston's Candies

Fifty-third Annual Session

TOILETRIES FROM YARDLEY
Coty. . . Corday. . . Guerlain

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
October Eigth and Ninth
1937

Fortune's Ice Cream
Quality . . . Service . . . Prices
WE HAVE IT!

ER

Please.Call 366

W. VLCOLE!SIRGCERY

le they
bscribE

FRIDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 8
GENERAL SESSION—COLLEGE AUDITORIUM
President Edward F. Blackburn, Presiding
9:30- 9:50 M. S. T. C. Band
, Prof. W. H. Fox, Director
9:30- 9:55 Invocation
. Rev. Bruce 'Maguire
Pastor Presbyterian Church
9:55-10:05 Welcome
Dr. James H. Richmond
President Murray State Teachers College
10:05-10:25 Address
Hon. Harry W. Peters
Superintendent of Public Instruction
.
10:25-10:40 "Teacher Organization at Home and
Abroad."—M'. W. P. King, Secretary of
the K. E. A.
10:40-10:50 Girls Glee Club of M. S. T. C.
Prof. Leslie R. Putnam, Director.
10:50-11:40 "The New Ideal" .... Dr. Rollo W. Brown
.•
11:40 General Business. !
12:00. Adjournment for Lunch.

Mottoes

often

Greeting Cards

thin
munity

NUNNALLY'S CANDY

ia they
• Corn -

Wailk Drug.

y man-

Walgreen

Penslar

ELEMENTARY 'SCH,OaL SECTION_
1:30 Friday
Miss Margaret Heath, Benton, Presiding
1:30- 2:00 Training School Circus.
OutgrOwth of Creative Activity.
Directed by Miss Daisy Hinkle.
2:00- 2:.10 Two-piano Number—
Dr. Frances Ross Hicks
Miss_ Lillian Watters
2:10- 2;50 "Your Personality-:-What Can Be.Done
• About ft.'
-Dr. Henry J. Arnold, Wittenburg College
2:50- 3:00 Mixed Octette of M. S. T. C.
Prof. L. R. Putnam, Director
3:0-0- Business Session
•
HIGH SCHOOL SECTION
•
1:30 P. M. Friday

•

LITTLE CHAPEL

The MURRAY LAUNDRY Welcomes the Teachers of
the First District Back to Murray!

dealer

You can't go wrong when you patronize the firms that aid in keeping
you clean-! We assume that responsibility when you bring your clothes to
_
r

MURRAY LAUNDRY —
TELEPHONE 303

_

Beautiful as moonlight in gardens
by the sea ...
Soft as twilight. . . and lovely as a windkiss on lilies in starlight. That is descriptive of Marcel and Wav Creations by
MAI-DONNE!

MA1-DONNE BEA TY SHOP

-imilleirimmellwiP4*****Piecwkwar•

1937 F. D. E. A
WELCOME
TO

•

RYAN'S
Since 1880

•

COLLEGE AUDITORIUM

re,

es

and

7:15- 7:50

Be Here!

Fall

'it link
d their

Murray

COLLEGE AUDIT RIUM

Sat., Oct. 23
2 P.M.

MET

e. BY
th
e iden-

National Youth Administration—Little Chapel—Mr. Otis
C. Amis, Louisville, Presiding.
Natural Sciences—Room 301, Training School—Mr. W.
Moser, Murray, Presiding.
School Board Members—Room 206, Liberal Arts Building
Mr. Boone Hill, Sharpe, Presiding.
Social Sciences—Room 309, Liberal Arts Building—Mr.
R. J. Snodgrass, Paducah, Presiding.
GENERAL SESSION
Friday Evening, October 8_

25c
$1.27
45e

Degas

ER

PAGE THREE

These Murray Businesses Cordially Welcome the Teachers
of the First District and Invite Their Patronage

DLI.A1'Ll:.

a _
re Lard

.

Mr. Herman Miller, Paducah, Presiding
1:30-1:48 M. S. T. C. Siring Quartette.
1:45- 2:35 Address—Dr. Clyde E. Wildman, President
of Depauw University Greencastel, Ind.
2:35 Business Session
•
•
GROUP CONFERENCES
Friday 3 P. M.
Adult Education—Reading Room of the Library—Mr.
Waylon Rayburn, -Murray, Presiding.
Athletics and Physical Education—Men's Gym Health
Building—Mr. Walter C. Jetton, Paducah, Pre, .siding.
Attendance Officers—Room 102, Training School—Mr.
Homer Witherspoon, Clinton, Presiding.
Commerce—South Room, Mez. Floor, Ltbrary—Mr. R. L.
Montgomgry, Paducah, Presiding.
English—Periodical Room, Library—Mr. F. D. Mellen,
Murray, Presiding.
Poreign Lang:-unges--Room 207, Liberal Arts Building—
Miss Nadine Oveitall, Murray, Presiding.
Honie Economics—Room 305, Liberal Arts Buildikg-s.
Miss Pattie Bolin, Clinton, Presiding.
Librarians—Room 213, Liberal Arts Building—Mr. W. J.
Gibson, Murray, Presiding.
Mathematics—Room 115; Liberal • Arta Building--Miss
Elizabeth Carter, Mayfield, Presiding.
}uaia-aRaom..L0 Aiditorttrm—ar. W.-H. Fox,- Murray,
Presiding

--Nete RillSuits, Hats and Shoes CURLEE CLOTHES
We have been a representative of the Best in Murray
Clothing Values for-more than a Decade
You'll find your size, your color, and your pattern in
Shirts, Ties, Shoes, Hats, Suits, Topcoats, Underwear and Topnotch Wearing Apparel at

Graham & Jackson
The Corner Clothing Store

DIAMOMDS!

JEWELRY!

Eight, Hamilt‘a, Bulova • • •
Watches for Ladies and Gents!
Lenses Fitted or Duplicated • Frames Fitted or Repaired
Complete line of Wahl and Shaeffer Eversharp Pens and Pencils.
Finest and Best Equipped Repair Department in Miirray. Special...
attention to Mail Orders.

You Are Always Welcome at

H. B. BAILEY, The Jeweler
/////4e,
"9;4464444W4444e
,

41114.011.1111.•

•

•

11P,INIIIIIMMIO11,011rOrprt
'."
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voted upon November second. if it
past week to the W.
best Hazel has ever put forth.
were not printed at page Seo of
Memorial Hospaal:
Fiddlers tIostest At Kama
Acts of the General Assembly la36,
Hazel High school will sponsor
Walter Thurman, NI ,
Home Economics Club
Centolidation of The Mur-ay Ledeer. The Calloway Tune-, and The It is revolutionary. No man or
fiddlers' 'contest in the school
Times-Herald. October 20, 1928.
Paul G. Walker, M.1
The Hazel High School Home a
woman now living has seea any
Saturdae night, Octoeuditoriam
BE IT ENACTED BY -IMF GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE Economics club held Its first meetPublished by The Calle-% ay Te:±tT5hITIZ el=rrY, Inc.
buct
-drastic-- --proposal --Mr the
o'clock., The pi- Mrs. Wm. Madison Ito
„
North Fourth Street, Murray, Ken
ing of the new year Wednesday, ber 16 'at 7.30
change of our county government CORIMONWEAl TH OF KENTUCKY:
Nell Humphreys, Pare 1
is as follows:
gram
SePtember 22. New officers were
We are told in the Courier-JourTravel"Arkansas
• R ateloan and John S. Neal
An Act, proposing an amendment to the Constitution to be elected
Publishers
Violin mile.,
W. D. Sykes, hfuroo
nal that there is a "horde of court- I
but no schedule or plans
John S Neal
quartet, two nunthers:-- guitarsubmitted to the electorate: which amendment authorizes the General
Editor and--Advertising Mammas.were made for the coming year er";
ty offices" that should be abotished.I
Pierce, Kirass'Y
Paul
two
A&s...tniblv to reorganize government within the territorial confines of
vocal solo; French harp solo,
What are they? First. what is a
however, we expect
A Patterson Paris
to be a
violin solo, own seleccounties under powert and limitations therein set out.
numbers;
very successful one, The followEthelyn Miller, Della
"horde" The.ilichimary stays: "A.
_
tion; VOW-duet. with or without
wandering troop or clam a predatha
m •
Sectiim One That upon the concurrence of three-lathe of all ing officers were elected:.
accompanist; and band of three or
multitude."
R. Meloan, Murray. 1:,titit••
members elected to each house of the General Assembly of the ComPresident, Clara Erwin; vice- more instruments.
Cash -prizes
NANICXWAI. EDITORIAL tory
' The County officers established
Lancaster, Murray; K.!,
4
!j
..
AML
OCIATION by the constitution are County monwealth of Kentucky.- the ayes and nays being taken thereon and president, Leola Erwin; secretary. will be awarded the winners.
Paris, Tenn.;
vie'1,
•,!.. s,,e
entered in full upon their respective journals, that there be and here- Laura Curd; treasurer, Hilda Faye
Class •
/ 93 5
Sophomore
Judge. County Court Clerk'. CounThornton,
Murrays
by proposed an amendment to the Constitution of the Commonwealth Brandon; reporter, Dorothea MillThe Sophomore class recently Douglas. poryear,
ty Attorney. Sheriff. Jailer. Asses- of kentuckv,
•Te-r..11'. T,
amendment reads as follows: Constitutional er.
' met and eleted class officers and Kenney.' eisafort
08..4111115 f•ALAII. i•
sor .and. Coroner and 111 each- Jus- Amendment within
Tem
11.
th territorial' confines it counties 'as now existW.
Leola Erwin, vice-president and sponsor. Thee are as follows: prestices
district
one Justice of the ing or as hereafter 'e
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray. Kentucky, as second class mail matter
lished) the General Assembly may be legis- chairman cf all committees, se- ident, Robert Hendon; vice-presi- W. Stubblefield. Muri.a
Peace and one Constable. There is lation of statewide
Patients dIsmistel •, ,
the
application, or of application according to damn- lected the following members to dent. Ruth Harmon; secretary and
'Subscription Rates:—In First Congressional District and Henry and your predatory multitude. Which
cation based on population, retain; modify, and consolidate any and ! or serve on the enteramment com- treasurer. Bob Turnbow: news re- past week: Mrs. Wm. 1),
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere. $2.0U- offices .sh.,:.uld be ah.ilished"
•
all governmental bodies, offices, agencies, and institutions; may enlarge, mittee: Dorothy----Adams. Rachel porter, Ruth Harmcn;• and spon- maker, Murray; Mrs.
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market
The Amendment should be deDresden, Tenn.;
„
curtail. modify. consolidate, redefine and redistribute the powers. White. and Gerthal Mae Arm- sor, Mr. Miller.
furnished upon application.
feated because—
Richardson. Mansfield T
duties, functions, and jurisdiction of governmental bodies, offices. strong. - -- Refreshment committee:
The sophomore class has about
t I It gives the
Legislature
Robert Henry Crouse M.
Mrs.
agencies, institute'ns. and Melts, and may provide the number of Ruth Harmon, Clarice Allbritten. 33 members enrolled.
This is
winter, and would see hickory plenary power to establish
any
judges for such courts; and ally abolish all governmental bodies, of- and Catherine Underwood. Pro- the largest class and it should be Rufus Austin. McKen..•• •'O
smoke curling from the smoke form of ciaunty government.
duly,
fices, agencies. and institutions,' and may abolish all courts inferior to gram committee: flee Erwin, Jose- the predominating class of the Mrs. 0. H. Boatwright.
houses curing hams and bacon.
•
(2) We have no idea what the
Tenn.; Mrs. W. W. Snmtorlield,
There is a school of thought that
school. We have planned to give
And ,was that goccl along in Legislature vitill4o. We are asked the Circuit Court and may set up new ones in their stead; and May phine Harmon, and Elreta Lamb.
your first impression of people or
The ,annual initiation for all a play on November 20, but the Murray; Miss Nell !fun ,ptrevs,
Mirch and April when I would to vote blindly for something, we provide the method ot selection of all officers, their compensation arid
a cortuntinity is the one .you will
the means and methods of its payment Provided: no legislation here- girls, eligible to become mem- title has not been selected as yet. Parts, Tenn.; Miss Ella F.,,-;o1 Sills,
go to grandmothers and she would know not what.
.
Model, Tenn.; Mrs. H CHie
remember the longest.
bers, will be held as soon as possfry me a nice slice of them and
'3) The principal eounty officers under shall affect any elected officer during his term of office, - The
Two outstanding impressions of I
Hazel; Mrs. Theo
1 -..• el'.
provisions of this Constitution are retained limiting the powers of ible. _
tpake some old fashioned brown 'those named in section 99 of
the
Calloway County will
Murray and Ca
Kiriteem Mrs,• E.
'13
corporations
public
atd
quasi-corporatio
public
tax,
ns
to
to
incur
debts,
Senior
gravY•
Class News
Constitution) should be elected by
.
always stand out in My mind.
Dyersburg. Term.; Mrs D (- (.!.in- the •people. -Under the amend- and to impose pre-cgisting debts temtory theretofore liable therefor;
The seniors of Hazel High school
Gee of these is the ternal. recepton. Hazel: Rob Rev IiHk• III
except that the General Assembly, in creating any new public corp- heel their
• But the nice part about it. here ment any or all of them _may
first meeting September
be..
tion that has been
l'atients admitted during the Springville, Tenn,
oration and
or quasi-corporation may classify it by populanon in 14 and elected the
--Murray. TTiii I can 'get the appointed.
•
following offidurii
t
of country to taxing and borrowing powers as cities are classified by this rers
.
president, •Everard 'flicks: t If the amendment is adoptpermanent residence in Murray
smoked ham and do I enjoy it! . ed the Legislature will fix
vice-president, Franklin
Sc a rthe Constitution.
_. and Calloway County.
Without
It reminds me of the childhood/salaries of county dater,. They
brough; secretary, Clara Erwin:
any disparaging rintarks upon
I
Section'
amendment
Two.
This
shall
be
published
and sub- treasurer, Tom
days. And' pleasant memories are are now fixed by the fiscal
Turnbow; sergeantcourts, mitted to the voters of the State for their ratification
other communities with which I
or rejection at at-arms,
lasting thoughts_
whose members are familiar with
Dallas Miller; reporter
ant acquainted.. _use_ liesptality I
the time and in the manner provided ueder Sections two hundred
Hilda
the
Faye Brandon; and sponsor
fiscal affairs of the counties
have received here has been- exAnd speaking of memories. I and know how much they can pay fifty-six 4256) and two hundred fifty-seven 257 of the .Constitution Mrs. Kaska Jones.
tremely gratifying. It really makes
.
shall never forget the hospitality i many counties are in debt. and of The Commonwealth of Kentucky and under Section one thousand
Last week the class was besieg'petrel at .home._
four hundred fifty-nine 114591 of Baldwin's Revised Edition of Carroll's
that
has been shown me during my find it necessary to fix the salaries
The ether- outstanding- impresKentucky Statutes of ohe thousand 'nine hundred thirty 419301, official ed by ring salesmen., After . a
first week in Murray. and Calloway extremely low.
skies- u, the high regardthe_people
edition: Provided that thi ,- amendment shall be submitted on a sepa- heated discussion, we purchased
4-el,bletty,p—...
ISi Even if the 1938 session
our rings from Robert Miller, a
of this Community have for rerate ballot.
of 'the Legislature should give us
'dormer student of Hazel High.
ligion and. the interest _thine_ is
Approved
Febauary
27.1936
You snorts fans don't want to I a pod form•of county goVernment,
' Our class is made up of widein church work here. Never have
forget that game over at Mayfield I we have no assurance it
awake, full-of-pep boys and go
would last.
I been invited to come to hiirch
Saturday night.
Let's go over The 1940 Legislature could change
We hope for our class to act
an - Often.
_roe there and help Tv
planning. Improved crop rotations
SOUTH THIRD STREET •
firlland and the it all. When you abolish
plish more and to be one of ti i
constituis a genuineness. M. religion 'and
Tigers TY up those
•
Mayfield 1tonal county government there is use qf cover crops. fertilizing and. , • .
religious activities in Murray and
liming, contour cultivation,
tame.
con_
limr. Is dean
Cardinals.
an end to all stability.
.
Calloway county - that is lacking it
• • • '
eit •
tour strip Cropping, terracing, use
-J61 The county manager plan
many • other communities -if the
of vegetated waterways, improveOne six weeks of school is gone
Fall
...We with-Departments_of Law
United States.
ment-of--perminent- p.stei,s, gully
have a nice clean city in Murray Welfare. Works:
erz‘taig U.,. the
Edqcation. Chari- control, establishment -permanent cad vsa.ayone.
- When ninety-nine out of a
of
so let's keep-it that way by keep- ties and son on,
each depart- woodlands, and wildlife conserva- verdict which will be on the gra&
hundred people ynu meet ask you,
ing the leavet that are how fall- mmtat-havnig-its
cards.
director. with as- tion are discussed.
to come to 'church- the..fotteltingi
All tecorning raked up and_hauled away. A sistants. secretaries,
Mrs. •Gro_gan's third _grade _has
_gt
Sunday. it establishes the fact that
are -trased- upon- completed its circus parade on
week • from • Friday the Ali
and the like. would 'look well on
this community is a wholesome
of
ments
the
Service
and
follow
Tennessee football team and their paper. but . we can't
which they have been working for
afford it now. closely those made
-u-place to live. Progress in business
by the Univers- some time.
fans' will be our. guests so let's
(7.0 The amendment is not needand 'civic improvement cannot be
ity
of
Kentucky
Extension
Service,
: All the three grades 'first. seckeep our record of having the ed. There is pp
-horde ot county
•Made withut. first, a religions
"Farmlands oft'ai seem as stable ond, and third) are making circleanest city in Old Kentucky.
officers." ,Read section 99
clatiiicieusr.ess of what is best: seeas the Rock of Gibraltar. the bul- cus book le(s.
8 I do not. distrust the Legisla•
the maintenance. of good
letin states in the preface. "Yet,
They will soon have their cirmire. I take off my hat to it. In
_ schools and always an- effort to imwithin the memory of men now cus project complete.
1•iew etc the gfeat number of quesprove .them: and third. kes: •• •
•
living, laud in the Ohio Valley
Miss Hodges' fourth grade has
tions fonsidered in a very short
Mime as an" irelttitutiori
Region has been cleared, tilled, brought setae' tadpoles to school
time
it
is
remarkable
every merpbpr of . the
that
the
ca:
ruined by erosion, and abandoned. and they now have them in water
Cor.tributions to this column
Legislature does not make more
be . prould and 'a pr_per place n.
upon topics of interest are al--If the. United States is to re- and are watching them develop
mistaites 'than it dc.es. But I pbways welcome. They do not
Which .to raise ofilldreit
main- a productive agricultural na- into frogs.
'
necessarily express 'the views
y-ct to 'taking county government
tion we must 'anchor' our soil and
of this newt:paper.
The three grades (fourth, fifth,
out of the Constitution. We might
protect it against the ravages of and sixth' all joined the Red
have an unwise Legislature some
rain and wind. Already we hsye. -cross, the last week.
,tAINST COUNTY GOA:ERN- time. We should
certainly have lost untold billions of tons !TOM-NEST .aMENDMENT
High School
a tempts, at every session, to
millions of acres. The task that
We are glad indeed to have Mary
.
change whatever kind of Severn.., .
lies before us is to check the fur- Dean Collie with us. She did not
By John
1 To The. Murray Ledger & Times: ment the 1938
Legislature may titer advance of erosion and
care- get to attend scle-.01 the first sit
Under the County Government * erect.
fully conserve the abundant sup- weeks because of an appendec.•ssnenchr.ent .t:, be voted tlpon next
LILBURN
PHELPS
i
Murray. is not tLe °My city tha ;November the Legiraature "May enply of fertile soil that remains." tomy.
. experienced heavy- rainfalL,durmg I large. eurtail...modifY
The text of the pamplet contains
We are sorry that Marie Shoe. consolidate. i
;he pail 'week. It has bPen quite !redefine a...A neneteihiyte the powi Anchoring Farm Lands ,.s concrete suggeitions for ,controll- maker isn't physically able: to be
general, with 2.64 inches r,etiorted 1 ers, duties. functions . and jurtsdic7
Mg soil erosion. Copies may be at school this week. We hope she
1
the Ohio Valley Region obtained free of charge from
in some places. Now that Old. Sol 'lion of governmentalthe will be back next week.bodies,. office.
,
is at it again, we wonder if it's the- agencies and -courts, and may
office of Wallace G. Smith. superEtvin Winchester, of Detroit.
pro- ,
Hew - farmlands in the Ohio Vatheat or water that" the worse. vide the, nurnber of judges
of such ' ley may be anchored is the subject intendent of CCC camp SCS-14- Malt.: an alumni of '36, was a
Anyhow, we must have both to courts: and may abolish
visitor of our school Tuesday..Ocall go'- - of a U S. Department of Agricul- Ky.
make the wheels go around lakei eirsesa•nial bodes. -offices
.
tober S..
_
and insti-i-ture bulletin- lust received at the
Beyond our earthly power, it is, to touch
a dector's - prescriPtion -if we rm , tutions. and.my abolish
-There will . be a pie supper Satall courts' Murray office of the Soil Canserthe hands or hear the voice of our loved ones
rely.- hall% in _the-sight pr-.4partioris, ' interim to the Circuit
urday. October 9. We extend our
Court and a-ation Servite. The bulletin, prewho have passed into the great beyond.
'we will have fine crops..
- may set up new ones in their stead; pared with the
invitation to everyone far and
• • •.• ,
assistance of memand may provide the method of se.- hers of the Soil
--near.
WHEREAS,
an All-wise Creator
Conservation sta
The...
en- dt
.
-teeth:in of- all ciffre-En. th
Tit-TO' remove -ri.-Ttir--eisir.pen- is written especially for the region.
t• rm our -Orr Satufdry nighT, llettibef
The little babe in the cradle, the sparkling
here remnds roe 'of the time . sa tbarns ion" and the means and
method.
-,
Written in popular style. the bul- midst W. P. Prichard, a mearber there will be a fiddlers' contest,
youth,
the young mother or father, or one whose
when I was' yust a little codger., of payment."
ThC Ciffir enrol. -Everyone interested
letin . offers suggestions fur con- of 'ThisBoard of -Directors or
and .was driciag ,the' •11,-.....e and _ One- could
hair was touched by silver—anyone who has
1th music is invited to enter as a
_hirtil_y -bviieve_ that_..-..serving Soil and moisture. Such Bank of Murray:
—InaggY lb sclaZ71 in . the fall7and:such a pr ,- poitation
been dear to us .. -Only -God can assuage our
BE 'IT THEREFORE RESOLV- contestant. A contest anetprize list
as this is to be soil-saving • measures as farm regrief.
ED:
will be published next week.
First: That this Institution has
Honor Roll
Seventh and Eighth grades: Elna
lost a loyal and devoted servant
But God's Great Handiwork in nature has
wh-se wholesome influence and
Williams. Patricia Gibson and
enabled man to perpetuate their memory.,
business ability, was an invalu- George Gibson; freshmen. Audrie,
He
created marble and granite that might be fabable asset. and whose •discharge Mae Smith, Paula Miller. and Edof the duties of Vice-President ward Hendon; sopohomeri. - Ray
ricated by man into fitting memorials to comof this Bank was an inspiratitin Mofield, L. T. Ratterree, Rachel
memorate the passing of our loved ones.
_ to honorable and .progresstve en- Lassiter, - AudrM Mae Coleman,
---..Now-1-44Wing -the iewest in
deavor to,. those with whorne he Jaunita Wynn. and Richard Her-Men's and Young Men's
As Time passes, and we pass on, isn't it
don; juniors, Mary Ernestine Milllabored.
•
Suits in one ,and two pants.
fitting that we leave a permapent memorial
Second: That this community er. Attie Stubblefield.- and Nedra
•In thiSiot youlv.411 -find Hard
Alexander: seniors. Velma Mchas surrered the irrepeoahle
stone that will not be affectea by wind and
of a Christian citizen whose pub- Cage and Norma Dale McCuiston.
Twisted Worsteds in Stripes,
rain, snow, sleet, and hail,, one that will always
lic-spirited devotion to civic,
Sports
Plaids ar.d Figured Suitings.
remain a silent tribute, for future.
generations
sneraF-and religious progi e. has - The boysendgtris' softball team
NA eThave Them in ---.Doubleof relatives and friends to .read and revere?
seldom been equalled. anywhere. of Concord played Kirksey teams
i)reaSted,.Sitigle-hrepAted,--in
AND. 'FINALLY, BE -IT--- RE- Friday. October I. Thew concor
•eitker sport Or plain - ffacks.
SOLVED:
.girls defeated Kirksey- girls by a
g. There- is still time beNre winter's cold
If in the market for a suit it
That tach member of this -board score of -24-4: The Concord boys
blasts set in ,,to .erect a marker for your loved
•haltwoherish - nfe-inemory,as Moue- were defeated by thejcilisey lads
You!tolk.tampare--eue
ones. Why not plan now for that final epitaph,
r-essful bilsiness than and fellovi- 5-4.
CliS__a-tul
ties
'
"REST IN PEACE."
- awnsman of 'irreproachabk crierWe are very proud of tho _pet
fore buying:- We will save
••
actee;
that
Concord
the
and
girls'
•
that
team
a
ias
copy
of
these
you money.
resolutions be spread upon • the not been defeated this year,
Many have' been surprised to learn that a .<uitahle
minutes of The Bank lit Murray,
. marker mai
SEFANG IS IIELIEVINC;
.be purchased.for as little RA *10. Prices ritnge
a copy given to the County paper.
upward, kit, wilether
you buy a ;10 marker,or a beautiful, and massive
and a copy be tendered to Mrs.receiving Vitali, you
-Visilite. the sister who is his bewill get 100 cents on ea?-dollar apendod in Quality,
workmanship
laved, surviver,„
"&irked:
_
15
1%
Max B:.Hurt.
. M. 0. Wrather.
Commit tee
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To Be Voted on at General Election,
Tuesday, Nov. 2, 1937

Hazel School News

1

CKY PRES
ASSOCIATIOV

4

First

Impressions

L
1

Hospital News

Just Received Two Carloads
OLD HOMESTEAD and AGRICO
FERTILIZER
• •
- Excellent Drilling Condition
-GUARANTEED ANALYSIS

-

New Concord High
• School

ROSS FEED CO.

I

``-Restin Peace'

THE PUBLIC VOICE

JUST JOTS

But 0 for the Touch of
a Vanished Hand,
and the Sound of aVoice
that is Still.

-

Resolutions

New Showing for Fall!

•

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subsn
scribes to the Ledgert
Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

See our snappy patterns in HATS in Felts.
We feature LEE
just try one and be'
$1.95 to $4.95

7

NOTICE OF IVETTLFt.MENT

Alwass strong in-oar iinoe and OsPied - department. ALL LEATHER
• OXFORD",
••

.
$3.00 up

Nunn-Bush, Friendly, and
Davidson'

/..
We feature Agitt4.144-4hirts, Undersere-ar_azad.---Iies- --Also, nicet tin Or Wool and Leather JacLets. Phoenix- Sox.

W. T. SLEDD & COMPANY
-If It's %('W

. WC

I lave It-

'

Announcement

Gertrude Outland..Executrix
Vs. Notice to Creditors of Final
.The Ledger & Times is autho-Settlement
Heirs and Creditors of, S. E. Sur- Ise! to announce C. H. Redden is a
candidatelor may judge of Murray..I
dmii. deceased,
NOtien-is. hereby Igiven that 1., on the Republican ticket. General
Gertrudet Outland: .Executrix of Election, November 2, 1937.
the estate of Sandy Edgar Purdorn---have tendered to, the'.Calloz ,-. The Ledger & rigor' ire=authori
way' County Court final settlement ed to announce as a 'candidate for
ecutrix and- played dis. oar. O
charge of said trust, and all per- Education. in ,the general .etectioh,
sons having claims against said NoNember 2. 1937:
estate shall present and collect
HALL AteCUISTON
said elatnis on or before the Fourth
S. P KILLFRREW
Monday in Oetobe/ or be forever
. F B. ADAMS
bareedsfrom_ asserting sanie.
'
OptItAttletih-frandMRN E.' R.. 151.2AL(I!-K — I
.-gree—uf Sandy
---1191eflf
;
.re
•-', -.•
- T. "Ted- •.110W At'!-) a

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
GOLD-1E ORR, Manager

East Depot Street

▪

Murray, Ky.

TELEPHONE 121

7
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Mr. and Mrs. Jess Gifford and 1 among his other doctrinal duties
little daughter, Vonda of Campbell, in Amarillo.
Mo., and Willie Benson -91 Rector,
Robert D. Rowland, district agent
Ark., were week end visitors of ,for the Mutual Life Insurance
Mr. anet°Mrs. Bun - Nix. - RIM Gtf;irciiiiiiiiiiiy. Of N.
Y.. 1.., 4 ''" I n
ford is a niece of Mrs. Nix, .and Louisville to be at
Wille Benson a brother-in-law,
convention given be tho compaio
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Darnell were Vr all agents that have qualified
Claude Brown, proprietor of the
If you ha% 55 i,tttors of wham
visitors in Paducah Tuesday.
for the trip.
your are not isehassied, panes Blue Bird Cafe, was a' business
Lee Gantries and Will Douglas
Wells Purdom, Waylon Rayburn,
visitor
in
Paris
Friday.
report them for this coinage,.
Jack Kennedy, .and Joe Lovett spent. the week end on Blood River
Miss Anna Selenium Paditiettn,
left this mprning "for Louisville to fishing. They caught some nice
William Packman, manager of an employee of Boswell's Restau- attend the/ biennial state conven- fish, one weighing five pounds and
rant,
took
friends
luncheon
With
tion of the Young Democratic others weighing three pounds each.
• Lerman Brothers Department Store
in Murray Sunday.
Clubs of Kentucky. Mr. Rayburn
returned to active duty in the store
Ralph Doyen, 15-year old son of
According
report
tO
from
Is the state president of the in- Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch,
the -latter pat of last week after
County Agent J. T. Cochran who ganisation.
having been confined to his home
of Lynn Grove, ie el..wly improvwas in Louisville over- the week
it- for a few days 'with illness.
R. A. Hamilton, Jr., and Mrs. ing after ie, very serious case of
end to hear the speech of Secretary.
Geurin oi Barthlesville, of Agriculture Wallace and who Boyd Hamilton and children of St. trench mouth.
Okla., has returned hortle after visited the, Kosair Hospital for Louie, Mo.. were guests laSt Friday
Me. and Mrs. Carney n'oilowell
visiting with his father, H. D. Crippled Children while there. of Dir. and Mrs. Herbert Dunn.. and. daughters,. Martha Jean and
Miss Suzanne Snook of Ore regis- Jennie Louise of Marion. Ky.,
Geurin and other relatives of this reported that 'little Billy Jeffrey,
O.county.
small son of Mr. and Mrs. William trar's office at the college is spend- will spend the week end with
Mrs. 0. G. Alderson is returning Jeffrey of Murray, is doing nicely, ing a few days vacation in Padu- Mr. and Mrs, Bryan Tolley and attend FDEA.
Me. Hollowell is
to Akron, Ohio, today after a four was sitting up in bed playing, and cah and St. Louis.
=nth); visit here with relatives was pleased to see him. Mr.
Mrs. George Gatlin of Paris was superintendent of Marion schools.
John W. Wear of Bicknell. Ind.,
Wand'friends
the guest of Mrs. Vernon StubbleCochran is n uncle to the child.
has returned, to his home after
Miss Christine Johnston has acSenator T. 0. Turner left Sunday field Sr.. the first of the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett and spending a few days with his
cepted a position in the Fulton City for St. Louis to attend the fall
schools. She will teach in the Com- market of general merchandise in Mr. and Mrs. Preston Ordway at- sisters,' Misses Emily and Oneida
merce department. She has been that irschistrial city. He will re- tended the dinner given by the Wear, and other relatives.
Spencer Tracy and Luise Rainer in
Mendelssohn Music Club at Benton • -Daniel Wear, of Bruceton, Tenn.,
teaching in Caldwell county the turn some time this week.
was the guest of home folks for "BIG CITY" at the Capitol Thealast
Friday
evening.
past fele months.'
W. T. Workman, Louisville, an
tre Tuesday and Wednesday.
Mrs. Paul Wickliffe of Green- a brief visit last iveek. .
Amos Ruototson, Borger. Texas, employee there, witi, come to MurMrs. Herbert Dunn had as her
ville,
president
of
the
visited hre
Kentucky guests
ttr. and Mrs. ray and Calloway county this week
last Wednesday her father, day, after having spent a week
L. Robertson the ,past weekend. end to spent . the time with his Federation of Women's Clubs, wae
R. A. Hamilton. of Wingo, and with Mr. Phillips' father, Henry
a
guest
in
-the
Mine
of
Mrs.
James
He Attended the Murray-Metroplis parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. WorkH. Richmond last Thursday night. her brother. R. A. Hamilton, Jr., Phillips, in Crossland._
game Friday and the Murray-T.P. man. of West Murray.
of St. Louis. She accompanied
Lieutenant
and
Mrs. Illeallathave
Edward Thornton, Chicago, 'is
I. game Saturday. Amos is a former
Otis Workman, son of Mr. are
moved into an apartment at the them Ira Wingo where she remain- visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Murray Thoroughbred letterman.
Mrs. J. T. Workman, left Saturday
ed
until
for
Friday
a
visit.
home
of Mrs. J. D. Rowlett on
Perry Thornton, who live on the
A. L. Hughes, College Addition, for Detroit, Mich.. where he will
Mrs. C. A. Bishop has returned
Main street.
East Highway in Calloway county.
spent Friday and Saturday in Clin- seek employment.
from
a
visit
to
Henderson.
OwensMrs. W. G. Swann, Miss Gretton. Ky., visiting friends and relaSara Lee Hargrove, koayiield,
Mr. and . Mrs. Lloyd Robinson. chen Long,
Calhoun,
bo
rio
and
Madisonville,
Miss Winifred Keys
spent the week end -with IVIre.
tives.
_ Bowling Green, spent the week etc! and Miss 'Lall
Ky.
Stress
attended
--Y*
•
Mr. and Mrs. Gilgert Grogan, with Mr. and Mrs. Gus Robinson,
County Agent- J. T. Cochran, B. Burgess Parker,Jr..
the Fair in Paducah last WednesDetroit, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. in Murray and with Mrs. Robinson's,
W. Edmonds, Q. D. Wilson. W. E.
Miss Atha Stallings, Miss Eloise
day.
H. Hugh Brown of this city.
mother, Mrs. Ethel Bowden.
'The 'Rev. and Mrs. C. L. Fran- Dick, and Leslie Ellis weve in Martin, and Miss Katherine WhitMr. and Mrs. Sam Jones visited
Mr. and- Mrs. Deson Sure/niers, cis have taken an apartment in the Limilville over the week 'end and nell will arrive in Murray.Thorsday
Mr. Jones!. !other, J. B. Jones, in of Royal Oak. Mich., are the -par- mi.,. many Williams home on
while there tIvey attended the night to spend the Week end With
West
Stewart County, Tenn.. near Dover ents of a daughter, Rose Marie, born Maple Street.
speech of United States Secretary Mrs. L C. Whitnell.
Sunday. Mr. Jonek• has been an September 20, at their,fiorne there.
Mr: and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett and
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Stokes visited of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace.
All five of the men_ reported a Mr. and Mrs. Preston Ordway were
invalid for the last six years—ever Mr. Summers formerly attended in Lexington last week end.
On
since he fell while crossing a creek Murray State College.
Monday, Mr. Stokes attended a most enjoyable trip. They left guests at the anneal dinner Ofethe
one •frosty, morning arid broke his
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Wear will meeting of the Welfare beard in Murray last Friday and returned Mendelssohn. Music Club:- The
late Saturday.
hip. He has never been up since. arrived .ifere today. from an extend- Frankfort.
president of the club this year is
Mr. and Mrs. Vernard Scott, Chu- Mrs. Tullus Chambers. Before her
He is 81 Years old.
ed visit with Mr. and Mrs. S. 'R.
Mrs. R. P. Jones and Children of
PYindorn:
.
54npir
mnsMr. and Mrs. Garland
Neale 'Parson and son Hugh,' of Jack- iyrieia teea— gues
elkillilbC15 Wax
ville, were week-end guests. of
visited Mr. Neale's parents. Mr. sonville. :Fla., and Mr. and. Mrs. night of Mr. and Mrs.
Gladys Kirkland and is the daughS. -Low:yY.
Margaret
and
Mrs.
C.
E..Purdorn.
and Mrs. H. B. Neale, at their home Paul B. Willis,, of Atalanta, Ga. On Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Lowry
ter of 'kilro and Mrs. -W. V. Kirk-Mr.. and Mrs. Rugus AkinS annear Dexter Sunday.
Their itinerary included Bartow, had as heir dinner guests Mr. and
land.
flounce
the arrival of a 7-pound
Mr. and WS. Ed Adams and son Fla., and .her points of interest Mrs. B. E. Peterson and daughter,
Mrs. 0. H. Boatwright and little
Thomas Ed. visited Mr. Adams' in ,the South. including Book Mildred. and Miss Corinne Lowry baby girl at. the Clinic Hospital son. Master Frank Page. returned
Wednesday
afternoon
o'clock.
at
4
of
Paducah.
brother, -Jim Adams and. Mrs. Tower, Lake Wales, Jacksonville
%
Friday to their home in Big Sandy.
Mrs. Lorena -Dempster. assitant
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Jones. Mr.
Adams, at Midway Sunday.
Peach, the Jetties, which enables
The little man Made his appearance
district
supervisor
of
NYA
sewing
and
Mrs. Elmus. Jones left Tuesday
Mrs. Darrell Shoemaker, who ocean 'liners to dock in Jacksonan September 18 at the Mason
projects.. sit Western Kentucky,'
underwent a tonsillectomy at the ville, Green Cove Springs, _ In for Henderson, Tex„ where they
Memorial. His father, the Rev. 0
visited
the
local
sewing
project
Mason Memorial Hospital last week, Atlanta they visited the Cycorama, -will visit Mr. Jones' mother and
H. Boatwright, is a native of Callosupervised
by
Miss
Elaine
Ahart
is convalescing splendidly and has the studio of W. S. B. at the Bat- sister, Mrs. L. B. Jones, and Mrs.
Wednesday. Mies Ahart returned way county, and one of the Most
returned to her worletin the county more Hotel, the Roosevelt Teck- W. M. Jackson.
early
this week from a week's popular young ministers of this
Mrs. Reganald Butterworth and
health office.
wood project, and many places
tour of the Southwest which she section.
Plfre.
Otto
Swann
were
in
Benton
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hart, Stur- made famous by Margaret MitchMrs. W. P. Dulaney is spending
took with Mr.. and Mrs. Prentice
gis, spent the week end with Mr. el's book, "Gone with the Wind". last Friday to visit with Mr. and Workman.
a few days in Columbia. Term.,
Mrs.
Jess
Mr.
Egner,
Egner
is
Hart's matter.,'Mrs. Brent Hart,
Mrs. M. E. Keys, Misses flee,
. Mrs. Della Robbins, regular op- with her son. Gene, who is attending Columbia Military Academy.
in a neeunion of the family that Erie, and Alice Keys, and Miss Mils! ,Mrs. Butterworth's sister.
Mrs. Otto Swami visited. I Mrs. orator of Western Union offices at
Miss Ruth Hinkle of Blooming
SWIM all members of the immediate dred Peale drove to Jackson. Tenn.,
Dumas Clanton at Mason's Frarpital Murray, is now enjoying a 2-weeks' ton, Ind., has been the
guest of
family present. Mr. and Mrs. James Sunday to visit Mrs. Keys' brother,
vacation
from
her
duties.
Jac*
last Saturday. Mrs. *Clanton has
Miss Daisy_.___Hinkle. at her apartEyer, ,Mayfield, son-in-law and Mr. W. F. Peter, and Mrs. Peter.
Jacobs,
operator
from
Lawrencebeen a patient there for several
ment in College Addition.
daughter of Mrs. Hart were preMrs. M. J. Rushing, mother of
burg. Ky.. is filling her place durdays.
Miss Evelyn Ford of Fulton was
sent, as well as Julia and other C. T. Rushing of Murray, who has
ing
her
two
weeks' absence.
Dr. and Mrs. Richard •Kays.
the guest of Mrs. Nat Ryan Hughes
members of the family. The group ben seriously ill at the home of her
Mrs. Boyd Hamilton and sons.
Amarillo, Texas, left their home
Saturday.
reported a most enjoyable reunion. son. Will Futrell, since last Thurs- Tuesday
morning for Murray 'to Robert, Ronald, and Boyd Jr., and
Fulton Farmer of Fulton, Ky..
Mies Ruth Melugin, Mayfield, day is now better,,aecording to re- visit .with Dr.
Keys' mother. Mrs. their uncle, Robert Hamilton, all spent Saturday with his parents.
visiting -in Murray for the football ports. Mrs. Rushing is now 84 years M. E. Keys in
College Addition. of St. Louie, visited Mr. and Mrs, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Farmer.
„game between the Murray College I old. She has been ailing with a They will arrive either
today or Hub Dunn of this county last week.
Mrs. Seth Boaz of Mayfield was
.Thoroughbreds and the Eagles of I complication of colds, neuralgia, tomorrow, and will spend several
Mrs. Raywond Henning, Jr., from the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Teennes.see Tech Saturday, took I and other discommoding afflictions. days here, returning by way of Clinton, spent last week with her
Albert Stubblefield Tuesday.
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Harrold
Mrs. Hafford Parker. of East Pop- St. Louis, where Dr. Keys will parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lon White.
Terrell Stubblefield of San AnSpeight. lar Street, nas been sit for the fast attend a medical conference which 'who live on the Hazel Highway tonio, Tex., will arrive
tcklay to
Bill Burton. Parts. was a visitor three weeks with malaria, but is will be in session there at that South of-Murray. Mrs. Henning left
attend the bedside of his mother.
in Murray over the week-end.
feeling much better now.
time. Dr. Keys practices surgery Sahnlay morning for Detroit where Mrs. WaLtereirstabblefield, who is
she WITI remain for a while with ill of pneumonia at the Mason Hosassociates_ there.
Dr. and Mrs. Jean Bordeaux, Los
Angeles, Cajii.,..anctformerly of Sim
Franciseo,''returned to the home of
bus Mrs. Bordeaux's_ parents, 'Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Coleman, here Friday
after an all-summer honeymmon
tour of Europe. Mrs. Bordeaux,
the former Miss Mary Virginia
(IT IS PULVERIZED)
Coleman, French _instructor in Murray State College, and Mr. Bordeaux
SEVENTEEN YEARS AGO we promised the farmers an IMPROVED
were married in June, leaving
FERTILIZER. Tbe improvement was the .result of perfecting a-piacimmediately • therdfter for the
ANNOUNCING
tical method of making BASIC - FERTILIZER. The increased yield
Ethyl/can trip. Dr. Bordeaux, an infrom Its use was quickly recognized by observant farmers.
structor in dialectics, left. Murray
. We later discovered that this BASIC FERTILIZER could be
Monday for Los Angeles where'he
pulverized and thereby add tremendously to' its value. The process
will consider accepting a position_
there or taking one offered him
and product were patented and known as BASIC PULVERIZED FERin New York City. His wife will
TILIZER. ,
join him in whichever city his work
rails him., Dr. Bordeaux is Freneis
BASIC
Mrs. Demus Futrell has returned
to her duties at La Vanite Beauty
Shop after undergoing a tonsilectFIRST—It adils.to the,usual plant foods an extra volume Of available
omy the early part of last week
magnesium, calcium, and di-calcium phosphate.
Mr. and Mrs. Cordell Phillips and
SECOND—The process employed destroys poisons that sour the soil
, NATIONAL HOTEL
Small son, Detroit, left for their
and sicken germination.
home in that Michigan' city Saint
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People and Spots in the Late Nevis
11

28 YEARS AFTER ... Some of the
2,000,000 who watched 220,000 Legionnaires march 18 hours in New
York's greatest parade, highlight of
19th annual convention. Below,
youngest and oldest at conclave,
Marian Holder, 5, White Plains,
N. Y., and John Newcombe, 76,
Augusta Ill.

WATTS THIS? . . . Radio conscious
Plush, of Miami, Fla., a Cocker Spaniel with a classical ear. He growls at
swing music as he wonders why saneone doesn't sponsor a concert dog bis.cuit program.
FIREBRAND
. . . Russian
Foreign Commissar Litvibrands
noff
Germany, hgreedy,
a1y
aggressor nations as Italy
agrees to aid
Medite r r a n•
can patrol
.eainst piracy.

In Ohio county homemakers havealmost

doubled

the

ACID TEST ... World's series
role looms for Frank Makosky,
-New York Yankees' ale-rookie_
pitcher, who, in his first year.
staff's won-and-lost columns.
NEIGH HO!... Snow?
No. SuIpIluti Lettliete
aria's "yelrow magic" at
the Freeport Sulphur
Company's Grande
Ecaille plant serves
pretty Isabelle Miller.
Miss New Orleans, Jr.,
1937, as "snow- for her
southern glide.
-

.eMb4•1111.41•4•=.4=•••=lbo...••••••••=0•.M0•••••416:0110•16.0

amount • of

their canning since they

started

using pressure cookers.
Profit of $IO per pig was made
on a ton litter project by S. W.
Waters, of Hart county.

checks

COLDS

6000 YARDS BROWN
DOMESTIC

Al

36 Inch SEA ISLAND FINISH
REG. 12 1-2c VALUE
ON SALE SATURDAY ONLY J2C

and

FEVER

1880

first day

RYAN'S

Salve. Nose Drops Headache, 34
Liquid, Tablet...
Minutes
Try "Rub-My-Tism"—World's Best
Liniment

1937

,

Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to the _Ledger
81 Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Grain, Grass and Clover Just Naturally Follow the Use of

BASIC 0-TEN-FOUR

ehooFall D
The
enin
ingg
Oapw
of The
Mary Frances Spear

PULVERIZED FERTILIZER Ha the
Following Advantages:.

Classes beginning Friday, October 15

THIRD—Pulverizing breaks up the acid balls, makes more plant food
available and renders it accessible to the small feeding rootlets.
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Use BASIP 0-TEN-FOUR and it will pay you to sow
GRASS,and CLOVER
Leading Brands of Basic Pulverized Fertilizer...
KNOX POTATO GROWER
BASIC 0-TEN-FOUR
BRIGHT BURLEY BRAND
DARK TOBACCO BRAND
KNOX KOTTON KICKER
KNOX VEGETABLE SPECIAL

BASIC FOUR-EIGHT-FOUR
KNOX HOME GROWER
BASIC MAGNESIA PHOSPHATE
In the Green Bordered Bag Only

Ky.
SEE OUR DEALERS:

SCOTT-LASSITER HARDWARE CO.
Murray, Ke.ntucky

Hazel.

Kentucky

KNOXVILLE FERTILIZER COMPANY
•

KNOXVILLE and NASHVILLE, TENNESEE

* * * * *
,ar
l
lb

* * * * * * * * * * *

Com in and Get Your FREE Copy of

4i

Old Sol these last few days make you feel like getting out' your old
Straw Sailor ... But Jack Frost may find you napping, so we suggest
that you get your new ...

FALL FELT

and be ready

Featuring the

Rothschild
and

Stylepark
Hats
Styles and
Models to
Suit Your
Profile

TO

$5.00

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

:ROOM OF ME WEEK"

4i
"
*_* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Bright ideas for livening-up your home with PAINT
Whether you're planning to repaint or redecorate
a single room or your entire home, Oen', fail to
drop in at our store for your copy of SherwinWilliams interesting and instructive "Room .of the
Week"folder. We hove a display of the room,too,
in large size showing exactly how the suggested
colors and their combination will look on the
flnished job.

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO. Murray, Ky.
North Fourth
Street

We Feature Nationally Known Fashions at
Popular Prices
•
HYDE PARK CLOTHES. .. COOPER UNDERWEAR
Priestly Ties ... Cooper's Hose
Manhattan Shirts—in White and fancies
Florsheim Shoes—with the Famous Feature Arch
Freeman Shoes—Worn wiih pride by millions

Corn-Austin Company
-Where Men Trade-

1

-**

•

,

•

I

•
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afternoon with Mrs. Herbert FarA group Of college students and by Mrs. ,Chas. Jenniniss.
Durk" "Have Thine Own Wayl ris assisting host. A short program
others interested in religion, met
at the home of Rev. and Mrs. Lord", Mrs.'Joilti Farmer and Mrs.! was enjoyed and the usual busines.s
Wallis.
Bruce B. Maguire Thursday evenI attended to. The hosts served reMats _ Frances Sexton's subject leeshments Watson"eighWa_Merilt
Miss
ing and took part in an interesting discussion led by the Rever- was '"Christian Women C.me to hers.
end Mr. Maguire.. pastor of • the Life*., and Mrs. 1.. J. Hortin pre- 1
Presbyterian Church in Murray. sented -Two Sides of the Picturelatethodist Students Entertained
f the colThe Westminster Club meets in an interesting manner.
4-- Methodist students
Mrs. J. L. Owen of Fulton. Ky.. lege were entertained informally
every Thursday everilng at the
same time in the Maguire home. district supervisor of the WCTU.- by members of the Missionary SoCopy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Miss Georgia Gatlin is president was present and gave an interest- eietiess last Friday evening at the
—
•
ta et noun each -week.
of the club and Mai& -Tag ales-1 la& -talk -ea.Plaining- -her wadi
Methodist church. The alkatta were
• Thomson is vice-president. while asking the cooperation of those greeted by the pastor. Rev. J.
Lewis Applegate is secretary- present
s.r.Jec
,1rui
nk
..ins
. and ii
GJenc
kinsAitheratt
x,
and dreaded disease. '•:•;.
Mrs. Bell closed the meeting_ with_ -Mrs.
treasurer. The organization- - Is
At the conclusion of Dr. Outland's
sponsoring' a club mimeographed prayer.
Sexton.
in
Mr.
D. Se
bin.
s
am
andwaM
talk;'irriniy valuable qtistronospers
magazine, of which Miss 'Margaret` There were ffilitY-eight present. pliarolgre'
ssei
tainIng to the disease were asked
Bingham. a soptemore in college.
Helon and Eleanore Hire, Miss
Thursday. October 7
and answered. This talk was very
Miss Beale Opens Home To •
is editor-in-chief.
Jane Sexton. Miss Rebecca FarmGarden Department open meet- 'enlightening
to those present.
Deltas
At Thursday 'night's conference,
Max
ing at* the home of Mrs. Hall Hood
The District meeting of the PTA
Oetober
meeting
The
of
around the
the erThe
H t hen invited
us•
i guests
M sw
x ereurt
at 7:90 p. m. All members of will lee held _in Murray ILI ()ember the dikussion centered
The World
s a
has
theme.
P'a
inti the reams parlor where purse%
orriiin'S qub Melted tO -1111e-fRE28. Plans are being. made for a Headache?"
day evening at the home of Miss and cookies were served from a
Friday. October
really. worthwhile progrrarn. CornDesiree Beale with Mrs. Jack Ken- beautifully appsinted table by Mrs.
First ID:strict Educational Associmittees will be appointed later;
nedy and Mrs. Wilbert Outland Jack Beale.
Miss Norman To Wed
ation at College.
watch_ your paper fel- further anThe Rev. and Mrs. C. E.•Norman assisting hosts.
te:Adlotodlit seventy_me guests at_
Mlles Wien Howe of New York.
nouncements pertaining to this
The home was deoorated
of Memphis, -Tenn., announce this
widely traveled educator . and improgram.
week the approaching marriage of throughout with specimen dahlias
tor. will present program
'During the social hour. delight- their youngest daughter. Ruth. to in lovely shades.
li eehlo
in
ldg
loldwiM
h7ATAoulw
A.1.
11‘..
In College Auditorium at 8 p. m.
ful refreshments were served by Jack Montieth Berry at Memphis.
The subject was "Hobbies'' with
,an Open
the senior class.
The wedding will be this coming the following program interestingly meeting Tuesday. October 12, at
Friday Bridge ChM at 2:30 p. m.
presented:
October
9.
at
evening.
8
Saturday
7:30 p. m. in the lectureroom off
at Mrs. H. I. Sledd's.
Challenge of - the New Leisure. the ualcony of thecollege library.
Mr. And Mrs. %%Duel!
o'clock in the Highland Heights
Saturday. October
:
Ms's.
Rebtert Jones.
En-tertian- •
Hese
Methodist Church there.
- -Miss - Alice Waters will speak on
?DEA -meeting--at- die to clge'
Mr and Mrs. Will N. 'Whltriell Norman was pastor of the MethoThe New Leisure—A Curse or a the 'Chinese-Japan situation. Her
tamest Tuesdair evening_with a. diet- church haze severalyears agoItlessua,g. Mrs. _Herschel Corn.
._, _years as a misisonary in China
Murnee High -es.-Mayfield foot• • • • •
When Ycu Ride a Hobby. Mrs. have givensfier a deep understandball game Saturday night in May- surprise dinner in celebration of
Harry Broach.
the birthday of Mrs. Marvin Whit- Mattie Belle Hayes Circle
ing of the character of the Oriental
field. It sir: 8-30 Uelock. •
Display of Hobbies, Mrs. F. E. pesple and a wealth of information
nell. Lovely gifts were present-' To-Meet
Monday. October 11
The Maitre Belle Hayes Circle Crawford:
about their problems. The AAUW
Sioncliy Bfidge Club at home ed the honoree. and a delrefuns
MM. Crawford had a display of hopes that its friends will take admenu was 'served.
of She Alice • Waters Missionary
Of Mrs Herbert .Deennon. •
s Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Society, will meet with Mrs. L. J. hobbies of Murray citizens which vantage of the _opportunity to hear
Wednesday. - October 13
Arts and Crafts Club will meet Marvin Whitnell. Mr. and Mrs. Hortin. Monday evening at 7:30 created quite - an interest among Miss Waters.
Daring the current school year
at the home of Miss Emily Wear Beale Outland. Mrs Solon Higgins. o'clock. Mrs. Rue Beale will as- those present. At the conclusion
Mrs and Mr, Vie nen Hale. Solon. silt the hesit and Mrs. Roy Farmer of the -display - Mrs. Crawford rere4 the iirgapization. Will sponsor a
at 2:30 p. ri•
.
dered
hosts.
two
vocal
.giles,
Hale, arid the
Will_ be_ in charge of the program
series of•openlecturesesSith sneakDainty refreshments were served ers who are specialists in various
fsr the evening.Mrs. Bs-..ron Beard he: to gook
the Members and two visitors. fields of art. atuealion. and screw..
and Thimble Cub a• her home at Mrs. 1-ancey Entertains
Misses Betty and Ceppie Reale.
Wednesday. Bridge Club,
Mimi Hinkle Entertains ..
At the business meeting on
. 2:30' p.
• -.. • S -0
.
Mrs. A. F Yancey was host to
On Sunday night. Miss' Daisy
Tuesday. September 28, Mrs. F.
Thursday. October 14
. Ingliswas elected secretary...1e
-Regular business meeting of -the Wednesday Bridge Club and a Hinkle - had dinner -guests 31- - her Shield -Dance At New
•Silurray Wrre.an s Club at 3 p. rn- few guests -at. her home in _College home- in--- ine-',21reaeh- apartments-t- Ilealtb-Banding-- - -- - - - - - , MI -4re-,plice left seseili by
Mrs Will H. Whitnell honoring Miss Ruth Hinkle of i Last Slturday evening members Os D. Edmonds. Mrs. J. W._ Carr
at the home of Mrs. Renald Addition
Churchill with the Delta Depart- was winner of the club prize for *Bloomington. Ind. Covers were of "The Shield" staff entertained was appointed chairman of the Inhigh score, and Mrs. Jack Dycus laid for Miss Ruth - Hinkle Miss with a dance in the girls' STin- ternational Relations Committees.
ment •hosts.
•••
ssf Georgetown_won. the guest Pdayrelle' Johnson. Miss Bertie nasium of the new health build- Miss Cunningham was appointed
prize.
Manor. Miss Margaret Campbell. ing from 8 till 1L30. LeRoy Offer- chairman of the Fine Arts CornPTA Meets On Wednesday .
'man and his
s.= on
teachers attended the second meet- ton Ordway were welcomed as McCoy Hall. and Mrs: W. J. Mecoy. the music for the occasion, The Modern Literature, and one on-Art
"Big Apple" was featured in sever- Appreciation were organized.
and the hostess.
ing Of the PTA held in the audi- new members.
•
al numbers. Chaperones were Mr.
Geests, other than club, mem•• • ••
torium of the Murray High School
and Mrs. A. F. Yancey bliss Mkt'
Friday evening. Miss_
_ _Sal _WedaeSdaY.... Oelaber_ as at. _three bers. were Mrsolect Dices, Mrs
Woodmaar-tinge-Writde -Meeting
o'clock. The program centered Max Carman. Mrs. Ed Diuguid. Johnson had dinner guests at the relle Johnson and. Mr. Clifton
September 30
Hall Hotel in Mayfield. Those in- Thurman. A large number attendaround the subject. "Saftey for Jr.. and Mrs. C. L. Slaarborough.
Murray Grove 126 of th$ Wooded.
party
plate.
seemed
a
The
,jscost
Ruth
chided
-Hinkle.
Were
.
Miss
Our Children"
man Circle met in the ,BWC rooms
Hinkle.
Miss
Miss
Daisy
Berne
Chairman Moser -opened the
for its regular 'monthly meeting
• Manor, Miss Margaret Campbell. Mrs,. E. J. Beale has
meeting with the ,audiepce sing- Presbyterian Women Meet
with 22 members present and three
Bridge
Party
With
Mrs.
Mainire
Miss Ola Mae Farmer. and Miss
ing -America. She •Beautiful' and
visitors. Mrs. Betha Redding, our
Mrs.
E.
J.
of
the
Presbyterian
131.ale
A
-group
was at home state manager of
Johnson.
a PTA song. Mayme Ryan "and
Madisonville, Ky.,
•
• • •
to -members of her bridge club*lino women of Murray met at the
-Frain-es- Siedd rendered
was with us. Thre new members
Thursday morning. Three tables
home -of Mrs. 'Brute B. Maguire for Alice Waters Missionary Society
deet
were initiated. They were Mrs.
wese -placed for the game, at the
Has Interesting Meeting --Dr: J." A. OUiland, county health their regular monthly meeting.
Oda McDaniel. Mrs. Ruby Camp;
Mernbers of the Alice Waters er-nclii.Sion of which the high score and Mrs. Marie
dbetor. pointed erns ,orally and pie. The devotional service centered
Hatcher.
met at the prize was awarded Mrs. Rue Beale.
tonally the advancements made in abut the theme. "If • I Be His Missionary Society
A social hsur and frcfreshrnents
science. the nature_ .sympisans and Disciple. T Will _Leern What, the Methodist church Tuesday after- Guests, in addition to members, concluded the evening.
noon for- the regular meetint.Mrs. were Mrs. O. B. Scott and Mrs. J.
treatment fur the meet messier Bible sal...to-Me".
The grasp .discussion was con- G. . Ashcraft. chairman, opened R. OuPy.
.
Southwestern Woman's Missionary
cerned with the Japanese-Chinese the meeting and presided over the
.....
_._
Cnicin Meets ,
situation with emphasis on person- business. Mrs. Roy Farmer was Training School Mothers'
The Woman's Missionary Union
Club Meets
alines -in the Far East. outstanding program leader. The subject for
The Training School Mothers, of -Southwestern Region met in
Christians who find themselves in the
afternoon_ was
-....e- "Releasing
the throes uf wax_
Women Around the Wcrld." Miss -Club met at the school building on its regular annual meeting in the
Cooling -refreshments were served Alice Waters conducted the de- Friday afternoon with the second First Baptist church. Murray. Wednesday. October 6. There were
by the hostess. ,
votessial .. reading from- Matthew grade as hosts.
Interesting talks were made by representatives from each of the
5:11-12. and giving comments from
Dr. Outland and Mr. Carmon 'Gra- four associations which comprise
Westminster FeJloss ship
-The World Outlook."
Club Meets,.
A. paper. "What Other Religions ham. A dance number was given this region. Women from the variThe Westmin.ter Fellowship. a Say About Women." was given by- Misses Naomi Lee Whitriell and ous churches in Paducah, Mayfield, Fulton, Benton, Hazel, Kevil.
• Leta Rose Ghslson. During the
buoness session
Mrs. Cannon Barlow, and a number of rural
t
Mrs. C. A.
Graham was elected secretary for churches , attended.
Gordon of Barlow. who is regional
the ensuing year.
Dainty refreshments were served vice-president, was in charge.
Guest speakers fer the occasion
by second grade mothers.
Were- --Mr-s. AlTeri.-- ificiSionary to
,
Ji
Brazil; Miss Mary Nene - Lyme.
Service Circle Meets
I
The Service Circle of .the First executive secretary of Kentucky;
Christian Church met at the home Miss Josephine - P. Jones, state
Ittipert -Pai-Tts Tuesday young -peoples -leaders and 'Miss
Jett, from the Baptist Book Store,
Louisville.
Good attendance, good fellow-ship, and a bsuntilful noonday
Perfect classmate's for pert
meal furnished by the women of
the Murray -, church and Blood
juniors, these wool frocks are
12,!..yer Association, were,features of
bright, smart, comfy' to wear
the day.
... low priced!
MRS. HARRY I. SLEDD. Editor

PHONE 247. FLEASE

Social Calendar

.
Gay and
Glarnarous -

Evening Frocks

i

Sweaters
'n Skirts

•

_Rust

Announce itarriate Of' Son
Mr. and Mrs. N. D. Washburn
announce the marriage of their son,
Louis H. Washburn of Murray.
to Miss Rebecca Morris, the daughter of Mrs. Rhoda Ingram of Buckhorn, Ky., September 15, at 7:30
p. m. The ceremony was said by
S. G. Sandlin, justice of peace,
Buckhorn. Ky.
The bridegroom's parents entertained,-Standay, October 3, with a
weddinAdinner in honor l'of the
Those present included: Mrs.
young couple who returned to
Elmus Wilson, Mrs. Obie Byars
Murray October 2. There were
Orie; Roney, and Meddly were the
27, friends and relatives present.
children present; Elmus Wilson,
Obie Byars, Mrs. Roney Wilson,
Mt. Cannel M. E. Society
Betty- JJean, Eva, Tominy. T. D..
Meets
and Shirley
Ann Wilson, Mrs.
The ladies of the Mt. Carmel Byars and children, Mrs. Meddly
Yttssien,..y society - held- their- regd.- -Wilson,sirn -Mannilig and child-refs
lar meeting Tuesday. September 28.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lamb, Mr.
at 2 o'clock. The following pro- and Mrs. Charlie Paschall. Mr. and
gram was given:
Mrs. Guy Moore and Dorothy and
Song. "Take My Life and. Let Louise. Mrs. Elsie
White and
It Be.''
daughter.
Gl2ria.
Mrs. Carlon
Scripture, 1 Cur.. 12I-rs, J. A:- Crouse, Elizabeth. Robbie and BonDunn.
nie. Mr. and Mrs. Galimore, James
Prayer, Emily' Swift.
Orr. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Canter
Roll Call. Mrs, J. H. Dunn.
and family. Miss Mitres. Gibson,
Gift of Love. Evelyn Dunn.
Mrs. Lizzie Crouse, Mrs. Wayne
Receiving Justice and Wrong, McCuiston, Orval Brandon, Tom
---Aleseander
C.ease. Trurrian---Ofeser-and-farnitys
"CalL While He Is Near", Noma Mrs. Lue McClure. miss Marie
Dell Lyles,
Lamb. .Miss Bernice 'Everette. EdThe Maid Speaker. Mrs. E. V na Lee Manning.
Underhill. •
Afternoon
visitors were Mrs.
Women in the Church, Hontas Drinkard and children, Mr. and
Lyles.
Mrs.' Lloyd Wilson. Mr. • and Mrs.
Bible Study, .Mrs. Edna Swift. One Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Benediction. Ffontas Lyles.
Lawrence.
The absence of Mrs. Venna
Swift, who is seriously ill. was Scotts Grove Missionary Society
severely felt by the entire society. .Meets
. The Missknary society or Scotts'
Friends and- relatives met Sun- Grove Baptist church
and a few
day, September 26. at the. Tennes- friends met at the
home of Mrli.
see river ancl*gave a chicken din- Will Jones last Wednesday
for an
ner in compliment to R. H. Geurfn all day qunting. Two
quilts were
who is visiting here from- Okla- quilted and a good
dinner was
homa.
enjoyed.
The following guests were presThose present were Mrs. E. E.
ent:
Collie. Mrs, Terry Lawrence, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Geurin, H. Leon Collie, Charles
Collie. Mrs.
D. Geunn, R. H. Geurin. Mr. and J: S. Lamkins, Mrs. T. fl. McMillin,
Mrs. W. R. Wrye, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Fannie Jetton, Mrs.
Henry
Roy Houston and children. Mary Lawrence. Mrs. J.
R. blelugin.Ruth and Fred P. Houston; Miss
Mrs. 0.:11. Jones. Mrs. J. E. JohnGeneva Evans, Preston Cenirin. son. Mrs. D. W. Billington,
Mrs.
and J: D. Hendrix.
E. C. Spann. Mrs. Claybstne Jones.
••• • •
Jimmie Jones, •Mits. W.. D. MeKeel. Miss Rutty Jones, Mrs. G. B
Mrs: Hoyt Roberts Honored
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts was honored Jones Mrs. Will J6nes,
• •• • •
recently
miscellaneous
with
a
shower at the home of Mrs. Henry Miscellaneous Shower
The honoree received
Roberts.
A social event of the fall season
many lovely gifts.
was the surprise miscellaneous
A nice salad course was served. shower given Mrs. Mellie Hobson,
TWe erten-mean was'spent in pleas- al The '&autrful home .of Dr. and
ant conversation.
Mrs. J. AT- Outland, Pottertown
The following guests were in- Firday, October 1.
Thirty-five ladies were there
cluded:
Mrs,- Polly Benedict, Mrs. Elten and quilting of three quilts, seseShelton. Mrs. Addle Farris. Mrs. ing. and- pleasant conversation were

Schoolgirls- live in these
'soft sweaters-t . smart iikirts'.
All colors, all
4
sizes!

Genuine values in_ all of the new silhouettes
In Swagger,- Princess and .Box Models, also the ..
new "shorties" will be shown. To assist you in
the making of your selectionove will have an expert Furrier from one of New, York's inost outstanding Furriers; Furs included are:

Laces, Crepes, Velvets,
Moreys and Satin

-

Gladys Scott

Meeker Bags

$7.95

*12.95 up

• LAMBS
• CARACULS
7.
•
• SEAL
•BROADTAIL
.•SQUIRREL
• MARTIN
• MUSKRATS
• LAPIN
• KIDSKIN

•

go

7

WANTS THE BE
NEWS
Stearns. Ky., Oct. 1. 1937
,Dear Mr. Lovett:
We Murray _teechers _ here in
Stearns, want the best news possible and we want it in the form
of The Ledger at Times. Just send
it to Hotel Stearns, Stearns. Ky.
Sincerely yours.
Hollis J. Roaers

On Monday and Tuesday,
Qettiber 11-12

$1 to

Frocks _

So darl-alit Juniors . . . you'll
ward two' Fcter
ran collars. nt.
high pockets .
belts
attractive
Sheer wools arid
jerseys.

i

Ur Showing

Newest
Styles

Bright
vWool

tured frocks newly smart
• ...verS• fascinating!

Letter' to Editor

We Extend a Cordial Invitation
to Attend Our

in all
the wanted
colors

•

Sew Aad,1..e_w_
.Mrs. Overbey
The Sew and So Club honored'
Mrs. George. Ed Overbey Friday with a surprise household shower
at her pretty new home on West
Olive street.
After a delicious dutch luncheon,
the business session was held.
New officers elected were Mrs.
0. B. Bers-ne. president; Mrs. Graves
Hendon, vice-president: Mrs. Freed
Cotharn, secretary-treasurer.
Bridge was enjoyed during the
afternoon. The next meeting will
be held at the home of Mrs. Preston Berry on Thursday; October
a
14.
The following members were
present: Mrs. Graves Hendon. Mrs.
Carnie Hendon. Mrs. Preston Berry, Mrs. Jim Sabel, Mrs: Freed
Cotharn, Mrs. Ardell Knight. Mrs.
Max Churchill, Mrs. Ottis Valentine, Mrs. Joe Houstm, Mrs. J. Cs
Calhoon. Mrs. Hebert Dunn, Mrs.
0. B. Boone, Mrs. Walter Boone,
and Mrs. George Edd Overbey.

I

New Tall-Ztives

Wine Red

giaMOrnUs: Choosi
"rine. Of thelie. sleelCfsc-ulp

Mrs. Max Churchill Entertains -•
Last Thursday evening. Mrs.
Max Churchill surprised her husband with a party in honor of his
birthday. The home was decorated
With lovely fall flowers in gay
- A beautifully decorated
birthday cake bearing the significant number of candles was the
central ornament of the table.
Bunco and other games were play- ed, after which the hostess served
a party plate.
Those- present were Mr. andlifrit
Walter Boone, Mr. and Mn, Freed
Cotham. Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Dunn, Mr. and Mrs. Geo, Ed Overbey. and Mr. and Mrs. Churchill

I

Blue

"••••••••

Faye Farris...Mrs. E. S. Geurin, features throughout the day.
Mrs. Hobson, with grateful and
Houston, Mrs. Crate
Mrs. Roy
Houston,' Mrs. Kenton Whites Mrs. heartfelt gratitude received and
opened the many useful gifts preClarence Heath.
Mrs. Jrrn Adams. Mrs... Henry sented, her. At neon, a tempting
Roberts, Mrs. Hoyt Roberts. Miss and bountiful dinner was served
Helene Hargis. Miss Mary Ruth on the lawn.
The guest list included: Mrs.
Houston. Miss Geneva Evans, Miss
Velma -Ruth, Heath. Maxine White. Mellie Hobson, Mrs. Lola Roberts,
James Edd Farris, Tummy Joe Mrs. Fay R-berts, Mrs. Roselle
Outland, Mrs. Selna Outland, Mrs.
Benedict.
Those sending gifts were Mrs. W. Minnie Outland, Miss Della OutG. -Lassiter,- --Mess 04a oNito----Miss. land. Miss Mary Elizabeth Hobson
Fanny Lou Lassiter, Mrs. Hassel all' of Murray Route 3; Mrs. Ledie
Shelton, Mrs. W. L. Baucu.e. Miss Phillips. Mrs. Xoez Hale, Mrs.
Lola Bassepen. Mrs. G. W. Dunn, Pearl Wicker. Mrs. Dona Hale, Mrs.
Mrs. Bettie Chnsman. Miss Grace Ruby Nance, Mrs. Anna Phillips,
Suffer, Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Mrs. Louella Cook, Miss Trees
Hargis, all of Murray Route 5.
Roberts.
Mrs. Ruth Hughes, Mrs. Eurene
Witty. Mrs. Anne E. Kuhn, Mrs.
Mr. Don Wilson Honored
Edmonia McCuiston, Miss Virginia
Dinner
With Birthday
_ _ _
Many
Again the children of Mr.' Don Irvan, ill Of
Charity Falwell. Mrs.
Wilsor, his relatives and friends 'Cook, Mrs.
Mrs. Maud Wilson,'
gathered at his home recently with Lois Outlavd.
isaskets and
boxes of delicious Mrs. Vera Hutchens, Mrs. I.ucy
foodi- and the table groaned under Boatwright. Mrs. Mary bLihundro,
Outland, all of Murthe good things to eat. For ,_28...„ Mrs. Myrtle
Mrs. Flossie Coleman,
years the children, have met at the 'ray Route 8;
home to .honor their father on his of Concord.
Dr. J. A. Outland, Tom Nance,
birthday anniversary, Mr. Wilson
Connie Wilson; H. E. Hobson were
was 78 years old.
dinner.
The honsree received many nice present for the
There were many friends who
gifts.
It Was a fine dinner and all en- sent gifts. Mrs. Hobson recently
joyed the day. Some of the chil- lust all her househsld end personal
dren were- not able to atitend the pesesigns when fire _destroyed her
home.
occasion.

Stitch And Chatter Club
Meets
The Stitch and Chatter Club met
with Mrs. Claude Miller Thursday
afternoon at her home on- South
Sixth Street.
Sewing and conversation were
enjoyed during the afternoon. In
the business session officers fur the
year were elected as follows: Mrs.
Glen Jeffrey, president; Mrs. Vester On'. vice-president; Mrs. Thos.
Bell, treasurer; Mrs. Bryan Tolley,
reporter.
A delicious plate was served.
Thsse present included: Mrs.
Johnny parker. Mra, Glen Jeftrey,'
Thbe.-- Bell: -SM.-- Geddle Orr;
Mrs. Desiree Fair, Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mrs. Talmadge Robinson, Mrs.
Chas. Hale, Mrs. Vester Orr, and
Mrs. Claude Miller?
-Nina- meeting-Win-be- a
-Vith Mrs.
Vester Orr oe Thursday, October
14.

For evening and street
wear
•

A replica of the Natural Brown Persian Lamb
worn by Miss Ame-rico, at the recent Atlantic City
Pageant will.also be modelled.
Twin Sweaters

tRernember the Dates ... Oct. 11 and 12

$1.95 up

Wool Skirts
S1.95 up
Regal Dress Shop

Irvin Cobb Shop

•

Incorporated

PADUCAH, KEiCTOCKY.

Woments Apparel'
•

—
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v
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Murray Woman's Club Has Banquet
At Wells Hall

the day.
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received and
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ci Mrs. Hubert
s. Geo. Ed OverMrs. Churchill
••
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to Club honored
Overbey Friday
ousehold shower
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; dutch luncheon.
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lent; Mrs. Graves
dent: Mrs. Freed
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ses Hendon. Mrs.
Irs. Preston Herbel, hers. Freed
lell Knight. Mrs.
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usten, Mrs. J. C.
bert Dunn, Mrs.
I. Walter Boone,
Edd Overbey.

toone of the most delightful social
events of the 'fall season was the librarian. The membership of the
banquet at which the Murray club ,has recently been increased
to forty, -lute the new members
Woman's Chris entertained
on
Thursday evening, September 30, were welcomed at this meeting.
At the conclusion of the program,
at Wells Hall. Tables for the dinner were placed in the north din- a pleasant -social hour was enjoyed, during which the hosts
ing_ room and were beautifully
served* party plate.
decerated in themes sy.mbolical af
•••• •
the work of the different departments o fthe club. Members sat in Morgaa-Horms Wedding
Anasuneed
ereape-accordiag to the department
Mr. and Mrs. Ira E. Morgan,
to Width, they belonged.
The Al- 210 North Fifth Street, announce
pha...Eery:Lemma woe the attendthe marriage of their daughter,
prize
:
for having the largest
Judtth Wood, to Oliver L. Boren,
reentage of its members present.
During a short business session
-presided- over by the president,
. Luvest, stree metribers
vated to join with the American
Legion in building a club house.
We. Paul Wickliffe. of Greenville; --Kr. - president of the Kentucky
Federation
Cl
Women's
Clubs, was guest speaker, and
brought an inspiring
message,
using as her subject, "Building for
Others."
The complete program was as
foliates:
on Sunday afternoon, October
Creed-Mrs. W. J. Mecey.
String Triu-lietiss Daisy Hinkle, third, at five o'clock.
- The wedding took place at the
-W. HoFox, and
McGavern.
home of the Rev. A. V. Havens,
Marimba-Chester Malone.
Christian
pastor
of the First
-Business. •• -- Whistling Solos-Miss Jane Farr. Church, Murray, with the Reverend
Address-Mrs. Paul Wickliffe., 'Mr.- Havens officiating
The bride wore for the ceremony
Vocal Numbers-Miss Linda Sue
a traveling suit of navy wool
McGehee.
- Two Piano Number-Mess-Lillie:I with burgundy accessories and a
corsage of tallisman roses.
Watters and C. R. McGovern.
Mrs. Boren is well known lit the
'Announcements.
pfamed._preefehet_the. eft,et. the *serial .and religious olubs of Murclub chairman, carrying out _the ray and has attended Murray State
club colors of green arid vrhite, College. Mr. Boisen is connected
were presented the mere theft one with the N. C. & St. L. railway, is
hundred guests who were Pi at- well known in Murray, and has
been secretary of the Rotary Club
.tendance.
*nee -Ate. organization here. He is
Alr
Mr. and Mrs. Wells Purdorn en- the son of Mr. and Mrs. William
tertained with a spaghetti supper Franklin- Boren of Dardon, Tenn.
After a southern tour, the couple
at their borne following the Blurray-TPI f=otball game Saturday will be at home on West Olive
afternoon. Guests were Mr.' and Street.
Mrs.' Joe 'sweet Mr. and Mrs.
John Milli.,r/.1 Mi. and- NGIT-Troy -Paired --Cherry Honorod--- ----With Dinner
Stewart. Bi .,cg,• was played later
Relatives gathered at the home
in the evem/A:
of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Cherry of
East Main Street. Sunday. -October
Irvin Cobb. Rook curds Meets
3. in honor of Mr. Cherry en his
At Mrs. Hood's
Mrs. Rall - Hood. Mrs. A. V. fifty-second birthday.
Havens, Mae. B. 0. Langston. Mrs. • At the noon hour a delectable
Is J. Hortin. and Mrs. Joe Lovett dinner was served.
Those present were as fsllows:
were hostesses v.) members of the
Irvin Cobb Book Club Thursday Mr. and M1-s, Eston Morgan and
;,tternoon at the home of Mrs. children, Mettle Lou and James
_
Howard; Mr. and Mrs. Oury BazTrend.
Installation of officers for the zell and childien, Charles, Joe. and
coming eyear ' were installed as Clara Nell; Mrs. Sallie Vaughan.
follows:' Mrs. N. P. Hutson. chair- Mrte Marie Maddox and baby.
can;Mrs. Luther R berLson, vice- Wytana Sue. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
strmani Mie We•Ils Overbey, see- Cherry' and son. Vandaugh.
y and Mrs. B. F. ScherRius, -Afternoon visitors were Mr. and
Mrs. Waylen Bazzell.

Money grows ..

o Editor

BESM NEWS
Ky.. Oct. 1. 1937

iachers here in
best news possit in the form
Times. Just send
a, Stearns. Ky.
y yours,
bills J. Rogers

.

The fair at Almo High school'red ribbon;, and Relma Taylor,
last week was in every respect a I white ribboit.
success, school officials declared,' 'Household linens and clothing division winners were: Best pillow
after having sponsored one of thel
eases, Mrs. Earl Wosdall, blue ribbest attended school festivals in bon; Mrs. Earl Woodall, red rib.the school's history. '
bon: and Mrs. Estelle Johnson.
Declaring that the school was white ribbon. Best center piece
highly appreciative of the suppori (embroidered), Mrs. Keys Futrell,
given the fair by the -smaller blue
,ribbon.; Mrs. Percy Jones, red
schools, Principal Guy Billington ribbon; and Mrs. Earl Woodall,
expressed his gratitude to the pa- white ribbon. Best specimen of
trons of the communities represent- crochet work: Mrs. 011ie Barnett.
ed fur what he termed their 100 blue ribbon; Mrs. Burnett Outland,
cent
per
cooperation.
"They red ribbon; and • Mrs. Guy Billproved," he said, "that thee are Medoff, _white ribber', _Beet_ _specifriends of Almo High School."
men of tatting: Mrs. Key4 FuThe winners in the various trell, blue ribbon; Mrs. Burnett
settees' contests were. listed by Bil- Outland, red ribbon; and Mrs..
tington as follows:
Keys Futrell, white ribbon. Best
Miss Paula Taylor, Almo, placed lunch cloth, Mrs. Keys Futrell,
first in the declamation contest, blue ribbon; and Mrs. Estelle JohnThe college symplieny orchestra
and Miss Gracie Lee Workman, son, red ribbon. Best scarf, Mrs.
Olive Street I believe is one of
Vancleave, second.
First grade Lloyd Grogan, blue ribbon; Mrs. the most beautiful in Murray-a for this year has been organized,
spelling: Erline Hall, Independ- Carlos Roberts, red ribbon; anch city noted for its beautiful resi- with 55 members listed in the varence, First; James Thomas Rose, Mrs. 011ie &stages white ribbon. dential section. The houses are ious sections. Prof. Price Doyle
Utterback, second. Second grade Best bedeepreadS Mrs. Lloyd Gro- not crowded and their lawns are will conduct the orchestra throughspelling: Edward Dale Todd. Van- gan, blue ribbon; and Mrs. Her- full and free, sloping and game- out the season.
cleave, first; Betty Jean Skaggs, schel Blankenship, red ribbon. Best times bivouacked in swelling rolls • Although no definite program
Dexter, second.
Third
grade:. knitted out .or dress, Mrs. Lois over which grow trees not toe has been completed. the Symphony
Mary Monaco Burkeen, independ- Reeves.
thickly arranged. With the etc- orchestra will appear in concert
ence, first; Elizabeth Anige :ConIn the miscellaneous division of tension of the street into, the from time to time, the highlight
nor. Blakeley, second. Fourth the women's department, the fol- double-lane boulevard that goes by of which will be the annual broadgrade: isle Rob Haley, .Independ- lowing prizes were awarded: Best the Mose; Dormitory of ....Murray cast over radio station WSM in
ence, firsts and J. Robert Clendon.• pieced quilt, Mrs. Earl Woodall. State College; the street is -com- Nashville, Tetui.
The members are as follows:
Almoesecond. ..Fifth_grade: Jewell blue ribbon; Mrs. Relma Taylor. pletely a part of a grieving and
McKinney, Vancleave, first, and red ribbon: and Mrs. Beene Tay- a prosperous city. Like Los An- violins, Prof. W. H. Fox. Usher
Edward McMillin, Utterback, sec- lor. white ribbon. Best applique geles' famous Wilshire Boulevasd. Abell, Vaginialee Thomson, Josiah
ond. Sixth grade: IVialene Peeler, quilt. Mrs. Dona Hendee, blue it has the doable feature of being 'Darnell, J.
Prichard, Jo Franklin, Helen Hire, Barry.
Independence, first. and H. W. ribbon; and Mrs. Lyman Burkeere both spacious and attractive.
Wilson, Utterbaek. second. -Seventh red ribbon. Beet plittswes-ears.-Janses--Sirisee-Edith Parrish, Theda
Wilkins.
grade: Charles McDaniel, Dexter. Estelle Johnson, blue ribbon; Mrs.
Harriet Holland, Herbert Drenfirst: Hazel Linn. Alma, second. Estelle Johnson, red ribbon; and
non, Mary Elizabeth Cress, Roberta
Eighth grade:
Albert Nanney, Mrs. Lloyd Grogan. white ribbon.
Dollar, Mary Ellen Brown, Van
Almo, first; Hughes-Culver, Brooks Best antique quilt; 'Mks. - Eat-elle
Valentine. Nancy Lester, Jim Davis,
Chapel, second.
Johnson. blue ribbon; and Wsviolas, Joe Beach, Beth Fooshee;
The following athletic winhers Scudder Galloway, blue ribbon.
percussion, Letcher Melton, Guy
were announced: Race, for girls Best covertid: Mrs. J. C. Rudd, blue
under 12:' Betty Jean Cain. Aimee ribbon; Mrs. Keys Futrell, red rib- Group "Best Ln S. I. A. AA'. Gil Colaianni. Katie Cost, Keith
Is Organised by
Whetstone; oboe, Arthur Colaianfirst; Nell Junior Ramsey, Brooks ben; and Mrs. Lyman Burkeen, e
Prof. W. H. Fox
me saxophones. Usher Abell, Don
Chapel. second. Race for •giris- white ribbon.
Best- fern. Mrs.
Milner, Jack Sargent.
over 12: Irene Hill. Independence, &udder Gelloway, blue ribbon.
Tryeuts for the "best band in
Trombones, LeRoy
first; Bessie Nanney. Blakely, sec- Quilt tops. pieced. Mrs. Lundy
Offermait.
the SIAA" were held in the college Bill Manion, Eldridge Cross,
- Ratoseer-beye _teeter 12,e_
'Bill
Telaliseblue ribbon; Mae Lee
ly Roy Walston. Dexter.'first: Ru- Reeves, red ribbon; and Mrs. Lois sandiest-Tin teenday evening., Sep-Brown, Hen Jones,
steenber
between
the
20.
hours
Bonnie Walker; boy' drum major,
pert „Emerson, Vancleave. second. Reeves, white ribbon. Quilt tops
Race for boys over 12: Oron Hop- lappliqued) Mrs. 011ie Barnett, 7:30 to 12:00 p. m., with 77 can- Jim Davis; girl drum major, Margdidates
earning
membership
the
in
aret Marshall.
kins, Almo, first; Harold Young, blue .ribbon;. Mrs. Scudder Galloorganization, exclusive of done
Etlakeley, second.
way, red ribbon; and Mrs. 011ie
majors.
Davis
James
Margaret
and
Girls Relay; . Brooks Chapel, Barnett, white ribbon.
Marshall are drum majors.
first; Almo, second. Boys' relay:
In the infants' division, for the
Prof. W. H. Fox. band director,
Almo, first; Blakley. seehnd. Bi- best dress, Mrs. Lloyd Grogan reexpressed bet.lef thaUse
t
parson
cycle race for girls under 12, Dex- ceived - a blue ribbon and a red expr
It looks as though the frost will
ter, first. Bicycye race for girls ribbon, and Mrs. Herschel Blank- nel of the band will be swelled to soon be on the pumpkins. AS St
over 80 members before 4ohg. A
over 12: Almo, first; Dexter. sec- enship received a white ribbon.
has been so cold lately, all the
definite schedule of the fall proond. Boys, under 12. bicycle race:
The winners in the agriculture
farmers are hustling about trying
has
gram
not
been
yet
released.
Billy Nat Galloway, first; a,nd division, as announced by school
to get their tobacco housed before
The first band practice was
Dexter school second. Bicycle race officials, were as follows: Best
frost comes.
Tuesday
afternoon.
held
Septemfor boys over 12: Elvin Phillips, molasses. Clyde Rowland, first;
Mr.. and Mrs. Frank defiler, who
Alma first; Brooks Chapel school. Robert Rowland, second. Best ber 21. This season the band have 'been ill, are somewhat better
meet
each
will
.
times
three
week
second. Broad jump, under 12: cured tobacco. Cecil Taylor. first;
at present.
James Thomas_ Mitchell. Blakley, Junior Lampkins. second. Largest in practice instead of twice, as
Mr. and Mts. Coy Rye visited
arrangement
the
was
last
year.
first; Junior Culver, Brooks Chapel, pumpkin. Ben Grogan, first; Aubhis parents. Mr. and Mrs. Van
enrollment
The
erillege
the
of
second. Broad jump over 12: Oren rey Grogan, second. Best sweet
Rye. Sunday.
•
Hopkins, Almo, first. High jump potatoes, G. W. Woods. first, Junior band is as follows;
Rufie Geurin. of Oklahoma, _is
-LassiBasses, Bud - Ruh'. James
under 12: G. T. Brandon. Van- Lampkins, second. Best Irish povisiting 'friends and relatives in
cleave; over 12. Harold Young. tatoes. G. W. Woods. Best wheat, ter. Sam Wallace. John Boling, the county.
Lee Virtlliams. Harold Gilbert; bass
Blakley, first,
Fat man's race: Cecil Taylor. Japanese Hay, Ben
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Norman and
Edd Burkeen. Blakley. first: Scud- Grogan. first; Ray Wrather. sec- clariaet. Billy Lewis': bassoons. sons. Ruble and Preston. were
Crawford.
Clara
Elizabeth
Mary
der Galloway, who weigh more ond. Grass hay. Richard Barnett.
Sunday dinner guests with Mr.
Roberts.
than 200 pounds. second.
Best white corn,- Frances Suiter.
and Mrs. Boyce Norman.
Clarinets,
Eddie
Sanford
West,
Vancleave had the best appear- first; Bpi Edmonds. second. Best
Everyone is glad of the rain
Davis,
Johnston.
Sue
Helen
Linda
ing parade. with Blakley. Dexter, yellew, corn, G. W. Woods. first;
Saturday. even though it was toe
hIcr-ebee,
Harlan
Ira
Inglis,
Cosand Independence rating best in Ben. Grogan. second. Pop Corn.
bad for most of us to go to MurHughlette Jackorder.
Vancleave had 100 per Guy Billington, first; Anna Ruth by. letelith Parrish,
ray.
Thomas
Stokes,
Marell
son;
Ezell,
cent attendance: Blakley, 94 per Bililngton. second. • Poultry,.' -Mrs.
John Frank Taylor and W. B.
cent: and Uiterback. 95 per cent. Ivy. Culver, first; Mrs. Scudder Jane Sexton, Walter' Nance, Steve Outland returned home last week.
Booths for two-teacher school; Galloway. second Pen, any kind, Latanation, Charles Robertson.
They have been out West in the
Harriet Holland, John Ed Scot.
ware __won- by Vancleave-aed Dex- HillyeHtletoncise-firete-Joe-DeHop'
,
0G0
Mary
Jones, PhirHoward, Josiah'
B.
ter.
respectively.
One-teacher kins, . second. • Best cotton.. Jim
The Chei-ry softball team was
Darnall, Marshall Wyatt, Harriet
schools with booths placed in the Keel, both first and 'second.
defeated Sunday by Grindstone.
Farmer, James Sims, Billy Utley,
following order: Utterback, IndeThey have had three games with
All 'visitors to the fair proclaimed
Geraldine
Hammach,
Beth
Ellis,
pendence. and Blakley.
it to be one of the outstanding
In the culinary department ed demonstrations of corntri uni t y James Berry.
Baritones, letorris Carter. Maurthe ladies' division, :the following handiwork ever to be put on in
ice amuse Beth Fooshre, Roberta
winners were announced:
Best Calloway county.
Up in the Morning
Dollar; percussion, A
A. B Waters
biscuits, Mrs. Pat Beale, blue ribVaginialee
Thomson,
Marian
Sloben; Mrs. Scudder Gfillowhy, red
The refreshing relief so many folks
cum, Carlene Caldwell, Joe Beach,
ribbon. Best Core Muffins. Mrs.
say they get by taking BlackJames Hughey. Guy Ashmore.
Scudder Galloway, blue ribbon.
Draught for constipation makes
Trumpets, John Travis, Tom them enthuslasUe
Beat loaf of yeast bread. Mrs.' Pat
about this famous. PureCrawford, Jo Franklin, Alfred ly vegetable laxative.
By
Beale. Best angel food cake. Mrs.
Black-Draught puts the digestive tract
Tynes, Tom Flake, Louis Wade In better condition to act regularly, every
JULIAN III
Pat Beale. Best loaf cake, Mrs.
Bill Parrish, Ralph Brausa, Ann -day, without your continually having to
Pat Beak. Best layee'Cake • Mrs
medicine to move the bowels.
Quirey, Caswell Hayes, Watkin tate
Pat. Beale.. Best chocolate Mee-Mrs
.elest time be •eure. to La
'"
"As-TITZil
here,
TFances
MIX
raliTeaves
Lena
flutes.
in
the
ones;
Pat Beale. Best cocoanut pie, Mrs.
Pat Beale, blue. ribbon. Mrs, are flying by the ole window ell. Charlotte Owen, -Mary ElizaDewey Lampkins. red ribbon. and on a wet north wind li e sparrows beth Cress.
French
Cash.
horns. Allan
Mrs. Guy Billington, white rib- in front of an air rifle.-- They're
already-beginning to drift a little Charles Farmer. Letcher Melton.
bon.,
A GOOD LAXATIVE
In • the canned fruit and veget- in the alley between Crallyr
able division, the winners were as hire store and J. D. Sexton's Hard
follows: Heil can of apple* Sapid ware'establishment That -means
canned) Mrs. Ola Culver, blue rib- that old Grandpa Winter is .just
bon, Mrs. Mac' Brittian. red rib- around the telephone poste and
bon; and Mrs. Pat Beale, white rib- that Master, Nineteeo-Handred-and
bon. Beat can of peaches. Mrs. Thirty-Eight, youngest son of that
Jesse Roberts, bine ribbon; Mrs. old Pbtriareh, Time, . is elreade
Pat Beale, red riebon; and Mrs. preening his tail feathers to conCarlos Roberts. white`ribbon. Best duct this cheerful universe on ancan of string beans, Mrs. Carlos' other spin arouie! its constellation.
Roberts, blue ribbon: Mrs. Lloyd
Grogan, red ribbons and Mrs. Pat
-Murray.
3.1
Beale, white ribbon)
. Best, see of has one of as complete collections
tomatoes. Mrs. ,Mac prittidzi. blue of Indian 'arrolinieads and utensil.;
ribbon: Mrs. Pat Beale, red eibbee
n; .r.srl've ever_ looked. IL _Ail
and Mrs.'Dewey Lampkins, white could have "used them' for .pracribbon.
Best can of cucumber tieally Anything, I guess, except
pickle Mrs. "Mae Brittien, blue to use as tuning forks maybe. The
ribbon; Mrs. Pat Beale. 'red rib- craftsmanship of those arrowbon; and Mrs. Keys Futrell, white makers must have beens.somethine
.We are glad to announce sensationals hevii- row
chisel ' out
ribbon. Best can of beet pickles. remarkable.-to
ot
Mrs. Mac Brittian, blue ribbon; solid flint works of -*educing art
prices on newspaper cuts. Reductions run as high
Mrs. Dona Hendon-. .red ribbon; like 'that. We haVe some chiselers
as 40 Per cent /ever old prices.
and Mrs. Scudder. talloway, white today. but most isf-their, -flint runs
ribbon. Best can cf peach pickled in the region of their heart. AnyCandidates or any others wishing newspaper
Mrs. Lloyd Grogan. blue ribbon; way-acing
cuts for any purpose will save money b
Robertson said he picked thess
Mrs. Lloyd Grogan,' blue ribbon:
their order with
Mrs. Mac Brittian, red ribbon; and arrowheads up any and everyMrs.- !Pat Beale. White ribbon. -where' over Calloway - county. but
Dest_7(rairi of sweet pepper relish. found moS1-15/ Them near the TenMrs." Caries Roberts. blue ribbons nessee Etiver. Sense of the dagrr
Mrs. Lloyd Grogan, red r ibbeff. peinted, weapons are made of britBest can of green tomato catsup. Heist quartz and others of purer?
Mrs. D. us Hendon. blue ribbon: granite. .Two weeki ago gaturdae
Mrs.-. Pat' Beale.• red ribbon;, and he picked up 117 of tee 'relics
Picture
Ters. Lloyd Grogan, white ribbon. near Itggner's Ferry. In additiee
tbs-arrairnfw Roberlden +as tos
West. display of jelly .'*tree
required I: Mrs.. Carlos Roberts. a pestle used Iay Indians, and
blue ribbon, Mrs. Guy . Billtngtote other things they foaad necessary

55 Are Listed
in Orchestra
at Murray

MURRAY TO HA,
OVER 80 IN BAND.

Cherry News
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New Low Prices

---but not on trpes!
Systematic savings create a growing bank account_ When you haNe a nest egg stored away in
-,10tIfIT-the realization or your
dreams . . . Every woman dreatiTh Of -the'home ofTher (pm stie-haw-always warted% start that savings account today and you will be surprised how
soon you can construct that dream home.
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top

of corn- Ashmore.
Cellos, Miss Daisy Hinkle, John
Travis. Bonnie Walker. Margarct
They tell the story on a fresh- Marshall. Ruth Rogers. Jane Sexmop ley at Murray Stale College less. _Ralph Braises Steve I tianA•
Who cii• the first day to ewe: tion; bassoon. Clara Crawford,
classes this semester went to Glenr. Mary Elizabeth Roberts.
C. Ashoraft's history - class. listeaed
Basses, Bill Orr, Bud Ruhl, Gil
to the lecture fur 35 minutes.-tEen Colaianni, Harlan Inglis, Martha
raised his hand and commented, Leu Hayes; trumpets, Bill Parrish,
"I' must be in the wrong room. Ann Quirey, Ralph Brausa, WatThis isn't a bislogy class, is it?"
kin Jones; trombones, Morris Carter, Bill Manion, LeRoy Offen:nen.
A letter from Pasadena, freen 3
French horns, Keith Whetstone,
friend of mine who was largely it Allan Cash, Charles Farmer, Katie
responsible for my being privileged Coef; clarinets, Eddie West, Santo be present on the Set at several ford Davis; oboes, Prof. F. P. Inof MGM's and Parameunt's larger glis, Arthur Colaianni; flutes, Lena
picture productions in Hollywood Frances Mitchell, Charlotte Owen:
in 1933. declares: "In glancing over tuba, Maurice Brausa.
the advertisements in your Ledger
& -Times I find your Murray theatre releases the high class pictures
to the public as soon if not sooner
than they are shown hoes in Hollywood oe Los Angeles. I saw
'Topper' here a week after I haa
seen the ad in your paper."

Murray Square

ng

I find _12

to their nomadic form
munizatum

Grindstone and have been defeated only once.
Miss Velma Ruth Heath spent
the week end with Mr. and Mrs.
Carnell Heath, uf Murray.
Those from Cherry. attending the
spelling at Stone, Friday night,
were: Roselle and Helen Hargis,
Fred and Mary Ruth Houston, Geneva Evans, Wilma Heath. and
Dyrus Stubblefield. Everyone reported a nice time.
Floye Henry, Ernestine Phillips.
and Mrs. E. D. Winchester were
visitors of Mrs. Jane Clayton who
is ill at the home of her mother,
Mrs. Nora Parker, Sunday.
,
Several from Cherry went to the
big singing at Murray. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Henden
were dinner guests of Mr. anti
Mrs. Bud Hale, Sunday.
A group from Cherry.. motored
to Pine Bluff Sunday and had
dinner there._ Those included Were
as follows: Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Houston. Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Rye,
Mr. Henry Geurin, Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Geurin, Mary Ruth Houston, Geneva Evans, Fred Houston and J. D. Hendricks.
Leon Winchester and John End
Johnson took dinner Sunday with
Charles Lock and Billy Joe Stubblefield.
Everyone is invited to attend
Sunday School services at Cherry each Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Roberts
spent Sunday afternoons with Mr.
Bud Hale. who is ill at his Opine.
Henry Hargis and Dyrus Stubblefield spent the week end between the rivers. .
--Wirripy and jaunita

The supper was carried out with
a boom.
The- parents and everyone else
who attended were greatly appreciated. The -winner of the Aladdin lamp was Clemmie Youngblood.

or

1

Coldwater Junior
High School
By Ala Frances Stevens
We are now starting on the second six weeks of school, and most
of the pupils are back from cutting tobacco and are ready to study
hard and earnesny throughout the
remainder of school.
• Both girls' and boys' softball
teams went to Faxon Friday, Octoer 1, and played ball. Our girls
won over Faxon, 24-3. But the
Faxon boy's defeated our boys 14-2.
In spite of the rain and cool
wind. last Saturday night' our
school gave a very successful pie
and box supper of which there
were 27 delicious pies and boxes.

The freshmen and sophomores
were all pleased
with the six
weeks' examinations because the
grades were exceptionally high.
The eighth grade pupils are
studying very carefully the kinds
and care
trees and have learned
how important trees are to sear
land and country.
The third grade pupils have
been very much interested in the
study of modern transportation
and are busily making books of
riddles. on transportation.
We _are_ planning ta...gige_a_ _free
program in a few weeks which will
be given by the students of the
school. Everyone will be invited
to come and enjoy themselves.
But don't forget the Negro Minstrel- that is to be given later on in
the season. The ' production will
represent a certain place on Beal
Street in Memphis.

NICHOLS IS HEAD
OF SHIELD STAFF
•
William H. Nichols, Crofton, editor-in-chief of the 1938 Shield,
yearbook of Murray State College,
announced Monday the staff of this
year's annual.
Bill Thompson,
Owensboro, was elected business
m_anager _by the .senior
Other members selected are; associate editor, Edd Kellow. Hardin;
art editor, Doris Bushart Fuller;
senior editor. Bob Noel, Somerset;
sports editors, Ethridge MeKee4,
Reetor, Ark.. Floyd Burdette, Martin, Tenn., Elmer Cochran, Paducah; junior editor, Elizabeth Williams, Clinton; snapshot editor. C.
W. Hardin, Jellico; music editor.
Vaginialee Thomson, Kuttawas staff
photographer, Orton Hamby, Dahl.
son Springs; ofgenizations editors.
Jim_ A
o;---Prantt
Jones, Lincoln, IIII.; faculty editor, Leland Dunkerson, Benton; assistant business manager. George
Neese, Paris, Tenn., advertising
editor, Dub Russell. Murray; assistant faculty. Jane Farr, Paducah:
assistant snapshot editor. Margaret
Weber Trevathan, Pelee, Term.

For Cleaning That
SATISFIES

CALL 44

Feeling Fine!

tation

sian Lamb
antic City

Almo Community and School Fair Is
Big Success With Many Prizes Given
In a Wide Range of Contest Features
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PEOPLES
SAVINGS BANK
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

The Ledger ik Times
submitted, the
"The better the
better tlw -cut"
•
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DRESSES Galorious COME FROM

SUPERIOR
. . . and SATISFY the FASTIDIOUS
Women of Murray!
•
SUITS
40c
COAT and VEST
25c
TROUSERS
25c
OVERCOAT
40c
SKIRTS
25c
DRESSES
50c
SWEATERS
25€
HATS
40c
NECKTIES
Sc
DRAPERIES
Sc to 1.5c
CURTA I NS
Sc to 15c
LADIES' COATS, plain, 50c;'fur-tritmatrd- .
LOVES
254_
JACKETS, plain, 25c; Suede
60c
•
We thank you for your graciOus bunes.s which
has given us the largest volume of ally, shop in
Murray. .We offer you one-day service, the loweAt
prices in Murray, and .14 years exp-erience in the
dry cleaning businias.
•

LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS
THOMAS BANKS, Owner
"We Intend

to be a Step Ahead"

•-••••

i...•e•

•
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MURRAY FOOTBALL i„tx,#)Tks.te nd.
TEAMS WIN H0Tri E
G

wartthtr
Th
pioiro
ngugthhb
eam
erada
Tee of
. third quarter on driving Plays that
netted first downs consistently,
ters from Tennessee Poly in the Cutchin scoring the first rnarkenson
rain and mud Saturday afternoon a 40-sard run and Gingles smashto the tune of 23-0 and Coach Ty log over for the second.
To the Voters of Calloway County
Holland's high school Tigers outMetropolis came back in the
and Swann District:he4 _!fte Tr°/alla from Metr°Po- feurth period ..witit a chtszliog
'
10 announcing myself -as a canAMES THIS WEEK rul
lis, Ill., by a score of 19-14.
hibition of pass throwing and redidate for a member of the County
ceiving.
players
in
razzle-dazzle
Both games were wed-played and
School Bsard of Education, -and in
College Thoroughbreds to shoved enthusiasm into the hearts formation snatching the prolate Dr. W. K. Dale Dies After Brief doing this I realize the responsispheroid
out
of
the
Illnes
air
-s
at
and
His
runHome
in
of Murray fans, who believe their
Play Ouachita at Arkabilities that rest upon a school
Sumner. in.
college and their high school have ning for long gains. The Trojans
board member, and to you who
delphia Friday Night
march
which
began
soon
after
the
two of the best teams in their redo not know me. I ask each one
quarter never stopped - until they
Dr_ William R. Dale. 83, peomi- to inquire
spective classes in the state.
of my life as a citizen
TIGERS WILL PLAY
had
ntnt
crossed
the
goat
resident of this city, died at
line and the
In the game with Tennessee
your county.
MAYFIELD CARDS Tech, the runts-tins racehorses of Sure tce of H. Alliston had con- tilt home on East Locust street ofMy
life has been and is an open
Thursday night' after an illness of book
Murray State pranced across the verted. The score was 19-14.
to all. I am a son of Wayne
Murray College and High School line for a touchdown in the first
They kicked off to Murray, who four days. A heart ailment was
Howard. This is the first time
football teams emerged victorious quarter when Mitchell took the kicked after short gains.
The given as the cause of death.
that any of my family has ever ask
in games pi:0 ed here over -the ball over after tr. and Yarbrough Trojans began a beautiful passing
Dr. Dale was f ,r many years asthe. people ofyour county for afiy
had advanced the pigskin down -drive that carried them 'into the s6Ciated with E. A. Sheridan in the office of any kind and in making
shadows
of
operation
the
Murray
goal
'post
of
a
drug
store
here
but
the field in successive first-down
this announcement I realize that
drives. Thompson with a 50-yard before Crider of Murray recovered retired twe yeat•s ago. His hearth the responsibility is great and I
a
Metropolis
was
fumble
considered
and
the
Tigers
godd
for
one
of his shall try with the best of my
drive in the second period scored
the second touchdown after- Gu- began an irresistable power attack age until the last week before his judgment to act on every issue
that
saw
them
death.
on
the
'
Trojan's
5dauskas had placed-kicked a perthat comes before the Board with
The deceased occupied many po- fairness to all.
feet field goal from the 25-yard yard line as the 'game ended.
There h perhaps no
The_Tigers
play their traditional sitions of trust and leadership- in
line.
- McRaven's IO2-yard run.
I am making this race on my
element more important
one of the longest ever seen on a rivals, the Mayfield Cardinals. at the community. He was a member merits and oualifications and on
In the last rites than
Murray gridiron was a study • in Mayfield Saturday night. The game of the sch'ool board for a nunlber them alone. I realize that it is imthe element of sinceribroken field running, the long. will be called at 8:30. Murray of years, served one term as Chris- possible for me to see every one
ty. And ender the dirshifty strides of the Miasouri back State College's Thoroughbreds- will ty township supervisor, and was and I ask your support and trust
ection of an expereluding eager and willing tacklers. journey to Arkadelphia, Ark., to- superintendent"of Central Christian that you take this announcement
The Bluebloods chalked up 14 first morrow to meet Ouachita College church Sunday.. School for the past as a perssnal invitation for your
ienced staff, that sin Friday night.
40 years. He was a member of support
downs to Tennessee's two.
and influence on November
evilly is carefully and
the Masonic Lodge, Knights Tern- 2,
• The high school encounter show1937. of isshich I believe you will
perfettly maintained in
plar
and
1.0.0.F.'
ed two great teams with sterling
do and give me a chance to serve
at) the services we con- Dr. Dale was born in Henry as..
offenses and excellent defenses at
one sof your Board members
duct.
county,
Tenn, on July 16, 1854. the next four
work on each other. The accurate
year'. I vistrit to say
He was graduated from the Louis- this.
passing of the Trojans which male
-I belong to no man or any
ville Medical College, after which
them dangerous on any field was
lineup. I am a Democrat from
he practiced medicine at Murray. head
working perfectly on Murray, and
to toe.
Sincerely,
Ky., Oblong, Ill.. and, later in. this
they led 7-6 at the half after. BucI want to say to alt voters-Do
city. „After practicing medicine for
hanan for Murray hada plunged
not forget to ask for your school
seven years he became associated ballot
through the line for a auchdown
when you vote in Novemwith
S.
0.
Stoltz
in
the
drug
merand Cutchin failed to convert. Me- Yearlings May Open Season
The
ber.
.
chandising
business.
He'
. later
tropolis had scored after G. AllisYours to serve,
October 8 or 9 With
J. H. Churchill
boiiiht
out
Mr.
_Stoltz's
interests
ton had passed to dross for 50
R.. T. "Ted" HOWARD
Murfreesboro
and
in
1893
formed a#-partnershiP
Funeral Home
yards. G. Alliston passed to Miller
wtth
Iffr.'"Sheridan_
•on- Murray's- --faro- and the.!sitter
Telephshe 7
Surviving the deceased is his
SQUAD TO BE USED TO
stepped over for a touchdown.
Murray. lip.
The Tigers scored twice in the
"FILL IN" FOR VARSITY. widow, Mrs. Ida Wheat Dale; also
one daughter, Mrs. C. -13. Grubb.
Tobacco cutting is about over
Prospects for MurrayState Col- of'Bloomington. Ill., and two sons. and everyone
is waiting anxiously
lege's freshman team are -just fair- Mervin C. Dale of Lawrenceville for the rains
to cease so they can
and
Mo
rriS
Dale
or
'Olney.
Mrs
according to John Miller. coach'
pick
R. C. Baltzell of Indianapolis. In
cotn.d
of the Yearlings.
School
is progressing
nicely
is
a
Step
-daughter.
There
are e
As a whole, the squad will probunder the leadership of R. T. R.
number
of
grandchildren.
One •
ably accomplish its purpose: to flit
Braswell. '
in for the departinasstarsatYsznoms- Soh, Roy Dals_przedesL-Inal-411
Miss knift Stubblefield spent
bers. as only six Thoroughbreds -death three years ago.
Two sisters. Mrs. Laura Clopton Friday and Saturday S-vith Miss
will receiv.e their sheepskins. OutVirginia Kindred.
side of this, the squad is only fair. of Murfreesborp, Tenn.. and Mrs.
Golden Yellow
Those visiting in the home of
Amanda Meloan of Frankfort, Ky..
If
a
good
fullback
and an end or
Mrs. Nora Parker Sunday, were:
10
Dozen
tackle can be found; Murray's and two brothers. Charles'F. Dale
and Mrs. Ofus Outland and
frosts would probably have a fine of Los Angeles. Califs and LunCy son, Mr. and
Mrs. E. D WinchesDale
of
Alamorg‘s.
New
Delicious-Fancy
Mexico
season. As it is, the boys hays
ter and son. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
are also left.
.
only a bare chance of finishing the
Bushel Bushel
Funeral services were held from Bucy of Paducah and Mr. Wilburn
season with as good a record as
the
Central Christian church in Clayton.
the team of last year.
Misses Helen and Roselle Hargis
this
city
Saturday afternoon at. two
NO 1
Peck
Miller has Hodges-a good center
and Geneva Evans attended the
from Washington, D. C.,_ and' Bob o'clock with Rev. C. L. Doty cif- fair and fiddlers
contest at Almo
-Milan-der. brother of ' illustrious ttekrting. Burial Was made In the Friday.
Dennis, and Louis Walters. Padu- Oblong cemetery.
R. C. Hill spent the week end
PEANUT BUTTER, quart
Pallbearers for the services here,
cah guard. -asooed whom to form
were M.' W. Travis, Jacob Lan- rwith Wilma and Velma Heath.
CRACKERS, 2-lb. box-ALL FOR
his line. Other goal .boys irs the
caster, Jas. Boldrey. Ernest Er- He and 0. J. Hale are leaving Mon
line- of Chupa. a Lorrain. Ohis.
win, Oscar Fyffe and Dale Moore. day for the CCC camp.
prospect. and Graves. a Nashviiie
ALL FLAVORS-2 for
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Houston.
At the cemetery his two sons. Merboy..-_ At end. Vincent, coming vin
and Morris, his son-in-Is/Ws. Paducah, visited Mr. and Mrs,
from "dosvii Mississippi way" is
Judge. Baltzell and Rev. Grubb Crate Houston. Sundly.
the be/Ss-boy. In the backfield, InRudy Parker. of Detroit, and
and
two grandsons, Robert Grubb
SWEET
Pound
mass-li Danville triple-threater. Laand William Morris Dale served Miss Ruby Parker were Sunday
Basle, blocking back from Conas pall bearers-Sumner. Ill., Press. afternoon . callers of Mr. and Mrs.
necticutt. and All/mitten. lorrner
Obe Alexander.
Murray High flash, will probably
Mr. and Mrs. James McKinney
Dr. Dales first wife,' Nannie
Heavy
be among the. leaders, with Wray.
and daughter, Treva Joy, spent the
Large
Lee, and a few others right in the McKnight. was a sister of Mrs. week end with
Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Bettie Patterson of Murray.. He
running. Coach Miller is expectwas buried in Sumner by the McKinney and family.
leg more boys in More the week
ANY SIZE
Mrs, Preston *Stubblefield visited
7c
grave
of
his
first
wife.
is over.
Sunday with Mrs. Anna Kindred of
Those out for the team include
New Concord.
Jack Baker. Greenfield. Tenn.: Joe
N. A. Shrout. Bath county. fiats
Joe Jr. Hargis was a dinner
/Suiten. . Owensboro;' , • Ellsworth lowed crimson clover with a
FOR
tobac- guest Sunday of Clyde Roberts.
Crawford, Fulton: Carl Cook, co crop and obtained a
Preston
Norman
satisfactory'
and, James
Blandville- Eddie Chupa, Lorrain yield of high-quality tobacco.
Heath were Sunday dinner guests
Ohio; Charlie Graves, Nashville:
of Billy and Charles Stubislefiel.d.
PHONE
Gene.-- Hoover.- -Davesen-• --Earringr L. L. Mann,
-'`Wise Owl"
Russelkcounty. estiJake
Ir.man,
Danville;
'
PIK:1
12
Chester mates that trench
siks saved him
Kerth. Paducah: Lynn Lassiter.
$600 last year id feed cheaply cooMurray: lk- bby Lee. Catlettsburg;
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
served for stock.
Gene McGarvey, Paducah; Tommy
Neathamer. Cairo, Ills_ Bob Ho.,
lander. Owensboro; Milburn Pr
vine: Mtlirray, Martin Pros ir
Murray; Billy
Wray. GI(
, Tenn.; Louis Walters. Fa..
Henry Wallis. Barlow, Walt Firs
Lorrain, Ohio; ' Frank
ti•si_.
Washington D. C.: John I'
foot. Tunica, Miss.: Sammy S .• cent. Tunica.- Miss: B. C. All- 1
britten, Murray: Francis LaBonts
•••
i Norwich, Conn • andssioe DeCsis
•/'
•
• Redwood. Minn.: and Ward Hum.
mel. Fulton.'
Murrasfs tentative schedule Includes;
_
October 'S -5-Austin
Peay
at
Clarksville.
Cletber 29-Western at Murray.
November 5-:-U. T. Juniors st
Paris.

R. T. "Ted" Howard State Park Director Advocates Memorial
DEATH CALLS
YOUNG DEMOCRATS
Makes Statement
and Broadcasting Station in Honor of
WELL KNOWN
Nathan Stubblefield, Inventor, at Murray GO TO STATE MEET
„alit our
BUSINESS MAN
-Group
piace-a
In Meetings

Sincerity . ..

FROSH PROSPECTS
ARE "JUST FAIR"
SAYS THEIR COACH

l

Cherry News

Murray Food Market

BANANAS
APPLES
POTATOES

50c
18c

39c
11c
14c
Lb. 111c

.1E110
OLEO
BOLOGNA
LIGHT RULBr
2
STOVE PIPE
FREE DELIVERY

25c

Tolley & Carson

I

FOOD MARKET

The Best of Foods for LESS Money
•

HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
25c
Armour's Star BACON
40c
SAUSAGE;
20c
BEEfSTEWK.
20c
•
7
CHUCK ROAST
14c
RIB ROAST
10c
MUTTON
•
15c
and
9c
OLEOMARGARINE,tWs. for . . . 25c
SALT BUTTS
i8c
BACON BUTTS
20c
PURE HOG LARD
14c
DRESSED CHICKENS

'24 MaTe--VorikesitiCollege Glee Club

..... •• •

The men's glee club was organized Wednesday. September 22
4 wit12-,11•1
.-1111eitiFekksafgalift:.7.̀
:
Price Dcryle - is in 'Charge'
. glee club for this seasorh.which
expects to be more active in various programs, as more time has
been required for practice.,
'
. The 24 male voices included 5'
first tenors, 6 second tenors. 6i
baritones. and 7 basses. The members of the men's glee club. are as ,
I
follows. .
First tenors. Bud Ruhl I • ' •
Wade. Dorse Udell, Guy A-•
J. E. Prichard;.second tenor's. joptoi i
Travis, Charles Farmer, Idatmicel
Brausa, Charles Baugh. W. C. lac.- ;
-_
Cladahan. Charles Miller.
Baritones. Ralph Brausa, Harry :
Whayne. Morris Carter, Joe Beach. !
LeRoy Offelsnan, Sanf.rd .Davis; .
basses, Eddie West. John Quertermous Gilbert. Colaianni. Arthur •
Colaianni. Eldridge GPOsS, James i
Berry. Sam Wallace
1
1

I

Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides
WE BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET
Free Dalivery
S.

Phone 214

/••••1111INI

Jer

•Pert **Bead the Classifieds

;

Flour, Lynn Grove's Best, 24-1b. bag 79c
Potatoes, 100-lb. bag, nice white
stock
$1.15
Pork and Beans, Kraut, Tomatoes,
Green Beans, Tomato Soup, Veg5c
etable Soup, can
3 cans Campbell's Tomato Juice
. 23c
That good Pingdinger Coffee, 2 lbs. 25c
Lipton's Tea, quarter lb. and
re
.a
23c
3 Post Toasties and 1 Grapenut
Flakes, 40c value
25.c
Dried Peaches, 2 lbs. new pack . . 25c
Toilet Tissue, 6 for
25c
Northern Tissue,4for
30c
Coal Hods No. 16
38c
Long Handle Shovels, 2 for
25c
••'
Choice Cut Steaks and Roasts from Armour's Branded Beef. Link Sausage,
Fresh Oysters,
• - Cheese of all kinds, Chili
Bricks.
We Deliver
Phone 37
•

thought that we- ishistiki
replica of the Stubblefield
Home upon the lot as soon as possible and that ultimately and as
soon as possible we should have a
radio broadcasting station." Tins
was the statement made by Bailey
P. Wootton. state director of parks,
in a letter to the Murray Chamber
of Commerce concerning the proposal to ireate a state memorial
park here in honor of Stubblefield, inventor of radio.
Dr.. J. H_ Richmond, president
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce, and Dean John W. Carr
conferred with Mr. Wootton in
Frankfort September 28 regarding
the project.
Mr. Wootton has
previously inspected the data aria
statistics concerning Stubblefield's
life and works - and has agreed to
assist in the movement.
Mn Woutton's letter so L. J.
Hortin, secretary of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce, stated: "I
have just had a conference with
Dr. Richmond and Dr. Carr with
reference .to the Nathan Stubblefield monument. •
-The proper procedure to take in
this matter is to have a deed conveying the property executed to
- the 'Commonwealth of Kentucky
for the use and benefit Of the

Kerttnay# State Parks'. Then send
the .ed to me and I will presers
it to the Real Estate Board for its
acceptance or rejection. I have no
doubt but that it will be accepteo
by 'that Board.
"When that is done, we will take
up the matter of such impr_ovements upon the property as we art
able, to mako at this time. It is
our thought that we should place
a replica of the Stubblefield Home
upon the lot as soon as possible
and that ultimately and as soon
as possible we should ha've. a rads.
broadcasting station. Let us strive
to that end.
"With kindest regards, I am
"Very trulY yours,
"Bailey. P. Wootton,
Director"

S.

In a meeting of Young Democrat:
t!-• c urtroofn f ths warray csurt house Honda) n.glit, a
tentative list of delegates to ore_
tend the state Democratic contention in. Louisville Friday assa Saturday was selected.-'Calloway county piers the distinct honor of hiring one of the
pounties in the First District whose
delegates mast exercise 17 votes in
the state ccrivention. -Those who may compose the
delegation to Louisville this week
end are Wellslkirdom,_ Jack Kennedy, Waylon Rayburn.--present
state treasurer-II T. _ylialdrop,
Joe Lovett, L. J. Hortin, local secretary; M. 0. Wrather, Wells
Overbey, Raymond Hamlin, L. D.
Miller, Charles Jennings, Elliott
Wear, Claude Miller, Fenn)
. Hopkins, H.- !. Medd, Dallas Lancaster,
Leon Smith, Dewey crass. and Guy
Billington.
Guy Billingtsn. president of Calloway county's young Democrat'sClub. was in charge of the meeting. Delegates will probably leave
Thursday morning.

KROGER'S
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

FLO_UR___Lyon!s-Best„ 24-lb. sack_ _95cFLOUR AVONDALE 75c
Country

Country Club _
24-1b 'sack-

139c
69c

24-lb. sack

BORA

Club
AND

3 24-oz. cans 25c
PORK BEANS 16-oz. cans_ 5c
KIDNEY BEANS Country Club
4 16-oz.
25c
9nc
COFFEE C. Club Vac. Packed 29c French, lb. 23c Spotlight1lb.Jewel
bag IA/
cans

DEL MONTE
2 N3o.N2oc.a1

STANDARD-3 No. 2 cans
25c
PEAS
25c
cans
Country Club Tiny-No. 2 can 15c
Green Giant-17-oz. can 15c
PEACHES DEL MONTE 2 No. 2 1-2 cans 33c 16-oz. can 1Oc
Large 13-oz. pkg.

KELLOGG CORN FLAKES
Mustard or Tomato SAUCE,
25c
3 Oval cans
Our Mother's COCOA,
1-113. box
9c
15c
2-1b. box
Hollywood OLIVES,
39c
Quart jar
SCOTT TISSUE, 3 rolls. 25c
SCOTT TOWELS, roll 10c
Don or Bozo DOG FOOD,
Sc
16-oz. can

10`

BORAX, 20-Mule Team,
16-oz. box
15c
Boraxo, 8-oz. can . . 15c
SPRY, 3-lb. can

50c

Lat. Club or Rocky River

BEVERAGES,
THREE 24-oz. bottles 20c
(Plus small deposit on bottles)

Westinghouse LAMPS,
Type D,30-60 Watt,ea. 10c
Mazda 40-50-60 Watt 15c

Half or Whole, pound
BACON Armour's White Label
32`
SHORTENING SNOWW W H I FTiEnest stibilitute Eot" raid- 2 lbs. 23c
POUND
PORK ROAST LEAN and TENDER
25c
FOUND
BOLOGNALARGE
BULK
Pound
15c Pi
BUTTER c
PURE and SWEET

JACK SALMON

2Pc'unds

OLEO

25' FISH

3'. .25'
Round
Loin
Pound 25c
HEAD
5c
Potinds
13c
25'

2 Pounds
35c

or

FRANKS
BEEFSTEAK' r
HEAD LETTUCE Large 5-dozen size
CALIFORNIA TOKAY GRAPES ONIONS
10-P°"" Bag
$1.19
100-Pound bag
POTATOES No.'Northern Eating
Bag
FANCY YELLOW ONIONS
25'
$1.35
KRAUT CABBAGE
100 Pounds
10-Pound

SHORTS

$1.45 LAYING MASH
$1.25

BRAN

•••••••••••••-

•

- - Delegates Are Selected -14
Monday Night
In Courthouse

•
•

-

•

$2.39

IOCRATS
TE MEET

SEcTION TWO
Pages I to 4
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LOCAL RED CROSS
ASKS SAFETY AID

Guy Farley Grows Fine
Corn on Land Cleared
More Than 100 Years
--Guy Farley, one of Calloway

Fair to Its Readers—Fair to Its Advertisers
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 7, 1937

JP"

4

fiqc

69c

Western Plays
Tampa Saturday
--The

ewelbag 20c

cans 25c

I 15c

am,
. . . 15c
15c
50c

tles 20c
Ott ")

5,
,ea. 10c
'att 15c

II"

'

32`
23c
25c

POUND

R 10`

MURRAY ASKED TO
BROADCAST AGAIN

H. B. BAILEY
Murray

BUT

CONCRETE

Puryear Route 3

COSTS LESS, TOO!
VERYONE prefers concrete for its safety,

E

its cleanliness and comfort, for the sense

of security it gives motorists. But not everyone
knows that concrete is really a low cost road.

25c
d or Loin
und 2sc
5c

I 13c
25c
$1.19

g 25c
'1 35
6239

Yet the figures are indisputable. They show that,
whether fbr great super-highways or secondary roads
carryiag only a few frundreoLv4icies a-days

,rete

actually costi less to build than any other paveme
nt of
equal load-carrying capacity!
Here's another important saving. Concrete has the
lowest
annual surface maintenance cost per mile of any
type of
pavement. Funds which would otherwise be
spent for repairs may be used to extend your'highway system
—to build
more and more miles of money-saving concret
e.
Concrete cuts your out-of-pocket driving
cost, too, because it saves gas, tire and car repair bills.
PORTLAND

CEMENT

ASSOCIATION

610 Allistchants' Ionic Bldg., Indianapolis, lad. •
A notional orponizabon to improve and
extend the uses of concrete

I have been on the sick list but
I am improving now. Hope all
the readers of the Ledger & Times
are riveting
We have had airother. nice rain.
but Commodore Orr says he is
tired of hauling and rinusing tobacco its The fain. Cheer up, Mr. On.
Maybe next• year the sun will bel
shining when you are hauling tobacco.
Someone was talking about the
good women canning ana..diling
and preparing so -many things
for winter, but I heard a good
looking man say that the women
hadn't done all of it by themselves.
He felt like he had done some of
it. Guess who!
Mrs. Ben Byars. Mrs. Holton
Byars and
B.YEq.s viated
•.r.t' 'Mgt
week.
I think firing tobacco is the order
of the day here.
Calvin Paschall atfended a birthday dipner at Jilek Harrelson's
last Sunday.—Humming Bird.

TRANSFORM—YOUR
SUMMER SHOES for
" WINTER WEAR!
The white and light colored shoe
season is over, but not the wear in
those shoes.
'
At'surprisingly low cost, you can
have those comfortable summer
shoes dyed and reconditioned for
the winter season. Bring them to
us. •

DUTCH'S SHOE.
SHOP
East

Mate ilteeet

$1
$2

Kentucky.

Volume CV; No. 40

WELTON SAYS SOD
IS AID TO PASTURE

HONOR ROLL

The Rev. F. E. .Smith, Indiana,pdlls, Ind., secretary of the
eorrespondents and local adver
dries of Christ Pension Fund. con- Users who got their copy In by
Head of Soil Service Says More
ducted a United Promotion group-- Monday.Than a Barbed Wire Fence
composed of the various benevo•
Murray Paint & Wallpaper C ,.
lent and missionary agencies' of the
Is Necessary .
Across the River
Christian church in this area—in
Johnny
Parker
It
takes more than a few strands
the First Christian Church of MurH. B. Bailey
of rusty barbwire stretched around
ray Thursday night with about 30
Gilberta worn-out field t..) make a pasDorn
officers and leader% present.
Miff:ray Milk Products Co.
ture, according to Kenneth WelThe purpose of the organizaChurchill Funeral Home
ton, assistant regional head of the
tion is to .imrtrove the efficiency
C. W. Curd. Hazel
Soil Conservation Service,
of the. Church in its effort to proEconomy' Feed Store
Many Kentucky pastures are
mulgate' the principles of ChristiMrs.'A: V. Havens,
severely - eroded. Welton
anity.
says,'
Cole's Camp Ground
largely' because the land was
A series of such major meetings
Oak Grove News
severely eroded before it was put
has been taking place in various
S. Pleasant Grove
in pasture. Since a good sod conchurches and Mr. Smith is conRev. J. Mack Jenkins
trols evision and
ducting gatherings of this sort
provides an
J. E. Littleton & Co.. siasei
alinost illunesliata return in low
throuehrad the,state.
Dexter
News
cost
feed. .he urges careful planThellev. A. V. Havens.- pastor of
Mai-Donne Beauty Shop
ning_ in establishing new pastures
the First Christian Church of
Date
&
Stubblefield
on,froded land.
Murray, was in charge of the preAlmo School News
Contour furrows help to control
liminary part of the program.
Capitol Theatre
erosion and also conserve moisEagle,
ture, thus aiding in establishing
Farm engineering ,
In Fulton
a good sod, according to Welton.
county last month: one farm terPlowing in small gullies before
FARMERS USE LIME
raced, four ponds dug, three farms
constructing the furrows is usualditched.
The monthly report of County ly r#commended.
)
•
Small galled
,Agent J. T. Cochran shows that 777 spots can be revegetated More
For the' erst ;line. charcoal and
-tons
of
readily
'
Time
were
by
delivered
broadcasting manure
to
coke are being used extensively in
tobacco curing by Marion county farmers in Calloway county du- over them or mulching these areas.
ing
Septembe
he
r.
said.
Several car loads
farmers.
*
have been delivered in addition to
"After coototir furrows have
the quantity hauled from the two been constructed, the next
step
More than a hundred bushels of quarriesin _the rrarnty
in_providing a.-good sod is to apdouble-cross hybrid seed corn have 1, 1645
tons 'have been delivered. ply lime if needed, and to ferbeen produced in Metcalfe county.
tilize adequately."
Welton said.
Campbell county farmers have "The disturbed areas and other
Tweaty-fine--- trench silos ere_
75-tens of -fettilizer /o pas- _postione—of—the- pasture Where
und'ef construction in Allen county. ture land.
vegetation is insufficient should be
seeded to a 'good pasture mixture."

1

RED010811

Veal Calf Weighs
Mason Hospital
Hires Dietitian 235 Pounds When
Shipped by Dealer

In catiewee.
Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
.qn a year elsewhere In
'
'
`- 1 the State of
a year to say address
00
`"Nfother than above.
,

A

Standard Oil Station Receives_ Shipment
'Smith Conducts
of Atlas Tires for Sales Distribution Here Church Unit Here

county's best known and
most
Is Cooperating With National Chappopular farmers, was in
The
ters in Promoting Home
Ledger
Times office last Friday.
Accident Prevention
with a stalk of corn with three
fine, heavy ears, which was but
On October 25. the American
a sample of the splendid crop proRed Cr ss ()pens Its third nationduced on his farm this year.
wide self-inspection campaign for
The remarkable thing lititaff Mr:
the 'elimination of home and farm
Farley's production was not only
accident hazards,,according to Mrs.
an indication of the fine crop in
Bea Melugin, secretary of the loCalloway county this year but parcal chapter
ticularly that it was produced on
a piece of land which has been in
continuous production f Dr more
than 100 years.
Alluvial bottom land, as everyone wells knows, is the best corn
land and the fact that Mr. Farley
produced this excellent crop on
ridge 'land utilized for a century is
a splendid tribute to his abitity.as
a farmer.
More than 1.700 chapters cif the
Red Cross are participating in the
Above is pictured the Standard
campaign this year, and it is toped
Oil Station of Murray, operated by
that emipakfhltpter without excepJohnny Parker who has been at
tion urliri§ign this humane moveits helm for the last three years,
and that Jim check-list for
,- bent
and -five stacks of Atlas tires as
common hazards *All reach every
Recently. modern hospitals have
they were unloaded from a truck
home and .every. farm in the land. been discovering more and more
J. H. Moore of near Hazel. a farm- last
week. ,
SIllotty -and haphazard effort, the the _ needs of giving attention to er, is going iji for the growing
Every Standard 011 'Stationin
Red Cross officials declare,. cannot the food served patients. Special qf baby beef in a big way. There's America
sells Atlas Tires as well
reduce human suf ring due to pre- attention is ,being given to
this im- money in it. aAd he'll tell you as .Junior Atlas. Murrayans and
ventable accid
why.
, but complete portant matter. with especially
Calloway countians, aS well as
- participation b
On September 25. Moore sold a people througho
11 the chapters trained dietitians in charge.
ut America. have
can.
9-weeks'
old yea' calf for $23.50. discovered these tires
In keeping with that program.
to be among
It was the report of Mrs. Melugin the William Mason Memorial Hos- Not bad, consiaering the fact that the
best sold anywhere. Thiry
that home and farm accidents stand pital, announces .,be addition to its it cost practically nothing to raise bear a
nation-wide guarantee.
out from all other types of . acci- regular staff, of a well trained the calf.
Located 'just across the street
dent for their multiplicity and neg- registered dietitian, in the _perThe animal weighed 235 pound*, on the
- -Wet,— —In- 441,4 -home tat
cen
- -*tit lonV Pra-y JackTOn.
a pound Postoffice, the. Standard Oil Com38.500 men, women, and innocent
Miss"Jacteson came tp the Mason for it. He sold it to Audrey Sim- pany station in Murray is the
oldest
children were killed by accident. hospital as dietitian this week.
automobile service station in MurShe mons, a Hazel livestock dealer.
and 4.500 `were killed on their is a native'of Illinois. but has
ray. It was the first service staspent
farms—a„total of 43.000 fatalities several years in the Southland.
tion to be established in CalloRe, for home !and farm as against 37,- cently, she received her
way coUnty, being. set up. here in
bachelor
800 motor vehicle fatalities. Home of science degree, with a major
1917 and serving the people of Calin
and farm accidents are on the in- nutrition and a minor in chemisloway continuously since.
crease because little or nothing is try. She has also had consider
Louisville is state headquarters
annual Homecoming celebrabeing done about them, the local able experience in the work
of tion at WeStern State Teachers Col- for Standard Oil Products.
Chapter secretary said. _Practical- the dietitian, visiting patients
daily lege, Bowlinit Green. By., will
' ly all other types of accidents are and making out menus
for them. held next Saturday. October 9,
on the decrease because much is giving due attention to
food value with a football game_between Wesbeing done about them. Judged and food combinations.
Miss Jack- tern and the University of Tampa.
by the large „numbers injured, ion,'will daily visit all
of the pa- Tampa, Fla., the feature attraction
maimed and killed. home is the tients in the hospital,
outlininc of the day's program.
most dangerous pItice, for rest and for them .a diet which
hospital ofOn Friday
,evening .a big rally
comfort, while the farm is the ficials say will be a
source of and patade will .be followed by
College 'Orchestra Will Present
most dangerous place to earn one's great omfort an
health 'giving fir Homecoming Dance in the
Program Over WSM
bread.
strength to the individual patient. gymnasium.
,
the local Chapter -.se the AmeriDecember 10
Mina j Jackson mums to Murray
Saturday morning -Open Hodge'
can 'Red Cross is striving. to en- directly from the Madison
„Sant- 'vzl be peld on College Heights
For the fourth sucresst7year,
hance the /cause .of influencing tvium and Hospital, near
Nash- with headquarters in the adminis- Murray
will furnish One of the
people to be careful.
ville. and has atready_e_afered upon tration building.
programs in the "Teachers' Corlele
_
her duties in the local hospital.
Acti,vities will come to an end
of the Air" series sponsored by PeaA part of the training given in with the Shadow
Flop in the gym- body College
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
and broadcast over
the nurses training school at the fuisium Saturday
night.
one of the South's largest stations.
The largest' crowd of former stuWSM at Nashville, Tenn.
dents and -friends ever to attend
,Dr. A. L. Crabbe of the Peabody
a Western "Homecoming" is exfaculty. who has charge of these
EXPERT WATCH and
pected.
programs, has asked Murray State
JEWLERY REPAIRING
Glasses Fitted
to broadcast on Friday, December
Lespedeza has become a uvular 10. In a letter to Prof.
Work done at- reasonable
Price
hay crop in Rowan eounty, where Doyle. head of the music
•
departprices. Estimates given on
farmers have cut large amounts.
ment, Dr...Crahbe. said; "Your prowork mailed to us.
•. gram has always been one of
•
LENSES Or
high quality, and by all the law;
All work guarantced
hospital, will be training in food of Western Kentuck
y .evolution it
FRAMES
combinations and foed values, pre- should be still better in
1937."
paring
special
dishes to suit tke inDuplicated
Professor 'Doyle stated, that the
dividual patient's need. an( this theme of the proram
has not yet
training will be given the student been determined, but in
Kentucky
general
-nurses under the direct supervision with the same type
as has been
of' Miss Jackson,
presented
hefetofore—that is—a
dramatization of-some lOcal event
with musical interpolation by the
college orchestra.

el nA a year
v A •"'""Marshall.

Holland and -Hart
Drug Store Has
New Paint Coat
Holland-Hart' Drug -""Store completed painting the front of its
establishment, last Friday. touching it up with a coating of aluminum paint, and generally renovating the. appearance of the frontal
approach.
Holland and Hart have a wide
reputation as registered pharma,
Lalloway cotiffft.

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

i

CAPITOL

TODAY and FRIDAY
YOU'VE GOT TO HAND IT TO SOPHIE...
If you don't,
take it anyway!
She's the smoothest little thief in
the I:mine-is:tier specialty s
diamonds...but there's nothing
to stop her from stealing hearts!

Balcony 16c
Till 5 P. M.
Except Sunday

SATURDAY
Midnight
Prevue
Friday Night
•
Doora Open10:30 P. M.
Show Starts
11:00 P. M.

prassnts
Adolph Zukor

°PIM LAII6
00151 WEST',
with

IT'S A FLAG-FLYING
ROMANCE THAT
WILL MAKE YOUR
PULSE BEAT FASTER!

Lee Bowman
Gertrude Michael •
• Robert
Crobbe
Larry
Gordon
Sandra Startle •
Nancy
C.
•Batiowe borland •
Twitch•Il
mmings
Archie
Cu

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

Nick tukats • Paramount Picture
Jai Prouty •
Montt • A
Charles
Directed by

I//SE

SUNDAY-and MONDAY
. as the girl from the
city streets who found
one man to fight for'

ADVENTURE...AS ROMANTIC AS
DEVIL-MAY-CARE DRUMMOND HIMSELF!
His fiancee disappears into the
London night, leaving a riddle*,
dual MYSTERY...with Drummond
peeing all his heart into solving 41
presents
Adolpb

SPENCER

Zulcor

WOW
11ACIC
COOJovi
114

CAMPBELL
JONS tiOVI
LOUISE
_DEtasri
CLIVE

...daring all to
shield her from
the dangers of the
brutal metropolis!

LEON ERROZ. in
"WIFE INSURANCE"

NEXT THURSDAY and FRIDAY
GARY

COOPER
GEORGE

"THE MARCH
OF TIME"

BIG cirri,

RAFT

"SOULS

1

•

•
••••44^,4,4••• .A444,1•• 4,4,4
4.••••• -•••••••••••••••• 4.44,4404
,
44.4•••••••41C •••••••
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•
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Cole's Camp Ground

Macedonia School
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not pray. We think that example
was an example by which all
Porter Ferguson Fools
praying people might ask for God's
'Ern With Love Call
By Eva Mae Williams
Our hearts Weere made sad when
The h..y, and girls of Mace- guidance on the trainmen and
we read in the paper that our kind d‘vaia--aishaol--ase-staW-aoihe firing that many train. wrecks might"be
Patrons -- of-- the Whiteway
and faithful editor. Joe T.' Lovetti line. We have just fanished our avoided.
Barber Shop'Saturday morning
.
We find pleasure in reading conwas no longer' pliblishing Tbe! second six weeks eitatinnation
were amazed to hear the spring
Native Callowayan Says Marketing
s and
tributions from diffsrent corresLedger & Times. I just want to most of us came out victorious.
mating call of the Mourning
Quotas Aimed
When
say I have enjoyed reading the
Dove coming from the vicinity
Little:Clifford Hughes has been • p7ndents. We also enjoy.-Jots., by
Stocks High
1Joe". and it was with regret we
paper and I am also wishing Mr. out et ejehool
of the street.
a portion of this
learned our welthy editiee Mr.
Lovett succels in whatever he Wiefer-Cifilaere, sere foot,
After a few moments it was
WASHINGTON,
but he is
Sept.
27—A
. Lovett. is. as editor, bidding the
may attempt
the future.
discovered the soft, plaintive
now improeing.
prediction that new tobacco legisWe welcdme Mr. Neal- as edinotes were being emitted from
Our sixth and eighth grades en- htertger- & Times gooet tryee but we
lation will be enacted at the next
wish him and his family God's
tor. •We hope he will be just gaged in a Series of
session of Congress came today .the lips of Porter Ferguson, a
debates last
wherever
blessings
richest
provi'
as. faithful to us all as the one week.
resident of the Concord secfr,,m J. B. Hutson, assistant AAA
.m tne ea. some
' elence may cast their lot.
that has been 'oar editor for the
tion, who is a past master at
Administrator.
o.tseitedAlleir pretimeres
"
teeL. To the neer editor and
Ood'
past nine years.' / have enjoyed iui-e that sothe of.-our future statesh4
imitating birds and farm aniHutson. in charge of the towife we extend congratulations—
gathering news from time to time men will be 'found
mals.
bacco division, cited sentiment
in .Macedonia ,
that their lot is cast among such a
-end hope to • continue it _if it is -School.
On one occasion, Mr. Ferguamong growers expressed at mass
satisface- ry with all concerned.
son had a Southern darkie in
meetings in the tobacco-growing
We have 'had to use some of our nee people. The associate editor. Mr. R. R. lideloan. has for
Wedding bells soended clearly coal this weele• but we feel
Detroit homesick for his native
areas of the South. He attended
that many
Years been with The Ledger
for James Lamb and Miss Mable before we can use moth of it
land with the Dove cam "Boss,"
two of these meetings., one at
,
A Times,staff and has belped-make
Wilson writ! were united in mar- will have to have a new
he said, when he finally disGreenville. N. C. and one at Psstove._
rCallowny county and other biecaliriage last week: The groom is the
covered that the calls were
On Friday night. October 1, Vie •
ducah, Ky.
son
• Mr. and Mrs. Jim Lamb. had an old fashion round-the-wall ties a happier place in which to
coming from Mr. Ferguson after
He also noted a large flue-cured
live.
It is a' credit that The
The attractive bride is the daugh- spelling match, in which both
crop this year. which, he said. was
vainly peering around trying to
old •
Ledger & Times refuses liquor adter of Mr. and Mrs..Meddly Wil- and
100.000.000 pounds -above the aver- find the Dove, "that sho' do
young participated.
Mrs.•
vertisements. which helps to de- George Raft and
son of Puryear.
sound like home-.
gorgeous Olympe age, of consumption of that type
Aylon .hteclure vat champion i
strdy the welfare of the human Bradna. whose tomance
Mrs. Robert Crouse was Moved
Mr. Ferguson imitated tee
forms one of leaf.
• • - _
from the Mason Hospital to her
of the most 'arming highlights of
"hoo' owl and the barnyard
Our honor roll for the past six
Cites
Big
Crop
borne Wednesday. Glad to report weeks is ale follows: first
"Souls at Sea," which opens next
rooster foe the patrons of the
grade,
that she is doing nicely.
Thursday at the t'apitol Theatre.
shop before leaving for home.
Eron Williams, Betty Jo Lax: secHutson said "one big crop" 's
We were sorry indeed to learn ond grade, Mary Mitchell.
V4 ith
Gary Cooper and Frances about all the market could stand
Calloway county has some
third
of the illness of Mrs. David Hut- grade. Raphael Maynard'.
Dee.
fine animal imitators and most
without a price break.
&hrth
son. . She underwept
opera.; imarles John Lax, Eva William,:
of them excel on one particu"II think the general understand•
til111 .-a-4ew-dayslar bird or animal. And when
ing on the part of tobacco growfierances Grafts.- Noah Married
J. D. Drinkard is ill at this writit COMeS to the Dove. Mr. FergMr. and Mrs. Almo Burton and ers is that when stocks are !hoding with something like the the
uson fools even the doves.
Mrs. Jim Black and Miss Miry grandchildren. George and Patricia etat4-, the market' will absorb one
Crosier of. Kirksey and, Mr.
Morris -.have returned from Or- Gipson. spent Sunday with Mr. big crop withdut a _break in the
Marine have traded farms.e Carlando. Fla. where they have been and Mrs. Cleve Lax. of 'Macedonia. price," he declared. "But that
los Crouse is living on the place
visiting Mrs. Black's son. Pat
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Williams tends to make Flocks large and three years have tended ter
.send
that Mr. Marine-traded for.
Black in his beautiful new home spent Saturday night and Sunday when a, second big crop is put on stocks
of this type below normal.
"
I was awfully glad tohmeet
C. H. Paschall spent last Thurs- in Lancaster Park
While there with Mr. and Mrs. Gethrie Os- top of large stocks it tends to de- Hutson
explained.
of fine people at Mr. Don Wilson's day with his cousin. Thacker ,Pas- Arley enured through Winter Haven.
crease prices."
bron of New Providence.
.
that t had never met. I-Wrias espec- chart near Lassiter Cemetery.
Tampa. St. Petersburg. Tarpon • Miss Eva Mae Williams spent
The Administrator said a conially glad to meet Ars. Ehnue WilMr. Paschall .has been confined,.Springs,,Clearwater. Indian Rock. last Saturday
night and Sunday gressional steering committee preson. She has' such a sweet smile to his bed epost of the timg_ for ,Clact.h Beach. Saulaucio Springs
with Miss Dottie May Maynard of pared a tobacco bill for passage
just like her dad and it endears several months with cancer.
Jacksonville, and St. Augustine: Cedar Knob.
at the last sessiore and that it
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Stubbleher to. many -friends: - •
-Miss Mary Madrey and John R. They spent .one night 'on the Gulf
would like to say hello to Mr.. stood a good chance in the next field of • Detroit. Mich.. visited Mr.
Those Who visited at the- bed- Roach of the Green Plain vicinity. of Mexico. Mrs. Black picked
session.
This measure calls for Stubblefield's parents, .Mr. and
. up and Mrs. Rue! Clark and daughter.
side of Mrs. Robert Crouse last were united in marriage last Sat- many shells of different variertes.
Norma Kay.
wish you would marketihg quotas to be announced' Mrs. Dave
Stubblefield, Lynn
_ week were Mrs. -Harmon Kemp. utday. Mrs. Reath is -a niehe of She enjoyed
in January for any year tobacco Grove, last week.
the. sunset on the write to your niece.
Mrs gellitel Crewe. Mee Tay
-Torn Langietorr-otethrs plat-e.
ocean is well as the'-rurieete and
Grandma! -What is -the -matter stocks become exeresive. A talr4--- Mrs. ,Frances Kemp- visited
trouee '• and - daughtereitheaw and' Considering the 'rain _Saturdily splashing of the
of 50 per cent of the sale price the Henry Aglesby home, AlMo
"great blue - deep" with those chickens?':
.- gsraddaughter.
anil Sunday and the muddy roads- and seeing 'the tide. While _In TarGrandpa: "I fed them some lay- %feted be levied against leaf sold- Route 2- last week.
Was I surprised last week when a near the church, attendance at the porr Springs the Visited
in _eves,' pf retetesee_.
the s 'n:e or-bust feed
. and-•
ay -Fee e
.
y con metier
p an
The plan. Hutson saih. would-be Henry Oglesby shopped in Murray
t
diem, *inch -wee a rooster!"
out and asked where my husbend church . services..Sunday was very go down - and
superimposed,upon the existing soil Monday. While there, they met
- stay for days.
was. Walt a Minute. Hardie Mill- geed.
Another interesting feature of
conservation program.
Mr. and Mrs. Pet Laycox of Pine
'Who but October
er! I was by him just • like Riley
Evangelist 0. .G. Andrews - of their trip-wale:their visit in St.
Burley Exempted
Bluff.
Would dare to pin.
Parks said about his wile Bess Memphis. whols holding a meeting Augustine.
If the bill were enacted as
the oldest ctit5, in- the
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Bucy were
Summer's last rose
When she was at Jackson Tenn- In st. -Leuie will arrive this Man- United :States,
drawn_ the Administrator said it in -Murray Monday on business.
They saw the
Beneath her chin;.
,
t..he looked up and _saw. a .crow day evening to assist the pastor.. "Fountain of Youth".. the
probably would apply only to flueold slave
Ray Steele made 20 wagons 'of
Or wear a scarf '
and said. ethere is a crow away Bro. K. ,G. Dunn In.-a revival market.
cured
Fdrt Marion: they went
and
possibly
fire-cured hay off of five acres. Guess he
Of tawny gots!
down here!"
Ellis atioe_maker meeting at Pleasant. Grove. near inside of the old • prison whose
tohatco in 1938, as there' would be can feed his cow this winter.
And swagger about
1
was also with him
Glad to see Crossland. this 'snack.
walls were 13 feet thick at She
n . need for marketing quotas
Mr.'.and Mrs. Eldridge Swift
in the early cold
you Prove
e folks—Sweet Pea.
We know a couple Who some bottom and nine feet. at the fop,
other types.
are the proud parents of a baby
Editor's Note:—Your letters are years ago heard the late Dr. and visited
elee expressed belief • the 1%313 girl born last Tuesday. The little
the diingebn and other,
"Who but October •
gladly received. We thank
Bame'of Mt.- Greve.ltio..-in a sers places of interest.
flue-cured crop should be held to miss _has been, named Glenda
Woeld have a fling
for your past cooperation in news merit refer to having been a
about, 700.000,000 . pounds.
Sue.
In amber jade.
.
• gathering and assure yeu eta! your trainman. (Thus he more fully
,• Ito the cast of burley, the other
Harper Swift cut tobacco TuesAnd
a
turquoise
ring?
continued aseistance will ,be deep- realized the respoeibilithe of those
principal
teat type.' Hutson said day of last,, week and ohl at the
Or lodk under stonei
ly apt:Ie.:elated
who are 'in charge of the train and
this year's crop of 350.000.000 dinner hcur.
For something
You should have
the many hurrien lives that are in
pounds is not greatly if any in ex- been there! Happy Jay was right/
The fuse faint silver
Helloes-to, everybody, who reads
their carol, 8e. -said he. never
tess of consumption.
there at the table of fried ,chickOf easle. frost:*
Read the Classified Column.
trains at reeht that he diri the eetiger & Timers "Aunt.Cindr
Increased cigarette consumption en and all the good things to eat.
'W'ell so long to all you "Ledger
reads it every week and enjoys
If yeti want your money's worth & Times- Readers. I will be back and _short burley crops the. last Those who assisted Mrs. Swift
e eist subscribe for the Ledger & again soon.
.640f1////////49564%///////,//.6%///./.1.4% ////////////11104446444
—Aunt Cindy
7/1/////////////
,
,
•///
Times.
.
.
It rained almost all day SaturFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
- iay - and . Sunday.. -It seems, as if
At The Time of Need—Within Your Means

HUTSON SEES
_ TOBACCO TAX

Mrs. Jim Black
and Miss Morris
Visit in Florida

S. Pleasant Grove

in preparing the meal ?I'vere Mrs. 1
H. 11. Pace. Mrs. Donnie Pace, Mrs
Carlie • Steele, and Mrs. Lonne
Hubbs.
Mr. and Mrs Paul Bogarde
little son were dinner guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ocus
Lawrence.
Carl Moody has been trading
horses. He traded at 'Murray Monday and again on Wednesday.
Ellie Shoemaker and Hardie
Miller have been through this part
of the ganinty buying, selling and
trading co.ws.
Ellis Steseinaker
and T. A. Oliver swapped cows
Friday.
Hughie Cunningham lost a fine
milk cow last week when the animal got hung in a fence and
choked to death.
Ocus Lawrence recently had
his house covered and a new flue
built.
Mrs. Lula Rowlett, of New Providence, visited her daughter. Mrs.
Oleta Swift. Mrs. Rowlett was
accompanied home by Mrs. Swift
for a short visit.
I will sec you next week.
—Happy Jay

Ledger & Times
Again Selected
-Series-4W- 'Ads I'd --appear
For creomuisioe
The Ledger & Times is again on
the select list of weeklies picked
by the Creomuision Company, Atlanta, Georgia to run a series of
advertisements an their produce-.
Creomuisien, a prescription for
Coughs and Bronchial irritations
due.to Colds. ,
,Creoinulsion, recoil-metered by'
thousands of doctors and druggists,
is sold by all drug sleres. All0
druggists are authorized to refund
the purchase price to any customer
if not satisfied with the results
from the vets, first bottle

In Memoriam

In sad yet loving memory of my
dear husband, Will Marvel who
departed this life, September 27,
1936.
"One year has passed since that
sad day
Twenty tobacco barns with ridge When you left us dear husband
arid went away. •
roof ventilators have been comSleep an dear husband and take
pleted in Fleming county.
your sweet rest,
_
-we loved -you'dearey bet God--W. H. Oaks, Taylor ceunty, 'loved you best."
doubled a corn yield after treatWritten by his wife,
ing a field with marl.
Juanita Marvel

- 4ek erg*. e • .
•`.

Almo Route 2 News
•

13HT your ctry cows ou Purina Dry and
Freshening

.1-

Cow Chow and you'll pat new life into
your cores.
Put your milkers on Milking Coss Chow
and you'll
get up to 2196 more milk per cow
yearly. Come
in and let us show you how
you can feed
your cows the Purina way at no
extra coati

•saw

Freeland News

ECONOMY FEED STORE, Murray
C. W.CURD,Hazel

- COMPLETE, RELIABLE SERVICE

Easy Steps to
SATISFACTION.
PLANNING

cite is. g..ing to_get to pick any
- In the absence of _the paste:,

GILBERT BORON MINE.
FUNERAL NONE
PHONE 19S - AMBULANCE

SERVICE - MURRALKE
•

Mrs. Boyd Gilbert, Lady Assistant,
Only Lady Undertaker in Calloway County

ATLAS
Stop your worry about tires. You can't
really enjoy motoring if you are constantly wondering about them.
Nothing can `proiriae core Fr. riding like
new, fine tires. What a relief they ore!
And they're .so eagy to own—on our
•-•easy payment pan.
•
The word "grip-sofe- rneons what it says:
Atlas tires really do grtp the road surface.

,otton this fall.
•
• Mr. and Mrs. Oren Simmons and
laughtei. Sue, spent Friday night
. with Mr,' and Mrs. Warlick Hut,on.
• Miss.Dollie Mae Maynard was the
-Sunday dinner guest' of Miss Eva
Mae _Williams.
Mrs. Theila Wattel. of Murray,
Sr,nda‘ wi,h Mr and Mrs.

who is leading a revival meeting
at Auburn. Ky., the pulpit will be
supplied. by one of Southern Baptist's greatest preachers. Dr Austin Crouch, who for several years
has been conneeted egith the Baptit Sunday -School Board at Nashville. Dr. Crouch needs roe real
introduction- to Murray church but
since he has not been in Murray
for scene time We wish to commend
ehim to-our people as a man with a
real Gospel. messaxe. We' invite
everyone to be present at bath
morning and evening services to
lsear.-this splendid man--ef -God.
All .. the organizations of the
cherch will go folward With their
regutar activities and we IP" C a
1
full attendance In each eroup.
The Rev. J. H. Thurman will have
charge of the prayer meetina services in the 'absence of- the pastor.
----We remind -all our members
:that Wo4hhsdhY nighte-Geisker fa,
is our, Anneal Business- meeting.
'This 'is- the Mat- important m'tyear and we
',urge every member to be, present.
-kchh-tufe the-hrlPertant matters to
be taken. upeat-this' Meeting are-.Cen4/
church servants, and the--adoption
of the church budget for 1937-38.
Every one is cordially invited to
attend all. theseert;ices of the First
Baptist burets.

TIRES

PIE

The tread is deep ond tough and safe.
No skidding. No slipping. And silent as
a ripple, too!
_Made to stand hard uv::-Iiigg
to the
. "ted
•
or for a long life."
-ILTatt ver\h us about the ease"-of etches*. You'll wdnter why you waited
so long to enjoy the feel of ATLAS
under your car.

BATTERIES

ACCESSORIES

Atlas batteries, too, hate every 'desirable quality built in ;--at reasfriable
price. Life-tested. StIrCT

Many accessories of high table and low
Worth your
price are In ow slack.
time *to see orrr lint before buying.

•

-----

JOHNNY PARKER
•

•-

-

STANDARD OIL STATION

We're Co-operating
With the FHA!

Hundreds of plans are yours to
choose from at Murray Lumber
Company. You can find just what
you v-ant regardless of whether
it's a 20 room house Or a 5 room
,bungalow.

77zroulh the '
s
YEARS

BUILDING
This end you can Jaave to us with
confidence
e will use only the
finest materials In your home and
see tfiat it is built as well as is possible.

Only Reliable Contractors
Employed!

\

cS

s

For New Work or Re-Roofing

OWNING

dt,

Cyclones are the ideal shingle either for new'
wark or re-roofing the old hauls..
can bcanpliiirriglit over the old shingles—
quickly and economically. In this way you
can save on-labor c
hate Let us show you samples and quote
you prices.

What a thriii you% get. when
.
you Mop in your own ..wer
the start of real haTvinco, in
,,your own home. Don't di-la any
longer'. consult us at once.:

IBeware Coll hs
from common colds

- That Hang On

Stop- in Today for Full
Particulars

llo-mattag-haw-miny issedielnas
you hem tried tor
murk'ebb&
cold,or bronchial
W now with
trouble maybe brealgatnd
co
you cannot afford to Wks&
with any remedy less pitent- than
Oreomulsion, which goes right to'
the seat ofethe trouble and aids nature to soothe abd heal the inflarricd
mucous Membrane' and to loosen
and'espel the germ-laden phlegm.
Even if other remedies have fa
,dOte,s be discouraged. try Creomulmon. Your druggist is authorized to
refund yov,r money if you are not
thorMignl satisfied with the benefits Obtained /torn the yetis first
bottle..quonitklag
tog:- ima
Ask for It plainly. MS that the.
on the bottle is Oreonnilsion.. and

-Lily- hi Owe% Your Own Home ..
Through the—

Cr:4

FH
A
Mortgage System

Quality Lumber Products, Low Cost
Contracting, Complete Building
Supplies
•

Insured

*

Murray Lumber Company
DEPOT

`f More than 25 years successful experience in serving the Ipeople of Calloway County
on

•
•

-444.44.14
'i'5'('
,

.401110•VV

••••

•

4

vg:

IN buying a roof, it is protection you want—,
protection through the seasons—through the
years. And in no roof can you get more complete protection than is provided by the Cyclone
Safety Shingle, with its 6 7/10-inch headlap,
double lotked butts and two and three thicknesses on the roof.

IOW

•

PROTECTI
71...
.0
the
SEASONS.

Advice and Planning
Service Free!

Read the Chaplet
.
ed Colarn

yot*st. (Adv.),

. and for Your Roof!

..

CONSULTING

SUPPER,

There. will be a pie supper at
Grindstone School hoe., Saturday
night. October 16. Bete•et 'Of
sehool. Music, ,will he furnished.

you'll get the genuine pro_duet and
Murray, EY. the tau

-lib. and Maple

Have you been planning to have
your own home, but delaying it because of high costs? l'ou can build
that home now . . . and pay for it
just like renj:

444-

building
their STR"

-

,

•

alp
VO
4

a.
hcfn—_
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Imes
in Selected

Across the River I

Ada Tri Arptisr
mulsion
Imes is again on
Weeklies picked
et Company. Atrun a series of
• their product,
prescription for
tehial irritations
scommetided by
rrs and druggists,
tug store.. All
iorized to refund
to any customer
with the results
It bottle.

g memory of my
ill Marvel, who
September 27,
eased since that
is dear husband
Ashanti and take
dearly
:but .1;e4
his wife,
uanita Marvel

times. We almost feel like batting out what brains we have when
we get to thinking that no matter
how well we wash the dishes,
they'll be to wasts three.times a
day (for some folks) till Gabriel
blows his trumpet. (That's one
reason I'm not so conscientious
about mine as my grandmother is.)
But then no matter who I talk
to, regardless of his or her profession, theirs is a monotonous routine too, so guess it's up to all of
us to follow gig old routine but'
to break the monotony with as
many pleasant things as Possible
Printing the Ledger & Times may
get monOtonous but reading them
isn't-Chatterbox.

glad to have Miss Lucy Huie still softe part in meeting °Ur obligacontinues to be in the store to meet tions in full. One of our goals-for
us with that sweet appearance.
the year has been:. "Every member
Seems we have plenty of rain
__Since- l'io-going -to Murray might
-Old Maid
a contributing member." We hope
at
Present.
Its well take along a little contriSOLON SHACKELF0115
•
that will be true.
Several person from this combution since I'm go}g to ask all
Our Church-school with Mr. C.
munity attended Leibert Jones' colt
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
the kindest hearted" business men
A. Hale in charge: meets at, 9:30
Wish I'd Saved That..."
show Saturday afternoon. The
for a contribution for a Fiddlers'
Sunday morning. with 'classes for
rainy weather hindered a number
Sunday. October 10, 1937
contest. Yes. I know they wish
the next time Edna. falls into the from attending. Many nice
These wonderful autumn days all ages. The children and young
such things had never been heard
colts
ink, you can take her right out were seen. Dr. Jones
people of the congregation iffiest at
turn the thoughts
of.
and dump her in whatever kind Rodgers were among and Herman the beautiful in of all' of us to 8:45, wt1h good programs for all
the world about
those
who
My, isn't the Ledger & Times
of stain remover the clipping says won prizes on
us. October is possibly the most age groups.
their colts.
becoming one big correspondence
is best.
We particularly invite the stuBrother
wonderful month in the year. At
.Henson
filled
his
regubureau. I remember when way
An indeXed loose leaf notebook
dents from Methodist homes to
back yonder, I wrote my first letis a grand way to save such mate- lar appointment at Salem church such a time we ought to be thank- meet with us in our worship serter. I was scared stiff for I
rial. Simply clip the article and Saturday and Sunday. His text ful.
didn't
At the morning worship hour. vices.
know what the penalty would be
paste it into the notebook, under was from Acts 27:24.„for the SatJ. Mack Jenkins. Pastor
for having a letter printed. Now
the correct letter of the alphabet. urday service and en Sunday he 10:50 o'clock, the pastor will
lots of folks are summoning up the
Thus an article on washing pil- used the 1st Chapter of John. preash on: "The Glory of the
lows or blankets will be placed The sermons were Very interesting. Christian Religion-, and at the
courage to write and the old
Mr. and 'Mrs. Carmon Rodgers evening hour Rev. H. R. Taylor,
Under "L" for Laundry. The artiLedger dr Times must be to many
The county .fair is Ui...be held at
cle on Slip Covers will go under had the pleasure of having Bro. our presiding elder, will preach
what it is to me-a letter from
"S." That grand long article tell- Sparks,. of Beech Grove, in their for us. Let us give him a good
Dover the 'last of this week, I
home.
Hello' folks! I start on country
ing you all about how to paint home Saturday night.
hearing.
Seems like I'm kind o' like I oc- helieve.
things again this week as I don't
furniture-put it in the "F" file.
Only five weeks till the session
Pie Suppers are the order of the 'have
Mr. and Mrs. Howard White and
casionally used to be in those old
much I news. I have been
And so on, and so on.
two children, James Earl and of the Memphis Annual Conferdays when -we played "social" at day now. Miss Geneva Spiceland feeble so long I would have .rea g2
In all our magazines and news- Junior, left Friday for
rice so we must be busy in closing
your
parties. I can't think of anything sponsored one at Poplar Spring home to dinner with a neighbor
papers, therevis so much informa- Mo., accompanied by LeelCiHa.ne. up the work of the year.
night and
realized and sitorlown
to soy. Wasn't it terrible back last Friday
Edna's got an ink spot on her tion that's scientifica
to a me,al at which
lly tested, line to visit relatives. Mrs.' Lillie
The stewards are anxious that
then to get stuck down on an un- about $20.00. Clyde Spiceland has there are a dozen or more guests. best bib and tucker! And you'd it's as
though we were privileged Haneline plans to return home every member of the church have
comfortable seat with some one announced one at Hutchinsop this I love the smell of delicious -foods give a pretty penny to !ay hands to hear discussion
s from experts with them after spending three
who jest said "Yearn and "No'm". week end.
that drift from the arbor near on that magazine that gave a new in every field. Your neighborL
ood weeks visiting her children there
Mr. and Mrs. Bryant Jones are the • kitchen door, the picnics and wrinkle for taking out ink! You dealers also have a lot of
Did no good to look across the
valuable
koliss Amy Paschall assisted Mrs.
roomi appealingly at the mirth- enjoynig their new radio. Really 'possum hunts of fall, the smell of remember you meant to save it? information-ranging from paint
choked plotters who enjoyed such most of us around here are begin- oak and hickory wood on a camp- And all those other items you to pastry-and they'll be glad to quice Tidwell in sewing Friday
Out of the High Rent District .
an arrangement either. Now that ning to pull our chairs closer to fire. I love a night flooded with read-about how to wash feather help your good work along. The afternoon.
Walk a Block
Avery Milled attended the fair
recollectiphs starteci_ine wander- the radio now that the cool nights the light of the_harvest moon and pillows; how to make slip covers; wise person will always take adand Save a Dollar
how
to
Pdducah
at
paint
two
furniture.
days
last
week
What's
vantage of such an opportunity.
ing and wondering. Wonder if encotirage fire side sitting. I en- hearing.the hunter's horn and the
become of all of them?
.
So, start your notebook now, and and reported a nice time.
they still play_ social at parties and.. joy going to the theatre at KMOX sound of the dogs. I love the path
Don't
you
think
Mist Dulcie May Swann. teacher
it
would
be a urge your friends to start theirs.
cross' citiestihns and crooked ans- Monday nights at 8 o'clock. Hear between my neighbors' houses and
good
idea
to
start
a
in
Lynn
clipping
Grove
high school and
file In no time you'll be a fountain of
wers and cross-eyed snaip and such folks as Janet Gaynor. Robert mine which is worn white and for
all this priceless information? wisdom, simply because
you have who has been absent on account of
..such. Really, I wonder if they Montgomery. Virginia Bruce, and smooth by much traveling over.
You may not need the informa- so much
illness,
expects to resume teaching
good information on
even have parties any more. Seems others. And well as we ladies
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Williams tion at
the time you read it. But hand.
duties Monday.
Mrs.. Margaret
like it was in .another age that like to visit, we've all been afraid and daughter spent Saturday night
Swann Webb has been teaching•
we braved tbe coldest of nights to call where there was no radio with Mrs. Williams' sister, Mrs.
in her place.
•
to travel wiltes, shiveting beneath since Pepper Young and his COM- Guthrie "Osbron. and Mr. Osbron
Mrs. Earl Mill& was the dinner
I went into Tremon Beale's big
the "thp'reibe", to go to 'Parties. paniona have been trapped in-that of New Providence.
-.
hardtvare store and "axt" Tremon. guest of Mrs. J. C. Paschall TuesWe never- minded the cold, but I mine.
Miss Pernie- Mae Simons, who
"have- you an old time poleax with- day with Mrs. Gracie White, Mrs.
well remember ' the anticipatory
Yes, we take time out for a lit- has been on the sick list the past
Audie Tidwell, Mrs. Elna Hanefeeling we had when we arrived at tle recreation even over here where week, is able to be back in school.
To my great astonishment my out a handle?" 'Course not. That line, Miss
Lawrence. and Amy PasSeveral persons from this place good friend' Joe T. Lovett has sold little black-eyed clerk looked me
our destination . and .saw through housewives haven't found a nail
chall assisted Mrs. Paschall in tothe windows the leaping flames of polish which resists - corn can- attended the . spelling contest at out his interest in The Ledger & over and just as same said, -Ben
bacco cutting dinner. It was the
the great log fire and .saw the ning, cotton picking, picking -up Macedonia school Friday night. Times which • has been bearing 30 years too soon."-"Eagle". „
list tobacco cutting dinner for this
plank seats around .the walls from potatoes, catsup making, and the Mrs. ylon McClure won the prize down on my feeble mind. very excrew. All present at very heartily
which the furniture had been other little diversions which em- for being the best speller.
tensively. Howeacr_l heheve..1
and had-a-joity--good---timr: Tutie
-moved- te another 'morn,di "liriii' .w
arW.-fikarol
Yes._ ..J.lfe's "Aunt Sis" McClure is much S. Neal and 'Mrs. Neal. "lolly",
eri.
did the talking, and the rest did
the merry voices of the lig
Gene, Ralph, Otfis. Ed and Boyd
ty,r-inonotonous too, some- improved at this writing.
the cooking and laughing.
r an'I'S. cc
an
Hassel Brown lost a fine milk will "rock the cradle", Joe:
. We are very glad to know that
family, Mr. and Mrs. Wes Brown
cow last week.
I wonder if "Eagle" will be reand daughter spent the week end. Mr. and Mrs. Land Crouch are still
Mrs. Landie Simmons and Mrs. tained as a rural correspondent?
very active and able • to attend
Bill Simmons were Sunday dinner Editor's Note:-Cculdn't do with- in Paducah with" relatives. •
Covington Meyers has returned church regularly. Although aged
guests of Mrs. Landie Simmons' out you, Eagle. Keep it up. .
home :from Idaho after spending in years, they are yet young, and
mother and sister, "Aunt Lue
$1.95 up
Oscar Robin- six months in the CCC camp to Mrs. Crouch is much help in the
Housden and Mrs. Cleve Lax.,
•s o n 's house complete his school. work here. Sunday School work and she is
Hello, Berline Wisehart. I'll tell
depended
on for things that most
Several persons from this comburned down
you how to get more cotton picked
October 1. Also, criunity attended the fair at Almo of us do, not understand.
every day. Don't watch that litWe were sorry to learn that Mr.
'Squire
Matt Friday and Saturday.
tle boy who whitles. so much.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Andrus Leo Miller is ill and was unable
Potts lost his
Chestnut hunting seems to be
corn crib and and son, Billie, Mr. and Mrs. to attend church .at Salem Saturthe order of the day ainc'e the
its contents by Adelbert Reeves 'and children. Mrs. day and' Sunday.'
rain.-Ky. Bell.
We were very glad to See Charl(o!
fire, which is Will Reeves and Covington Meyers
the fourth dis- spent Sunday afternoon with Mr. Page on the school honor roll trio
aster by fire. and Mrs. Lee Reeves, near Murray. week as well as the other, stuMr. and Mrs. Frank Hargis and dents.
Both
parties.
Hugh 'FrInk
Miller, Bubbie
Well, we had some more rain. carried NO insurance. Bti luck son. Bobbie, of Providence, spent
the week end with Mr. and Mrs. Rodgers, Joe Miller, and Howard
I guess moat• everbody was glad on hard working fellow-citizens.
Rodgers will soon have a log
Robert Hart is having the Penny Frank Starks.
to see it. I hope everyone ..got
Mr. and Mts. Homer Gordon and cabin completed on the One Miller
road, graveled from Johnnie Waltheir hay in and tobacco cut.
There was a little frost about ker's by the way of Gaylen Myers' children, of Glasgow, Mr. and Mrs.. farm for winter. The intention
three nights the first of last week, to Penny. It is tn. a straight line Wayne Pace and daughter, of the house is. to entertain each
'but not enough to hurt anything. due East and West, toward the Hopkinsville, spent the week end other in the 'cold winter days.
with Mr.. and Mrs. Horace Smith. They report .that it will be warm
but people who are not ready for county poor hbuse.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Gardner and and cozy.
The big gravel trucks, which
frost should better get ready for
They are thinking they are
weigh about 8.000 pounds each. son. of Hardin, spent Sunday afterit will come before long.
No sickness to report .this week. have worn out the highway here noon with' Mr. and Mrs. Henry building a house for fun through
the "shutin'• winter days. As
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel McKeel have until it is all lumpy, bumpy and Putman.
Mr. and Mrs. Ewing Barnett and all boys hear through those - days.
as their guests for a few days one "Uncle Bim Gumpy".
All new patterns, _color
Miss Willie May Pullen will re- children of Paducah spent Sun- "Get on out with those muddy
of Mr. McKeel's uncles and other
fast to washing
day
feet,
with
I
can't
turn home this week from Dayton.
piece quilts or quilt
Mr. and Mrs. Minus
relatives from Texas.
with
Barnett.
you stalking through the
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wilson of 0.. where she has been visiting her
Mrs. Mac Mizell is visiting in house!" Ha. ha! Mrs. Elna HoneMayfield visited Mr. and Mrs. Ed aunts, Mrs. Hassic Cloys and Mrs.
line and Mrs. Ama Pogue are wishLivingston county.
Ethel Stone.
Rickman. Sunday, October 3.
Miss Eugenia Woodall, of Fulton. ing
Leerie
and Leon
Tom-jo Smith and C. B. Chriswould
Mr. and Mrs. Lake Hall spent
Saturday night and Sunday with tenberry drew "blanks" at Cold- Spent a few days at home recently. take part with the chaps. They
llttr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson had better keep an eye on Parwater . pie simper in contest for
We can Completely Outfit the Whole Family
'Mr.
. and. Mrs. Johnnie Hughes.
Me. and Mrs. Johnnie Hughes the Aladin lamp and dollar ept• rWere - visitors in Dexter Sunday yin or he is apt to move Cold• FOR LESS MONEY!
water and all in the cabin about
afternoon. .
•
sode. Tood bad??
had as their guests Sunday afterMrs. Odie Anderson, of Padu- the time they get it completed.
Me and Bob - are badly pestered
noon. Clete Wilson, and Miss LouDrink plenty of milk, it's the best food to be
We are verya glad we will still
about- that Mess of barbeck wire cah, srient a feW days first of the
ise Lawrence. both of Hazel.
had, and at such an economical price, too. No othWalter dams and Huron Over- in the courthouse yard. How much week with Mrs. Heneritta Jones. have the pleasure of trading with
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Henson and Ryan Brothers and we are very
bey surely had some fine Jap do I hear for a quart of _home
er food call be bought for such value.
son. Pete. of Murray. speed Sunday
hay.
They had approximately brew?
Rachel Morgan and Irene Mor- afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. MMus
200,000 pounds, Mr. Adams said
they bailed over 43,000 pounds off gan: Coldwater school girls, both Barnett.-C. A.
of a 6-acre field. I 4guess hay will 14 years of age, are expert bicycle
be cheap this season as the crop riders. I've seen them jump gulRead the Classified Column.
seems tn_ have been large in every leys two feet deep.
- Even if Sunday Was dark and
s'ectIon.--Cotton
rainy a goodly number attended
BUTTERMILK ... CREAM
MILK... BUTTER
servioes _
.c.ekpiater Poorly Nourished Women —
fity50142 sut
fte, noun
dresses, and even coats haVi Church of Christ.
They Just Can't Hold Up
It is encouraging to the old
been made by Kenton county 4-H
Are you getting proper nourish.
people
for
*a young men and boys remit from
club members,
your food, and restful
to assume public leadership.
sleep? A poorly nourished body
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Lawson's just can't
hold up. And as for that
elegant new dwelling at Stella is run-down feeling,
that nervous faChiropractic: The sclekwe that
nearink completion:- The struc• tIgue,-don't neglect
it!
makes people well and
ture pas five roorni; an upstairs
Cardul for lack of appetite, poor
or
happy.
and porches.
Arthur Zee,- the digestion and nervous fatigue, has
famous 40•year-old carperrter,' was been recommended by mothers
DR, W. C. OAKLEY
to
Chiropractor
tilt" builder and was asisted by daughters- women to women -;foe.
609 West Main
Murray Lynn and C. A. Morgan. Where over fifty years.
'try Iii'
Murray! Mon., Wed. & Fri. P. M. there's no more stormy clous irisof women
c•Taet ie=.o
".eours
It
Benton: Tues., Thurs. & Sat.
ing,

•

nortam

hearted boys and girls in ecstatic
confusion. I still remember very
kindly too, the faces of the "old
folks" as they smiled understandingly from another room. I hope
all old folks are repaid for all the
joy they give the young and foolish ones. Those "wild days" won't
last forever.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd, Linus and
Blanche Spiceland. Mrs. Christine
Dawson and Virginia Vinceet attended the state fair at Nashville
again Saturday, but a rainy afternoon was a bit disappointing. The
car races were postponed until
Monaay and would have been better postponed forever, for one driver from Texas was killed and four
ethers injured as their racers collided.

North Lynn Grove

THE HOME DECORATOR

NOTICE
We have bought the
Cash Coal Co. and will
handle the best grades
of coal. We solicit
business. Phone 16.
Wallis & Orr Coal Co.

Cedar Knob News

W. S. Fitts & Son
MURRAY'S BARGAIN HOUSE

• Stella Gossip

LEATHER
JACKETS
56.95 up

Men's 16-113.
Pre-Shrunk
UNION SUITS

95c

Dexter -Newt

Home of Ball Band
Shoes and Boots

\

OUTING
FLANNEL

10c 121
/
2c 15c
per yard

Genuine Reconditioned
John B. Stetson
HATS...,$1.50

Clayton Creek News

•

azzLZe.o.,Zr1711Llo.7-

oof!

With

Plenty of Nature's Best

80-square
Pepperell and
Pickaniny
PRINTS

15c and 19c

Nourishing, Appetizing Food ...
Pasteurized Milk and Butter the Best
and Safest

The best line of
DRESS COATS
for Men
Your choice $3.00

JERSEY
BLOOMERS
Women's and
Children's
All sizes
19c up

W. S. FITTS & SON

;

.
S

int—
t the
consclone
dlap,
hick.

•

Sunshine Vitamin Pasteurized Products

Murray Milk Products Co.
—Telephone 191—

Figure it From
All Angles...

not benefit YOU. consult a physician.

TIP FOR 1938

'news

•

Its—
you

. 4/344„he ANSWER'S always the same ... If you have your car
checliefi
winter" the ,JACTOO—N PURCHASE way, You'll get more
than -our mone 's worth in safet

µtote

WITH BATH

1

20

)St

UP

TREET

reli

J. K.BRYAN
Malmsey
LINDELL

AT

GRAND

Check Your Car Now and Save! Winter DriOing Can Be
Relatively Inexpensive
Provided You Keep Your-Car in GOOD CONDITION
We sell Arvin Heaters for any make car... 1938 Motorola Auto Radio
for your car ... You get the Best of Greasing from our New -Modern
Facilities . . . You get Maxirnurit Mileage from our D-X Gasoline ad
GENERAL TIRES!

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
East Main Street

Murray, Kentucky
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PTA MEETS OCT 7
AT HAZEL SCHOOL

.aness.
here visiting her mother. Mrs.
Property, being and lying in Cal- cuit Court, rendered at the August where the East side of the said
Miss Mildrtd Miller. who is Hankies. who is visiting her steploway County, Kentucky. towit:
term thereof, 1937,, in the abtve railroad right of way crosses the
teaching 111--liftitthews, Mo.. spent daughter, Mrs. Erie King and
In the town of Murray begin- cause for the purpose of division New Concord-Murray ruad.thence
the week end in Hazel with her family-.
parents. Dr. and Mrs. Eunice MillThe Girl Scouts will hold their fling at the junction of the Street of property, and costs herein- ex- East thirty-six 436) feet with E. S.
Mr and Mrs. Terry Cochran add
et.
regular meeting Saturday morn- running on the east side' of Dr. pended, I shall proceed to offer Diuguid's North boundary line.
- son. of _Kirksey. were here Suning, rain or shine. Be on the R. L. Grogan's home place and for sale at the court house door thence North fifty (59) feet, thence
Landing Clietes and Pen. To
Miss Julia Frances Ciird, Lau- day to. visit Mrs. Cochran's parlibrary steps at 10 o'clock. The Spruce St., thence east with the In Murray, Kentucky, to the high- West thirty-six (38) feet to the
Be Constructed in
rene Curd, Misses Mildred and ents. Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hurt.
program will include one half north side cf 'said Street about est bidder at public auction, on railroad right of way, thence
Hazel Yards
Virginia Miller were in Paducah
0, B. Turnbow attended a WOW
hour
of Scout activities -and one fifty-four 184) feet --thence- ---norttr Moneta". the -25th day' of Septem- -South with said- railroad- right of
last Saturday.
meeting in Bowling Green, Ky.,
with Dave Willis west. line about ber, 1937. at 1 o'clqrk or there- way fifty (50) feet to the point of
half
hour
of games.
The Hazel PTA will hold its first
Milstead James. Ppducah. was in Tuesday.
two hundred (200i feet. thence about (same being county court the beginning.
,
meeting of the year Thursday. Oc- Hazel Saturday night aud Sunday
Claude
Anderson
and
Miss
west with AIVIS S. JbhIlS011 south day), upon a credit of six oonths
Also one other lot beginning
tober 7, at 3:15 p. m. in the Hazel to visit his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Hill attended
the funeral
line about fifty-four 454) feet to the following described pr&perty, thirtycsix (36) feet East Of the
High School auditorium with the Galon James of Crossland.
services for Mr. Anderson's uncle.
the east side of the street on the being and lying in Calloway Coun- railroad right of way and on the
vice president. Mrs. J. R. Miller.
Mrs. Bettie James and Miss William Carter, in Mayfield last
east boundary of Dr. R. L. Pro- ty, Kentucky, tuwit:
North ,side of -the New Concord
presiding.
Libbie James were Sunday guests Sunday safterimon.
gala's home place, thence south
and Murray road, it also- being the
LOT I
of Mr. and Mn.. Gahm James at
with east side of said street about .Beginnig at the N. W. corner of South-east corner of the above
_
Mrs. Mattie ROY, who is in the
TheN. C. & St. L. railway 'has Crossland.
'October
Mason Hospital f3r treatment is
is the final date ior two hundred 4200) feet to the the tract owned by Mrs. L. P. described lot sold to E. S. Diugual,
force of 10 or 12 men here 'who
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Idurnbow. reported doing nicely.
earning soil building allowance!: beginning. same being the place I Humphreys at her death.. at _ a thence East sixty (60) feet wit 0.
are overhauling and reconstructing O. B. Jr. and James Marshall
on the 1937- • Agricultural,
T. R. Jones and Billie _Marberry
. Conser- now live on.
stake on the S. side of the Mur- the New Concord and, Murra
the stock sheds.
A - subStantial Overcast were Paris visitors' Sun- of Murray, -were Hazel visitors
vation Program, - according ta a
For the purchase price the pur- ray and Hickman road, thence read. thence North one hundr(
structure electrically lighted with day afternoon.
statement made today by offirsds chaser must execute bond with South with said Humphreys' West 4100) feet. thence West sixty (601
Tuesday.
seversJ loading and intake cnutes.
Mr. and - Mrs. John Hodge and
in the office of thecounty agent. approved securities, bearing legal line forty-four 4 4-4) poles to a feet thence South with the above
Mr. and Mrs. J. E-. Littleton arid
driveways, loading compartments. Mr. and Mrs. Ham attended fhe children. Joe Baker
All producers who have not intrest from the day of sale un- stake on the North side of the described lot and East boundary
and Ann. were
and separate pens will be con- Funeral- services at -Mt Carmel
paid, and having the 'force and highway between said 'land - and line .of L -S. Diuguid'-s lot, one huntheir allosiaose
in Huntingdon. -Tenn.. recently as
structed under one roof. Under- Baptist Church Lt. Valdy Rowlett guests
should not fail to do so before this effect of a judgment. Bidders will the Ann 0. Mansfield tract of land dred (100) feet to .the .point of
of Mrs. Littleton's pother.
ground sewers are being laid to last .Wednesday...
date: the county agent said.
bto prepared to Comply promptly same being said Humphreys' South- beginning.
Mrs. W. A. Hetet, and her sister,
... •
take care
water from rain 'fall
Mrs. Dumas Clanton, %Ono has Mrs. H. Woody and family.
with these terms—George S. Hart. west corner; thence West one hunFor the purchase price the puror wrehing-Of the sheds thus as- been in the Mason Hospital for the
Master C.
Mrs. Effie James and Latham
ommissioner,
dred 41001 feet to a fence; thence chaser must execute bond with
suring cleanliness and sanitation. past two weeks, returned to her Cunningham
and children of MurNorth with
id fence forty-four approved securities,. bearing legal
Audrey Simnigons will put in home -Monday.
Mrs. Clanton ray were. in Hazel Sunday after- Featured together for the first
144/ poles to a .stake on the South interest from the day of sale unscales and office adjacent to these underwent an operation for goitre noon
as guests of Mr. and Mrs. time, John lio.•ard and ,Louise
side 'Of 'the Murray and, Martian til paid, and having the force and
sheds. - A large number of stock
Miss Eva Perry is in Paris this W. B. Milstead.
road; thence East to the beginning effect of a judgment. Bidders will
Campbell,
of
tuo
the
sireen's
popof various kinds move from Hazel week visiting in the home of
James Lamb and.Gennith Shercn ular youthful players, appear in
Mr.
be prepared to comply promptly
one hundred 4100) feet.
- -each week by train and trucks..
and Mrs. William Hull.
Owen, who are -in busines; college "Bulldog Drumniond tomes Back."
with these terms.—George S. Hart,
LOT II
CalloWay Circuit Court.
• .W. A.Simmons was in Paris last. at Bowling Green. were here over
The North one-half (ii) of lot Master Commissioner,
which opens Sunday at the' Capi- R. H. Falwell, AdministratoT of
Baptist Church Conference Is Held Wednesday on business.
the week end to visit their home tol Theatre.
77 and known in the plat of thc
Will Johnson, Etec'd.. Gladys Scott.
Calloway
Circuit
Court
Mint-draw -Hernia. who .is teach- folks.
A. conference was held at the
Plaintiffs Will Baker Somer. Nell Bomar City of Murray. Kentucky, tiy said
Baritist Church last Sunday. Elder ing at Lynn Grove. spent the
W. X. Dick was in Louisville a
number and as a further considVs.
Judgment
on
The
Ansended
Fizzell and
Flzzell. her
R. F. Gregory was reelected pas- week end with her parents. Mr. few days this week attending a
eration.hereof, party of second part
Petition
of
Gladys
husband;
Scott
Mary
Louise
Bomar Duke
tor for the next associattonal year. and Mrs.' T. S. Herron
S
farmers' meeting uX some sort.
as well as those who may hereinRoosevelt Johnson Woodson John- and
Duke, her HusMrs John Petty of Paris. sgent a .Mrt. Hcost Craig has returned
__SAM_ Boyd_ Itlesass_ 1 F Vaughn
Of Mrs. Lilt. Story Orr. Who
after gome - into poso.asion of said
son,
Pearl
Johnson,
Alvis
bad:
JohnEat-line
Berner and Geneva
s.
Charley. _ Linn and Coleman Hurt few days last week here with her home from the Mascio Hospital
PaSsed Away Sept. i. 1936
son, 011ie Johnson, Bee Skin- Bomar. Katherine Bomar, Char- lot, that no house or improvement
were named delegates to the Blood parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. k. Bray': where she spent a few days
We can't see why God called her
other than a good substantial brick
ners Quitman Johnson. Ida Fitz- lotte Bomar suing, by their
Luther Robertson. of Murray. undergoing treatment.
next
River Association which meets
away. It is sad to think of her
gerald, Wash Fitzgerald.
friend and father, Clifford B. Bo- business house be made and when
si* the-Baptist Church at Calvert was in Hazel Monday on- business.
Mrs. Richard Terrell and chil- going by tier church and her illJny
said brick house may be erected
Detendants mar,
Mr. and , Mrs Amos Robertson. dren. of Paducah. spent a few friends, but it is sweet to think
City Tuesday and Wednesday after
it shall not extend further back
- By virtue—of a judgmeht and
of Whittenburg, Texas. arrived In days last week visiting her par- of her many good'deeds while here
Paintiffs than
third Sunday in October.
80 feet giving and leaving
order of sale of the Calloway CirVs.
Judgment
-Hazel lad Thursday to visit Mrs. ents. Mr. and Mrs, W. B.- Jones.
on earth With. us. __ across the East end thereof eight
cuit Cisort, rendered at the August Joe Bakers Mary Louise'Robertson's
Baker.
parents.
Mr. and Mis.
Her absence is felt at Sinkins,
Mrs. Lois. Waterfield returned
Methodist Quarterly Meets
term thereof; 1937, in the above his wife: Camille Baker McDon- and one-half 1812) feet for an
The fourth quarterly confer- Frank Page.
home Tuesday from Madisonville Spring Church of which she was causefor.th
e_purpose of 81237. and ald: Neva Barker Ford and Albert alley.
DrW. H. Mason. 4 Murray. and Hartford. Ky.. where she has a - devoted member. We do- r. ,t
ence Of -Hazel Circuit of the M.
LOT III
costs
herein
expended. I shall pro- Ford, Her Husband, Etna Baker
' E. Church was held at Soiith Was in Hazel la,st Tuesday visiting been looking after business.
behte in over eulogizing but we
_ Also tlie following described
,cesd• to offer for sale at the court Hawthorne and Her Husband,
.Pleasant • Grove last Saturday. Re- friends!' •.
John property
The Rev. Sam. B. Jones- preached believe in rendering tribute to house
situated East of the N.
door' in Murray. Kentucky, .Hawthurne: Willie D. Walton and
ports showed an increase in mem- - Mrs. R. B. Hicks spent Thursday at the Methodist church in Habel whom tribute is due and anytAin4
C. and St. L. Raproad and boundSHERWIN-WILLIAMS
to the highest bidder at public Roy Walton. Her Hustozand;
bership and the financial report ancrFridatis in Paris. visiting her Sunday evening.
Mary ed as follows:
said concerning her Christian life
Beginning at the
auction on Monday: the 25th day Baker Batsel' and Her Husband,
'Sister, Mrs. R. B. ,Chrispon, and
was most pressing.
Mrs. A. W Alderson of Tobadco. -Would' only be retiderings the trib- of
Northwest corner of a lot owned
October, 1937. at 1 o'clock or Cecil Batsei and Louise Baker,
Mr. Chruitnan. .
,
• spent Monday in Hazel as the 'west ute to her that she .-so richly deby E. S. Diuguid and East from the
thereabout (same being county
Mrs-Ella Mayer spent one' day of her rIsioghter Mrs. C. W. Den- serves_ - •
_
defendants center
Reeder ajd Knox WYnns
MURRAY PAINT &
of the railroad -right of
cvurt
upan_ a. credit .of six
By virtue- of d udgmeist- and
left Monday morning to
-She 'had- few equals -asse Godly.
in the recently in Murray .as guest of ham.
WALLPAPER CO.
I way one punched t-1011) feet and
Months, the' followirg described order. of sale. ofsthe Calloysay_Ci
r
sd
sixty
-soli fest...Kssso
--wonteriss-As-n--atirtfe. !fl
man.
murray,--K)
-and
family.
Sandy Harmon. who has. been
was indeed a helpmate 'to her
Hazel Tuesday visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Hendricks
with the CCC camp in Idaho, has
Mr. and Mrs. We, Doran. witb hustiand. She was kind to everyand Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Hurt have been making their home in ene she met. She was
returned to his home here.
faithful in
Mr. and. Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow. spent last Tuesday near Calvert Hazel about 'six msnths. have all walks of life and here we reMrs. Mavis Millet.. Mrs. Nofie City. Ky.. as„guests. of Mr. Hen- moved to Almo where they will me,,,be, that the Lord said, -Be
Miller. and Mrs. Lome Denham dricks brothers. Mr. and Mrs. spend the winter.
thou. faithful unto death and I
attends-et the Eastern Star 'meeting Charlie . Hendricks. and Mr. and
Mrs, R. M. Mason of Murray was will give thee the csogpa
Mrs. Ed Hendricks.
at Puryear F4islay. night.
'in Hazel Tuesday on business.
Truly. a good woman has left
•
Mr. and, Mrs. Joe Bruce Wil. Dr. and Mrs " Eunice :Wier, Mr
'us for her reward. While she is
and Mrs. Bill Bailey and Mr. and son of Cherry spent the week-end
gone from among us. yet she is
Mrs. Alvie Oliver attended the with Mrs. Wilson's parents. Mr.
not forgotten,
and Mrs. C. T. Lamb and family.
fair in -Paducah last week. • • --"
Miss
Mildred
Wade Crawford and Mr. Rhodes
Patterson
and Mrs.
'
of Murray 'were Hazel business Homer Marshall were Paro
Dear Ledger & Tortes and friends:
ors
last
Friday.
visitors Monday.
• I can't remember when this
•
Joe
T. Lovett and the new editor paper did not come to our .horme. •I hone everbody is enjoying this
o8frv. Minnie Hendricks of near
of
the Ledger & Times. John. S. It aunt weekly during my parents' Line rain.
Cottage Grove. Tenn.. was in Mrs-and Mrs. Robert Butler. of
l{aISaturdak.---night and Sunday Neal. of Murray. Were in Hazel life-time and now they -have passBring in your kiddies Friday and Saturday
visit her 'mother. *-Mrs Frank 813nday afternoon visiting friends. ed'.on to Heaven and the good old Fultbn. were dinner guests SunFor New Clothes at Savings
day
of
Mr.
and Mrs, Charlie
Mrs. Ike .-OT.Fic-- of Puryear. is paper still briags me news ofl my
Brayi
s. • her bed
Wicker.
acquaintances.
Wide variety of
We are sorry that we bid not
I have been a reader of your
patterns
paper but' this-is my first time to have iriy Sunday School last Lord's
.
attempt to write a letter for pub- day but it was too rainy for anyone to get out.
Yard
lication.
Grotrienlock. don't you. get out in
'•
Chatterbox sends you news and
..%
The Calloway County Board of Education will offef gocd letters but she isn't ac- the rain for you might-get drownCHILDREN'S ANKLETS, new fall colors
25c
10c, 15c,
the following property
sale at public auction on the quainted" enough in This section to ed.
Almost all the tobacc3 is cut in
36-in. Outing Flannel, solid colors and
get us in the columns of print.
CHILDREN'S THREE-QUARTER HOSE
dates mentioned below:
We are almost equal distances be- this neighboghood and firing of
stripes and farrcies
for boys and girls
15c, 19c, 25c
Auction will be held at each sch.00l house.
tween Tennessee and Cumberland the weed is the trouble now.
and
yard
You
were right. Hummingbird!
rivers. We are near the Kentucky
BOY'S WASH SCHOOL PANTS
98c, $1.25, $1.45
Bias Tapes and_Rickracks
and 10c
line on both the West and North. I was. afraid "Old Jack Frost"
each
LITTLE CHILDREN'S SCHOOL OXFbRDS,
So you see we are in the -corner would get all the green grass but
of the map of good old Tennes- that was not bothering .me. riut I
sizes 8 1-2 to 2
5c
THREAD, all-colors, spool
$1.00 and $1.95
see. The surveyor aw .- .ke .to real- had began- to set sorry for the
BOY'S OXFORDS, sizes 2 1-2 to 6
ize he had started in the wrong di- persona who did not have.
rection and setting his Flakes shoes to wear.
BOY'S SCHOOL SHIRTS, sizes 8 to 14
. riew be made a square turn. Well ..1.1iorothy.. Orr and Mrs. Charlie
'8
9:
$2
,9
49c, 69c,
'rat's where we are—in tho ex- Wicker went out car driving one
GIRL'S
SCHOOL
SWEATE
RS—
evening
lastweek.
I don't think
erne corner of Stewart -corner.
(some twin-sweater sets)
.9
95
c
This is a wide-awake commun- I wolitcl have enjoyed a ride with
98c to $24
them
because neither one knew
ity and full of pep. The farmers
GIRL'S
TOBOGG
AN
CAPS
how
to .drive.
However, they
are • busy _with their fall work.
Xhe log barns have began their managed to get the car back home
in safety.—Grasshopper.
usual "smokirrei Long and short sleeve models
The-women-are--Jsutry-ss
s
va•
AH sales willbe tt
in fancy patterns.
-TiF.
.
in beano peas tomatoes and the
dyed Prints, sizes 14 to 20 And
•
like for fear of frost. These cold
Board of Education reign'es the right to reject any
38-44.
. _ nights make us . realize frost `and
'and all bids.
winter is just c step ahead.
220 weight blue denim, well
JUST ARRIVED
31..._ 0.-AVRATHER, Supt.- --ik:B.--dallisssof - Model. comes-to
made throughout, specie
this -section about- StIC o'clock each
Jackets
to match
school dal, morn to - Weet hj
each
..
group of high school boys and girls
• •-• • •
that go to-Dover. He has about 2(1
Blue and Grey Covert Shirts
to -ride the bus—alas carries any
Full count 8'0-square prints, in each
else who wishes to go in :to
variety of colors—a garment Washington Dee Cee Shirts, made of
town.
.The Home Demonstration club
of real utility. Sizes 14.to 20— genuinee Taxi-Kloth,
met last Thursday' with Mr& Virgil
sizes 14 to 20
Garland .with.every ---ricerinisitii-befrr-g•
Blanket lined JUMPERS, made of 220
Timms
present carrot Zirre. We
had
GIVES YOU
blue denim, part wool blanket
8V.
one fit'',
to 'Ions Our
DEL
ENE
lined, sizes 36 to 46
19311 M
program was . on music. We also
had" 18 pretty • cans of Iruit and
TURttlGi.
•
vegefables to be judged for itse
fair that opens. ,today 4-ThursVOR
day) and continues through the
ERHAPS you've never realized how many inter•
ninth of Octobers,- Don't forget the
eating things there are to see in Louisville.
date" of our fad and corm over
to DoVer.',._ c . _
For instance: The Louisville and PortlandiaL.-

Girl Scout News I

Last Date for.Soil Allowances
Is on October 31
31

a

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

In Loving Memory

WHAT IS THE

"ROOM
OF THE

WEEK',0

COME IN AND SEE!
PAINT HEADQUARTERS

For the Entire
Family

Between the Rivers

Sew and Save!

Oak Grove News
r

•

No School Tomorrow...
Due to F. D. E. A. Convention

Fast Color
PRINTS

,

NOTICE OF SALE OF SCHOOL HOUSES
AND GROUNDS

15.c and 19c

for

15` 25c
sc

Friday, October 15—Steelyville School House
Sale will be held at 10 o',plock A. M.
Friday, October 15 Hickory Grove School
House---Sale will be held at 1:30 P. M.
Saturday, October 16 -Martins Chapel School
House and Grounds Sale will be held at
10 A. M.
Saturday, October 16---Flint School House
and Groundi—Sale will be held 1:30 P.M.

SMOCKS aw4e
HOUSEFROCKS

Work Clothes

Big Smith & Duckhead Overalls

$1.19
$1.19
65c
79c
$169

s, HOUSE -COATS

WEEK-END
AT THE'BROWN
AND SEE
'
THE SIGHTS!

$89.95
maw

Famous

Smart Fall Footwear

7-;••

p

&Ma.here _is AnAtits041-317..".

Miniature RAsiatit',-71acititt
Motument, a narrow/ shrine; the Speed Museum,
with celebrated art exhibits; the U.S. Fish Hatchery;
The Memorial Auditorium, which freguendy OfieiTs
world-renowned concert orchestras, artists and plays
-and many others too numerous to mention ....
Drive up tins weekend. Dance and dine in the Brown's
famops Bluegrass Rthrn, and see the sights on Sun•
..da)i•'You'll hugely enjoy at!

THE

$1.95

MAGIC

BROWN

HOTEL.

"Louisville's Largest and Fl*st'!•.
E Harter. Manager

•••••

ly. Miss. . Ruby_ Dildav is teaching. She is kept quite busy. With
44 different
I enjoy,,. et
to Murray. I
forget how time 1...,sres when I -get
there conversirig ws 1 old fiAerids
and school chums.
antly .of my sc'hool days at Outland and Murrayc, I enjoy tit(
nests and letters froth the East Side
di the county- -that is' wheie-alninst
lialf,of my life has 'been spent.
I must rush along for its bedtime. and I have not finished, read 'Mg the _Ledger & Times, .Just
get it today. .It was two days late
-from sorne cause. )
Have I used too inuCh spa-ce for
the first time, Mr. i..uvett?
=-Reader of The Ledger & Times
Editors's Note: Not al all: :We
enjoyed every word of it. •

Men's and Young
Men's Smart Fall
SHOES

spic a Tinhis
VALUE!...

wide variety of styles E.
Suede and Suede Combinali.E•
sizes 4 1-2 to it, widths AA to
,• 4

er 3tunt.int 'Beauty-Tone
model offers world-wide
reception with tremendous power, increased
clarity-RCA Metal Tubes.

$2.75 to $4.95

TRADE IN YOUR
OLD SET
Big Allowance!

•

New Fall Ladies'
Novelty Dress
SHOES

ealf rord
kat-hers-, wing
tip, trouser crease, and cap model, Tans and blacks, sizes 6 to

S2.95,

$4

$4.75

E. Littleton lig Co.
A Modern Store With Latest Styles and Best Values

JOHNSON-FAIN
APPLIANCE CO.

Hazel,

Tablelnd Cabinet Models
for Farm Homes

•
•

Kentucky

